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### Numbers of "Unexplained" Aerial Sightings Reported to the Ministry of Defence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures from before 1959 are not available.

NB. The above figures relate to the number of reports, received by the Ministry of Defence, of aerial activity which was not immediately identifiable to the witness. They should not be taken to reflect sightings of "UFO/flying saucers".
# REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. **Date and time of sighting.**  
   (Duration of sighting.)

2. **Description of object.**  
   (No of objects, size, shape, colour, brightness, noise.)

3. **Exact position of observer.**  
   Geographical location.  
   (Indoors/outdoors, stationary/moving)

4. **How object was observed.**  
   (Naked eye, binoculars, other optical device, camera or camcorder)

5. **Direction in which object was first seen.**  
   (A landmark may be more helpful than a roughly estimated bearing.)

6. **Approximate distance.**

7. **Movements and speed.**  
   (side to side, up or down, constant, moving fast, slow)

8. **Weather conditions during observation.**  
   (cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
|   | 9. **To whom reported.**  
    (Police, military, press etc) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. <strong>Name, address and telephone no of informant.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. <strong>Other witnesses.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. <strong>Remarks.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. <strong>Date and time of receipt.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14 June 2001

Dear [Name]

Further to my letter of 5 June and my question concerning the radar tracking and interception of unidentified flying objects by RAF Neatishead/Lakenheath (USAF) in 1956.

Subsequent to sending the letter my attention has been drawn to an article (enclosed) by F.H.C Wimbledon RAF (retired) that appeared in a 1999 issue of the *Newsletter of the RAF Air Warfare Museum*. Mr Wimbledon, you will recall, was the Chief Controller on duty at RAF Neatishead G.C.I. on the night in question and personally supervised the interception by Venom NF.3s scrambled from the Battle Flight at RAF Waterbeach.

Your attention is drawn to paragraph 3 of Wimbledon’s article that refers to a debriefing by “a very senior RAF officer” and a report prepared for HQ Fighter Command, RAF Bentley Priory.

The one inaccuracy in the account is Wimbledon’s statement that the interceptors came from 253 Squadron. The QRA squadron on that evening was No. 23 Squadron and as I have previously noted, I have copies of flying logbook entries completed by six aircrew who took part in the interception attempts.

Given that a senior RAF officer has now discussed his role in these events in public I wish to ask for the MOD’s position on this matter and whether an account of, or an explanation for the events of the night of 13/14 August 1956 can be found in official records.

Yours Sincerely,
CROP CIRCLES 2002

INSIDE!

The Search For EXTRAN-TERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE
Re-entry by satellite booster cited as likely explanation

November 1990, he and the cabin crew saw "a set of bright lights... ahead and to the right and higher than we were."

D’Alton’s timing was within three minutes of that reported by the Tornado pilot in his signal to the MoD, so we can safely assume that they saw the same UFO, which would therefore have been many tens of miles away.

D’Alton was quoted as saying: "What we saw was one large, fairly bright light. Ahead of it was a formation of three fainter lights in a triangle. Another faint light was behind the large light and was slightly slower... we watched the lights for two minutes then it took a lightning-fast right-angle turn and zoomed out of sight."

Note how similar the captain’s description is to that of the Tornado pilot, "...five to six white steady lights, one blue steady light... UFO appeared in our [right hand] side same level... it went into our 12 o’clock and accelerated away."

One of the Tornado aircrew told D’Alton: "...all the pilots are adamant that what they had seen was definitely not satellite debris" and the captain himself was quoted as saying: "This thing was not of this world. In all my 53 years of flying I’ve never seen a craft anything like that."

Before we discover what this ‘UFO’ may have been, readers should also be aware that this formation of lights was seen by the crews of at least three other civilian aircraft at that same moment.

These included the captain of a Lufthansa airlines flight and an Air France pilot who was flying at 33,000 feet above the Pyrenees. In none of these cases was the UFO tracked by radar, which adds weight to the conclusion that it was much further away than the witnesses believed.

At the same time in Belgium, dozens of people on the ground reported a “triangular object with three lights, flying slowly and soundlessly to the southwest.”

The Air Forces of France, Belgium and Germany collected dozens of these reports and concluded the ‘object seen was actually tens of miles high.’ Recording equipment also detected two sonic booms which suggested something had entered the earth’s atmosphere.

When all the observations are gathered together and times are corrected for neighbouring zones, it becomes clear that the same, relatively slow moving object was sighted right across Europe that night. The date and time of the sightings correlate with the re-entry of the Ghorizont/Proton rocket body (satellite booster), which burned up in the atmosphere across northern France and Germany around 6 to 6.30pm [GMT] on the evening of 5 November 1990.

This explanation was confirmed afterwards by the French Service for the Investigation of Re-entry Phenomena (reported in the Glasgow Herald, 7 November 1990).

We can speculate that both the British MoD and Dutch authorities would have been informed about the satellite re-entry when they scrutinised the report made by the Tornado crews. If the date and time of the report tied in with the re-entry, as it did, established procedure would require no further investigation.

This is the answer to Richard Foxhall’s question. The conclusion that the UFO reported was part of a satellite burning up in the earth’s atmosphere may not be accepted by everyone. We agree that it does fit all aspects of the description provided by the aircrews, but we don’t have a clear statement from them nor do we know if they are aware of the facts concerning the re-entry which occurred that night.

We would point out that aircrews are human beings, and no matter how highly trained they may be for combat, this would not be the first time that pilots have seen and reported a spectacular and unexpected re-entry of space junk as a UFO.

This does not imply that all UFO reports by pilots can be so easily explained away, and indeed we will be presenting one case we feel remains inexplicable in a future issue of UFO Magazine. But we believe that in this instance, taking all the evidence into account, the facts point more directly towards a man-made rocket body re-entering earth’s atmosphere rather than a Stealth aircraft, or indeed an ‘unknown’.

© 2000 David Clarke & Andy Roberts
"The End Of The World As We Know It"

Earth’s magnetic field is shifting

INSIDE
Russian Cosmonauts Admit UFOs Are Real

Crop Circles & THE MoD

UFO CASE INCIDENTS

POLICE OFFICERS TESTIMONY TO FACT
Prince Philip, the Royal Equerry & Flying Saucers

Dr David Clarke and Andy Roberts

BACKGROUND

While in the Sunday Express on 17 July 1953, society columnist, Ephraim Hardcastle, noted, "I had not realised that the Duke of Edinburgh's interest in mechanical contraptions extended as far as flying saucers. But now I hear that the Duke has asked that all saucer information received by the Air Ministry should be duplicated to him."

Hardcastle did not reveal the source of this fascinating snippet of information, but the casual aside sparked years of speculation about the role played by His Royal Highness Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, in the subject of UFOs.

These rumors were little more than wild speculation until the publication, in 1997, of The Royal Hunter by Peter Horsley. In his book, Horsley dispelled the Duke had more to his secret fascination with flying saucers.

Horsley had lived the Royal Equerry to Prince Philip from 1949 and 1959 and had witnessed the Duke's interest in flying saucers. In fact, it was during this period that the Duke began to make his own inquiries into the subject.

As a consequence of the Duke's unique position within society, it was impossible for him to openly investigate and research such a contentious subject as flying saucers. Instead, Horsley, along with several of his aides, began to form a group of saucer enthusiasts and work on the subject behind the scenes.

Horsley began to gather evidence and to share information with other members of the Royal Family, including Prince Charles and Princess Margaret. He also became friends with several of the leading UFO researchers of the day, including Dr. J. Allen Hynek and Dr. Edward Mitchell.

One of the most influential personalities was Earl Louis Mountbatten, who later became the Chief of Defence Staff. It was thanks to Mountbatten's influence that Prince Philip, His Royal Highness, began to make his own inquiries into the subject.
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As a consequence of the Duke's unique position within society, it was impossible for him to openly investigat...
Prince Philip, the Royal Equestriy & Flying Saucers

Sir Peter Horsey

Although Horsey's position opened up exclusive endorsement deals there were occasions when an interview was felt necessary to obtain an interview. The Michael Young and UAF were his such case.

W: Why was it necessary to visit West Milton using a "cover" to talk with the aircrew from 26 Squadron R.A.F.?

W: Well that was neither nor for a Royal Inquiry into go on that, I thought it was one of the better contacts, I had just in the post office of the R.A.F.

[In Horsey's autobiography "Lions of the Sky", he states that he would have liked to help "Pilot M отдых", and was working as a correspondent for the "London Daily Express".]

[These two]...he was a correspondent for the R.A.F. and was working as a correspondent for the "London Daily Express".

Peter Johnson, navigator and an aerobatic pilot, knew that there was something exciting happening when the R.A.F. announced that it would be sending a team to West Milton on 31 December 1952. "That day we arrived..." he recalled. "We were all looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..." he said. "We were all looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..."

"We were at the Royal Air Force office and we were told that we would be going to West Milton for a week. We were all very excited and we were looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..." he said.

Horsey was told that he would be flying in the air..." he recalled. "We were all looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..."

"We were at the Royal Air Force office and we were told that we would be going to West Milton for a week. We were all very excited and we were looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..." he said.

"We were at the Royal Air Force office and we were told that we would be going to West Milton for a week. We were all very excited and we were looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..." he said.

Horsey's first flight was on 31 December 1952. "That day we arrived..." he recalled. "We were all looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..." he said. "We were all looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..."

"We were at the Royal Air Force office and we were told that we would be going to West Milton for a week. We were all very excited and we were looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..." he said.

"We were at the Royal Air Force office and we were told that we would be going to West Milton for a week. We were all very excited and we were looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..." he said.

"We were at the Royal Air Force office and we were told that we would be going to West Milton for a week. We were all very excited and we were looking forward to the day when we could fly in the air..." he said.
Prince Philip, the Royal Equerry & flying Saucers

Suddenlly, all was not what it seemed.

Horsley tried 'phoning Mrs. Markham over a period of several days but got no reply. He turned to General Martin for advice, but he became distruited of the Service Agency 'set up' remains. Perhaps the clues were there for Sir Peter from the start, the meeting was held by a Mrs. Markham, and there is a Markham Square immediately adjacent to South Street. And the very name 'Janus' is taken from the Roman god with two faces. A clue that Janus was in some way 'two-faced'?

Perhaps, somewhere, deep in the archives of M.I.5, lies a file detailing just how far the Security Services probed Peter Horsley, and Prince Philip's integrity by manipulating his interest in flying saucers and extraterrestrials.

Horsley's tour of duty as Prince Philip's equerry ended in 1955, but he continued his active interest in UFOs. His growing fascination for the subject does not appear to have adversely effected his career prospects. From 1971, Horsley was promoted to Commander of the RAF's nuclear deterrent bomber force and two years became Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Strike Command, where he remained until retirement in 1975.

PH: Later on when I went back to the R.A.F. I was in a job where the Air Force Operations Room came under me and I saw an incredible amount of reports. These went into the Air Force tray, to AFOR [Air Force Operations Room], because all reports of unusual occurrences in the air went into AFOR.

RC: What period are you referring to here?
PH: During Air Force reports I saw were later on, about 1965. Between 1965 and 1969, that sort of time.

RC: What happened to all this paperwork, because the MoD say today that everything before 1961 has been destroyed or lost - they say it doesn't exist.
PH: I bet you that it does still exist, at the MoD. Perhaps they are not telling you, I don't know. They [the reports] went through to Technical Intelligence, D.D.I. [Tech] and they did analysis of them and they were filed away somewhere. There was an immense number of reports, I can assure you of that. And I doubt that they would have been destroyed.

PH: Did you ever come across any evidence for a cover-up of information to do with UFOs?
RC: I did contact the Americans at one stage and the Americans wouldn't tell me anything. I was very surprised and I had a feeling that they were covering up something. I was doing this study for Prince Philip and there was some American report and I got onto the Air Attaché (Group Captain H.A.C. Bird-Wilson). That was 1952 and he made enquiries for me in the USA and he came back and more or less hinted that the Americans were covering up. Not actually saying so, but he got nothing. But I'm surprised because he was our Air Attaché and he had lots of contacts in Washington.

RC: Do you know why orders were issued to R.A.F pilots in 1953 not to discuss this subject with the Press or anyone outside the Air Ministry?
PH: I don't know. They probably thought the best thing to do was keep quiet. The forces do this from time to time, they don't want pilots and people to talk about it.

This subject did worry the C of C of Fighter Command at the time, this I do know. His interest was that the Russians were getting into our airspace, Sir Thomas Pike, I talked to him about them. He just pooh-poohed it all, but one worry was that our airspace was being invaded by the Russians. It was the height of the Cold War, after all.

RC: How seriously was this subject taken at the time?
PH: Well you have to remember this was the height of the Cold War. I think it was quite serious because we were experimenting with supersonic and very high-flying aircraft and we were intercepting Russian aircraft that were trying to penetrate our airspace at that time, up in the North particularly, so any report was taken very seriously.

They never caught a Russian plane over this country. They had one that came over the coast by mistake and the pilot said to his co-pilot: 'I wonder if this is frightening the British as much as it is frightening me!'

RC: What's your opinion of UFOs, after doing your study for Prince Philip?
PH: I don't believe in them [flying saucers] and I don't disbelieve in them. The conclusions I reached were very much in line with most official views on the subject [that] 95 per cent of the sightings could be explained by normal things such as balloons, but a hard core of five per cent were totally unexplainable. The five per cent are incredible really and they can't be explained away.

There's something going on, of that I'm sure, but what I didn't know and that is the view I still hold today.
Letters to the Editor
UFO Magazine,
Valley Farm Way,
Wakefield Road,
Stourton,
Leeds LS10 1SE,
England

WHO CAN TELL?

We write to correct some of the factual inaccuracies in Nick Pope’s (below) scathing review of our book Out of the Shadows (UFO Magazine, July 2002).

Firstly, Nick claims that we are ‘paper trail researchers’. This is correct. But as much, if not more, of our time is spent interviewing witnesses and officials who have been involved in the UFO mystery. We are investigators and researchers and we do what UFOs were just a gleam in Nick’s imagination.

He then claims that ‘many people have written about foo fighters and ghost rockets’. Well, yes they have. But this rather misses the significant point that Out of the Shadows reveals - for the first time - the official Air Ministry files on those subjects, which others such as Tim Good and Nick were not able to read for without success in the past. These files go into some detail regarding individual aircrew sightings and how the Air Ministry treated the matter. They also introduce R.V. Jones into the subject of ufology where he would play a central role for many years.

The ghost rocket files in particular give great insight into the political and administrative confusion prevalent in the Air Ministry through the whole saga. None of this has been written about before. Nick then claims that the UFO interest of R.V. Jones and Peter Horsley is well known from their autobiographies. But how many people have actually read these books?

Very few we would suggest.

Our research into these key personalities, along with Lord Mountbatten, was amplified both by direct interviews with Peter Horsley (see the article in this issue of UFO Magazine), R.V. Jones’ son, Mountbatten’s daughter and back-up with archive research and access to their personal papers. If Nick’s view of ufology is that you accept the ‘dimensional view’ - that what you read in books is the whole story - then we have serious doubts about his abilities as a researcher.

Which brings us neatly to Nick’s assertion that outsiders cannot possibly understand the MoD’s involvement with UFOs, simply because they are outsiders, and that the information given to us by numerous interviewees is flawed because they are ‘Bound by the Official Secrets Act’.

What utter nonsense - on both counts.

Military historians, or investigative journalists, for instance are rarely part of the organisation they choose to write about and yet despite or because of this they are passionate enough to be able to take an objective look at the subject they are researching. Take for example, historian Richard Aldrich’s magnificent insight into the world of Cold War Intelligence: The Hidden Hand (John Murray, London, 2001).

This is exactly the tradition we followed with Out of the Shadows, which was written from the point of view of a historian, not a ufologist. That Nick finds fault in this accuracy is a sad reflection on the UFO case he has become so closely involved up in. As far as the CSA? Yes, service personnel and government officials know it exists to a - but the CSA is not a magic spell. It will not stop people from saying what they choose and the government rarely acts on any information ‘revealed’. Information obtained from interviewees is backed up by findings on the ‘paper trail’ (as ours is) then it is a reasonable assumption to argue that it exists. The majority of our interviewees were old and wealthy - they no longer had need for official administrative restrictions they were once under.

On the other side of the coin if Nick is choosing to invoke the CSA as a reason why information was held back, we would suggest people immediately stop buying his books for the simple reason that UFOs become a psychological taboo by claiming nothing he says should be taken seriously because he remains bound by the CSA.

All his writings and lectures therefore count for nothing and should be regarded as disinformation because by his own admission he ‘knows’ - yet cannot tell.

It nick finds fault with our historical investigation of the UK UFO files - the bulk of UFO research, we suggest that instead of hiding behind the toothless CSA he actually tells us something genuinely new about the UFO phenomenon. We’re waiting for Nick.

In the meantime we will continue to interview key players in the events. It is our history and we propose to make our offering to the public discussion. Nick’s smear campaign may not please our critics, but we are happy to be judged upon the quality and originality of our material.

We have no hesitation in reporting the CSAs involvement with UFOs, without recourse to hiding behind outdated laws and semantic jiggery-pokery as Nick has chosen to do.

From: Dr. David Clarke and Andy Roberts, P.O. Box 1289,
crazydiamonds@talktalk.net

Letter of the Month

I have read all the contents of UFO Magazine fascinating and thought-provoking, especially those carried on strange objects seen in the skies and depicted on many works of art, mostly of a religious nature.

I find myself in agreement with Nick’s comments. The CSA is a farce and from my own knowledge of the subject I can see no other way to describe it.

From: Dr. David Clarke and Andy Roberts, P.O. Box 1289,
crazydiamonds@talktalk.net

CRACKING STUFF

As a regular and dedicated subscriber to UFO Magazine, which I and my members believe to be the finest of its kind in the world, I encourage you to write up reports of happenings in various areas around the world and to have a feature on the CSA. We can publish our findings in the magazine, all of which are based on truth, facts and not fiction. Well done on a fine piece of work and keep up the excellent standards on what is a cracking magazine.

From: Mr. Peter Cliffe, INFONIK, 47 Whitcover Lane, Leeds LS12 5JU.

WHOSE HAND?

I find the contents of UFO Magazine fascinating and thought-provoking, especially those carried in strange objects seen in the skies and depicted on many works of art, mostly of a religious nature.

I, like Nick, have been involved in UFO research and lean towards scepticism when faced with dubious evidence, but it is in the form of genuine photographs, obvious fakes or hoaxes, or simply phenomena that can be explained away as weather balloons, high-altitude aircraft, etc.

I suppose the only way to settle this problem is to use an extraterrestrial spacecraft land in, or near, a large city or town. Given such a hypothetical scenario, what might be the supposed sequence of events following such a landing? How would political, scientific, security, military and media institutions respond, for example?

And who would act as the official representative of Earth to greet these visitors? The UN Secretary General? A Head of State? A local dignitary, such as a mayor or governor? It might sound like science fiction to some, but one never knows!

From: Mr. P. Anderson, Glasgow, Scotland.

An interesting dilemma, but I wouldn’t bet against Tony Blair appearing at the head of any welcoming committee - Editor.

THE NEED TO KNOW

I wish to commend you on an excellent magazine. I have been an avid reader for over ten years, and I feel very confident in your ability to maintain the professional and unbiased writing - it adds so much credibility to informing the sceptical public and media about the subject. I recognise that maintaining the pace in communicating such important information can be a challenge to all of you, but I am also very pleased with it.

I sense an underlying urgency in its interaction with the world, and while the speed of this ‘communication’ is increasing to full purpose.

I suppose the only way to settle this problem is to use an extraterrestrial spacecraft land in, or near, a large city or town. Given such a hypothetical scenario, what might be the supposed sequence of events following such a landing? How would political, scientific, security, military and media institutions respond, for example?

And who would act as the official representative of Earth to greet these visitors? The UN Secretary General? A Head of State? A local dignitary, such as a mayor or governor? It might sound like science fiction to some, but one never knows!

From: Mr. P. Anderson, Glasgow, Scotland.

An interesting dilemma, but I wouldn’t bet against Tony Blair appearing at the head of any welcoming committee - Editor.

THE NEED TO KNOW

I wish to commend you on an excellent magazine. I have been an avid reader for over ten years, and I feel very confident in your ability to maintain the professional and unbiased writing - it adds so much credibility to informing the sceptical public and media about the subject. I recognise that maintaining the pace in communicating such important information can be a challenge to all of you, but I am also very pleased with it.

I sense an underlying urgency in its interaction with the world, and while the speed of this ‘communication’ is increasing to full purpose.
British's Men In Black

New documentary sheds light on Room 801 and the role of government appointed officials who investigated unidentified flying objects in post-war Britain.

Dr. David Clarke & Andy Roberts

A new documentary on UFOs was premiered on The Discovery Channel on Wednesday, 24 July.

"Britain's Men In Black" was based on the investigative efforts of Dr. David Clarke and Andy Roberts, who, after years spent in government archives, finally unearthed an almost 50-year-long hidden chapter of official Government involvement in investigating 'flying saucer' reports in post-war Britain.

Having finally persuaded the Ministry of Defence to release a hitherto classified report by the 'Flying Saucer Working Party' in 2001, the programme focused on some of the key characters who were involved with the early 1950s study.

Thanks to a Reynolds News article from June 1957, UFO researchers have long known that government officials based in Room 801 at the former Hotel Metropole building in Northumberland Avenue, off London's Trafalgar Square, were actively engaged in studying flying saucer reports. The paper even quoted an Air Ministry spokesman admitting they had "something like 10,000 UFO reports" on its files.

Although nothing like that number has ever seen the light of day, Clarke and Roberts were successful in shedding light on those responsible for investigating and analysing at least some of them.

Having gleaned salient names, ranks and responsibilities as detailed in 'The Flying Saucer Working Party Report', Clarke and Roberts eventually traced and personally interviewed some of its key figures.

Among them was Wing Commander Stan Hubbard, whose trade at the Working Party for dismissing so lightly the two UFO sightings while stationed at RAF Farnborough was one of the documentary's highlights. As a critic says, Stan Hubbard ranks up there with the very best.

Incredibly, Clarke and Roberts discovered that Wing Commander Myles Formby, who was told to research UFOs for the government, was still alive and living in retirement in a coastal town in Northern Ireland.

"When we found him he came clean straight away," Roberts told journalist Julian Champkin of the Sunday Express.

"Everything we had discovered, he confirmed, without reluctance. But he knows much more; and about those things he would not speak. He was inaccessible, or unwilling, to say more.

Unfortunately, when a film crew accompanied Clarke and Roberts to Northern Ireland, they had to make do with comments from Mr. Formby's relatives. The man himself, now in his late eighties, chose not to appear.

More unfortunate still, perhaps, in the matter of 'Britain's Men In Black' seemed to lose the plot mid-way through. Despite the appearance of Georgine Brent and Nick Pope in a section dealing with the Randersham Forest incident of December 1999, little was added to what is already known.

But to then include a piece on The Airworths Society and insert an acutely embarrassing age-long interview with its founder, George King, took the shine off what was otherwise an excellent historical documentary.

For every Stan Hubbard there are hundreds and possibly thousands of other witnesses like him. Those, above all others, are the ones most people wish to see and hear. Those engaged in making UFO documentaries in the future would be well advised to keep that in mind.

The Reynolds News report on Room 801 dated 16 June, 1957.

"Major Reynolds has been directed to probe the crash. Relf are of Flight Lieutenant Thomas Tupper and Richard Thursfield. The wreckage was found nearby. There are no survivors. The battle was not over yet. We will fight on."

UFO Magazine will shortly begin a fresh look at its sensational new development in this matter.
TO: 

FROM: DINFOEXP

FAX: [Redacted]

TEL: [Redacted]

COMMENT:

Papers already sent to Dr Claude on 25 July 02. Dlinfo(Exp) informed.
Director of Information Exploitation  
Room 828  
St Giles Court  
1-13 St Giles High Street  
LONDON WC2B 8LD

Your ref: DGInfo/3/1/3/1  
22 July 2002

Dear [Name],

I refer to your letter of 2 October 2001 in response to my appeal for a review of a decision by the Ministry of Defence to withhold documents following a request I made under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.

You will recall that my appeal concerned five documents from a MOD file concerning an alleged UFO sighting near RAF Woodbridge in December 1980.

In your letter of 2 October last year you said you had decided that having reviewed these documents you felt it appropriate to disclose two of the documents. You added that:

"...it is not appropriate to disclose the remaining documents...as these consist of advice from officials to Ministers and are properly covered by Exemption 2 of the Code, which relates to internal discussion and advice."

You advised me that if I was dissatisfied I could ask an MP to take the matter up with the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the Ombudsman) who may decide to investigate.

I now understand that a third party (another member of the public) has made an appeal directly to the Ombudsman in respect of the three documents withheld, and that the Ombudsman has in the last few days ruled that the three remaining documents should be disclosed.

If that is the case then I now wish to resubmit my original application for copies of the three documents which were the subject of my original appeal on 20 August 2001.

These documents, from MOD file ref D/Sec(AS)12/2/1, are:

1) an internal Minute from a MOD official to a Minister's office, submitting a draft response and an accompanying background note in respect of a Parliamentary Question (PQ) tabled by Sir Patrick Wall MP.
2) a duplicate copy of the first page of 1) above.
3) an internal Minute from a MOD official to a Minister’s office, submitting a draft response and accompanying background material in respect of a letter to the Secretary of State for Defence, the Rt Hon Michael Heseltine MP, from David Alton MP, which had enclosed a letter from one of Mr Alton’s constituents.

I see no reason why, given the Ombudsman’s ruling and the impending Freedom of Information Act, that these three documents should continue to be withheld.

The circumstances surrounding the alleged incident are now over 20 years old, and are a matter of legitimate public and historical interest. By withholding this information, the MOD are simply encouraging suspicion that it has something to hide concerning an incident which it said had “no defence significance” in the first place.

I hope that you will look again at my original request. In view of the recent development, I hope that it will now not be necessary to refer this matter to the Ombudsman via my MP.

I look forward to hearing from you,

Yours faithfully,
From: [Redacted]
Directorate of Air Staff (Lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N 5BP

Telephone
(Direct dial) 020 7218 2140
(Switchboard) 020 7218 8000
(Fax) [Redacted]
(GTN) [Redacted]

Dr David Clarke

Your Reference

Dr Clarke

Your Reference

Our Reference

D/DAS/64/3/11

Date

25 July 2002

Dear Dr Clarke

I am writing concerning three documents from the MOD file on the alleged sighting of an 'Unidentified Flying Object' near Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk, which were withheld from you under Exemption 2 of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (the Code).

There has recently been an investigation by the Parliamentary Ombudsman into the decision to withhold these documents and the Ombudsman has concluded that the three documents do fall under the scope of Exemption 2. However, in the particular circumstances of this case he recommended that the documents should nonetheless be provided to the individual who made the complaint, and MOD has accepted this.

The MOD also agreed to supply the documents to all those from whom they had previously been withheld and they are therefore enclosed for your information. Some have been anonymised in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.

Yours sincerely,

[Redacted]
M1

This non-oral question has been allocated to Minister(AF) for answer.

2. Would you please supply a draft reply and background note, together with any relevant Hansard extracts and Press cuttings, to reach this office at the time shown on the front cover.

3. Please submit a copy of the draft answer to PS/USofS(AF) when returning this, allowing sufficient time for USofS(AF) to comment.

Office of Minister(AF)
Room 6386 Main Building

M2

APS/Minister(AF) (thro' DUS(Air))

Copy to:
APS/US of S(AF)
Ops(GE)2(RAF)

1. I have placed opposite a draft reply to PQ 7608C.

2. The same background note has been provided for PQ 7607C and PQ 7609C.

21 October 1983
SIR PATRICK WALL (CONSERVATIVE) (BEVERLEY)

Sir Patrick Wall

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence whether, in view of the fact that the United States' Air Force memo of 13 January 1981 on the incident at RAF Woodbridge has been released under the Freedom of Information Act, he will now release reports and documents concerning similar unexplained incidents in the United Kingdom.

SUGGESTED ANSWER (Mr Stanley)

This has been considered. It is the intention to publish reports.
Background Note

These three questions follow from the News of the World article of 2 October 1983 (Annex A) describing an alleged UFO sighting by USAF personnel at RAF Woodbridge in Suffolk on 27 December 1980.

The report of 13 January 1981 (Annex B) examined by the Air Staff and DS 8. It was concluded that there was nothing of defence interest in the alleged sighting.

There was, of course, no question of any contact with "alien beings" nor was any unidentified object seen on any radar recordings, as alleged in the News of the World.

A BBC investigation into the incident following publication of the News or the World Article concluded that a possible explanation for the lights seen by the USAF personnel was the pulsating light of the Orfordness lighthouse some 6 - 7 miles away.

The sole interest of the MOD in UFO reports is to establish whether they reveal anything of defence interest (e.g. intruding aircraft). MOD investigations are not pursued beyond the point at which we are satisfied that a report has no defence implications. No attempts are made to identify and catalogue the likely explanation for individual reports.

Last year, Lord Long, during a debate initiated by the Earl Clancarty, said that he would look into the possibility of publishing such reports as are received by the Ministry of
Defence. US of S(AF) has now decided to release compilations of reports. They will be published on a quarterly basis and will be available to members of the public, at a small charge to cover costs. US of S(AF) had planned to make an announcement shortly in the House of Lords through an arranged PQ. Pending arrangements for an announcement in the Lords, US of S(AF) has agreed that we should indicate the decision in the Commons.
This non-oral question has been allocated to Minister(AF) for answer.

2. Would you please supply a draft reply and background note, together with any relevant Hansard extracts and Press cuttings, to reach this office at the time shown on the front cover.

3. Please submit a copy of the draft answer to PS/USofS(AF) when returning this, allowing sufficient time for USofS(AF) to comment.

Office of Minister(AF)
Room 6386 Main Building
Extension 2(10-41)

APS/Minister(AF) (thro' DUS(Air))

Copy to:
'APS/US of S(AF)
Ops(GE)2(RAF)

1. I have placed opposite a draft reply to PQ 7607C.
2. The same background note has been provided for PQ 7608C and PQ 7609C.

21 October 1983
SIR PATRICK WALL (CONSERVATIVE) (BEVERLEY)

Sir Patrick Wall - To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he has seen the United States Air Force memo dated 13 January 1981 concerning unexplained lights near RAF Woodbridge.

SUGGESTED ANSWER (Mr Stanley)

Yes.
Background Note

These three questions follow from the News of the World article of 2 October 1983 (Annex A) describing an alleged UFO sighting by USAF personnel at RAF Woodbridge in Suffolk on 27 December 1980.

The report of 13 January 1981 (Annex B) examined by the Air Staff and DS 8. It was concluded that there was nothing of defence interest in the alleged sighting.

There was, of course, no question of any contact with "alien beings" nor was any unidentified object seen on any radar recordings, as alleged in the News of the World.

A BBC investigation into the incident following publication of the News or the World Article concluded that a possible explanation for the lights seen by the USAF personnel was the pulsating light of the Orfordness lighthouse some 6 - 7 miles away.

The sole interest of the MOD in UFO reports is to establish whether they reveal anything of defence interest (eg intruding aircraft). MOD investigations are not pursued beyond the point at which we are satisfied that a report has no defence implications. No attempts are made to identify and catalogue the likely explanation for individual reports.

Last year, Lord Long, during a debate initiated by the Earl Clancarty, said that he would look into the possibility of publishing such reports as are received by the Ministry of
Defence. US of S(AF) has now decided to release compilations of reports. They will be published on a quarterly basis and will be available to members of the public, at a small charge to cover costs. US of S(AF) had planned to make an announcement shortly in the House of Lords through an arranged PQ. Pending arrangements for an announcement in the Lords, US of S(AF) has agreed that we should indicate the decision in the Commons.
1. US of S(AF) will recall recent correspondence on this matter with Lord Hill-Norton and Rt Hon Merlyn Rees MP. In both cases he took the line that we have nothing to add to what had already been said on the Woodbridge incident. Indeed, this was the line taken in previous correspondence with David Alton (See M3). The enclosed draft reply to Mr Alton once more follows this approach.

2. Mr Alton specifically requested a copy of the MOD official reply to [REDACTION] last letter. This is enclosed, together with an earlier letter to which it refers. There is no objection to passing this correspondence to Mr Alton.

3. You may wish to note that Mr Alton has apparently passed on both letters sent by Lord Trefgarne on 19 March 85, even though one of these was intended to be for his information only.

12 June 1985
Thank you for your letter of 16 May to Michael Heseltine enclosing one from [REDACTED]. You asked to see a copy of the Department's reply to [REDACTED] letter of 25 February 1985 and this is enclosed, together with earlier correspondence to which it refers.

As I pointed out in my letter of 19 March, the MOD concerns itself only with the defence implications of reported UFO sightings. In this context, the report submitted by Col Halt in January 1981 was examined by those in the Department responsible for such matters and, as I have made clear in the past, it was considered to have no defence significance. We have since seen nothing to alter this view and there is nothing I can usefully add to the comments made in Sec(AS)'s letter or [REDACTED].

Lord Trefgarne

David Alton Esq MP
Job No 2-24
16th May 1985

Dear Michael,

I enclose a letter I have received from [REDACTION ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT] following on from enquiries I first raised with your Department in March.

I read [REDACTION ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT] letter with great interest and it seems to me that the points he raises are quite reasonable and merit a reply. I should be most grateful if you could let me have your comments and if you could let me see a copy of the reply to [REDACTION ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT] own letter to your Department dated 25th February 1985.

Yours sincerely,

[REDACTION ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT]

David Alton, MP.

The Rt. Hon. Michael Heseltine, MP.
Secretary of State
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1 2HB.
14th May, 1985

David Alton, Esq., MP,
House of Commons,
Westminster,
London SW1

Dear Mr. Alton,

[Redaction]

has kept me informed about her correspondence with you on the unusual incidents which were reported to the Ministry of Defence by USAF authorities at RAF Woodbridge in January 1981. I have also seen Lord Trefgarne’s letters to you of 19th March.

I decided to write further to you about this puzzling and disquieting case, and she referred to me her enclosed letter of 31st March, which is addressed to you, in the hope that I might be able to add useful comments. Much to my regret I have had to spend much time out of London on other business in recent weeks and it is only now that I am able, very belatedly, to send on [Redaction] letter to you.

My own background, in brief, is that I served in the Ministry of Defence from 1949 to 1977, leaving in the grade of Under Secretary of State. From 1969 to late in 1972 I headed a Division in the central staffs of the MOD which had responsibilities for supporting RAF operations. This brought me into touch with a proportion of the many reports which the Department receives about unidentified traces in British airspace.

I believe that [Redaction] is right to remain very dissatisfied with the official line which the MOD has adopted on the Rendlesham Forest incidents of December 1980. I have myself said so on a number of public occasions, and I have pursued the matter in correspondence with the MOD - wholly without success.

At the risk of burdening you with an excessive amount of paper, I attach the most recent of my letters to the Ministry of Defence. You will see that this is dated 25th February 1985. I have so far received no answer, despite reminders. On a previous occasion it took the Department three and a half months to send me a wholly perfunctory reply.

[Redaction] claims much collateral evidence for her own views; on this I am not competent to comment. My own position is, quite simply, that an extraordinary report was made to the Ministry of Defence by the Deputy Base Commander at RAF Woodbridge early in 1981; that the very existence of this report was denied by the MOD until persistent researchers in the US secured its release under the American Freedom of Information Act in 1983; and that the MOD’s responses to questions since that time have been thoroughly unsatisfactory.

I cannot accept Lord Trefgarne’s view that there is no Defence interest in this case. Unless Lt.Col. Halt was out of his mind, there is clear evidence in his report that British airspace and territory were intruded upon by an unidentified vehicle on two occasions in late December 1980 and that no authority was able to prevent this. If, on the other hand, Halt’s report cannot be believed, there is equally clear evidence of a serious misjudgement of events by USAF personnel at an important base in British territory. Either way, the
case can hardly be without Defence significance.

The dates in question are now rather remote, but I doubt that this should be taken to excuse the very perfunctory manner in which Lord Trefgarne has dealt with your letter. I hope that you may feel able to pursue the matter further, either in correspondence or in a PQ. The essence of the questions to be pressed seems to me to lie in my preceding paragraph. Seen in these terms, the article in the GUARDIAN (which Lord Trefgarne rather surprisingly falls back upon) is wholly irrelevant. If the USAF really are capable of hallucinations induced by a lighthouse which must surely be very familiar to them, then I shudder for that powerful finger which lies upon so many triggers...

My own letter to the MOD (enclosed) raises other more detailed questions. But I do not suggest that you should necessarily concern yourself with them, anyway at this stage. It would be nice if the MOD would answer letters, of course! But the essence of the Defence interest which I suggest a responsible Member of Parliament might reasonably raise lies in the argument I have tried to present above.

If I can be of any assistance in discussion with you, I am at your disposal.

Yours sincerely,
Dr David Clarke

Dear Dr Clarke

Thank you for your letter of 11 July addressed to my colleague [Redacted] in which you requested copies of material released to a member of the public concerning a ‘UFO’ sighting report made on 5 November 1990.

Please find enclosed a copy of the report as requested. Two lines have been obscured in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 as they contain the name of the pilot who made the report, and the actual post of an individual working within the MOD. I can, however, inform you that their Department was the Directorate of Air Operations.

With regard to your request for the “case file”, we do not have a file specifically for this case and as far as we are aware, this is the only document concerning this sighting which we hold.

I hope this is helpful.

Yours sincerely,

[Redacted]
CWD197 06/1542 310C2587

FOR CAB

ROUTINE 061340Z NOV 90

FROM RAF WEST DRAYTON
TO MODUK AIR

UNCLASSIFIED

SIC Z6F

SUBJECT: AERIAL PHENOMENA
A. 5 NOV 1800Z
B. ONE LARGE AEROPLANE (SHAPE). 5 TO 6 WHITE STEADY LIGHTS. 1 BLUE STEADY LIGHT. CONTRAILS FROM BLUE AREA
C. IN THE AIR M.C.6 AREA. FL270 YPENBURG
D. NAKED EYE
E. HEADING 100 DEGREES. SAME ALT FL270
F. INTO OUR 12 O'CLOCK
G. ONE QUARTER MILE AHEAD
H. STEADY
J. N/K
K. N/K
L. WORKING DUTCH MILL RADAR
M. ****REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT

PAGE 2 RBDAID 0009 UNCLAS

N. NIL
O. 2 OTHERS FROM LAARBRUCH
P. OTHER INFO. AIRCRAFT WAS UNDER DUTCH MIL CONTROL UFO APPEARED IN OUR RH SIDE SAME LEVEL. WE WERE TRAVELLING AT MACH POINT 0. IT WENT INTO OUR 12 O'CLOCK AND ACCELERATED AWAY. ANOTHER 2 TORNADOES SEEN IT AND POSSIBLE IDENTED IT AS A STEALTH AIRCRAFT

BT

DISTRIBUTION Z6F
F

SEC (AS) ACTION (CXJ 1 AFDO)

DISTRIBUTION Z6F
F

SEC (AS) ACTION (CXJ 1 AFDO)
11 July, 2002

Dear [Name]

You will recall our correspondence last year with regard to my applications for UFO-related material under the terms of the Code of Practice for Access to Government Information.

I understand that following an application under the Code from a member of the public, MoD have recently released copies of a report filed with MoD by the crews of three RAF Tornado aircraft. This relates to a UFO observed on 5 November 1990 above the North Sea when the aircraft were flying from UK to RAF Laarbruch, West Germany.

Information concerning this incident has been in the public domain for some years and was the subject of a Parliamentary Question in 1996.

I wish to make an application under the Code of Practice for a copy of the case file relating to this report – including the statements made by the aircrew/s, and copies of analysis, advice and conclusions made by the Air Staff/MoD relating to the incident.

I am prepared to pay any charges deemed necessary for processing of the relevant file.

Thank you for your attention to this matter, I enclose an SAE and look forward to hearing from you,

Yours sincerely,
The former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher was said to have treated the matter with almost seriousness, twice rejecting the comment: "UFOs? You must get your facts right, and you can't tell the people." She then abruptly changed the subject.

Details of Prince Philip's interest in UFOs have been given by one of his equerries, the late Sir Peter Horsey.

He confirmed that Philip was open to the immense possibilities of new technology leading to space exploration. While at the same time not discounting that, just as we were on the verge of breaking out into space, so other other civilizations in the universe might already have done so. By one account, later denied by royal sources, the Duke requested that all flying saucer reports received by the Air Ministry should be copied to him.

He was once reported to have told a dinner party guest: "I'm sure they exist. All the evidence points to it. So many people say they have seen them."

Horsey's autobiography revealed how reports of flying saucers were enthusiastically discussed among the staff at Buckingham Palace throughout his time as equerry. Most intriguingly, Horsey recounts how Philip agreed that he could investigate the more credible reports, provided he kept all in perspective and did not show his office in any kind of publicity.

The case which impressed him most involved two pilots from No 5 Squadron, who observed a flying saucer while on patrol in a Vampire jet from RAF West Malling, Kent, one afternoon in November, 1953.

Horsey investigated the sighting as thoroughly as he could, visiting the base and questioning both crews. He submitted a report to the Duke of Edinburgh, saying that he was satisfied that the Vampire crew was perfectly reliable, and the two pilots had seen "a genuine UFO."

A number of UFO witnesses were invited to the Palace, including James Howard, captain of a British airliner who, with his passengers and crew, reported seeing a formation of UFOs over the Atlantic.

The most unusual visitor was a 12-year-old Rudge Darbyshire from the Lake District, who had taken photographs of a saucer-shaped object hovering over the slopes of Coniston Old Man in 1954.

In both these instances, it was the equerry who sent reports to the Duke of Edinburgh, and that his report detailing these sightings was still preserved in the royal archives.

Horsey says he invited UFO witnesses to the Palace partly to put them on the spot and test their honesty. In the presence of royalty, a pilot that may indeed have been as effective as any truth serum in those differential times.

One of Sir Peter's strangest contacts was a mysterious General Martin, who believed UFOs were visitors from an alien civilization which wanted to warn us of the dangers posed by alien war. Martin arranged for Sir Peter to meet an equally enigmatic woman named Allison Chase, who claimed to have landed on the moon.

Arriving from Buckingham Palace, where she had been occupied by a man only referred to as "The Man in Black," she was ushered into a second-floor drawing room occupied by a man only referred to as "The Man in Black."

James asked Sir Peter to tell him everything he knew about UFOs, but Sir Peter asked what was his interest. The answer was simple: "I would like to meet the Duke of Edinburg."

Sir Peter and Mr. James proceeded to discuss a variety of cosmic subjects, including how the flying saucer was the key to saving the Earth, and the aliens which were being sent to Earth to help save us.

Horsey was actually given absolute authority to report any evidences of UFOs to the Royal Family and the security services. However, he was sufficiently swayed by Mr. James' otherworldly presence not to take this statement literally.

When Sir Peter had delivered his report to another UFO contact, "The Man in Black," he told him he had seen the aliens. "Boy, Browning," a renowned aviator who had seen the Saucers at36,000 feet, immediately reported this to the Royal Household.

Browning, along with the retired RAF chief Lord Dowding, was one of the most prominent men in the United States who had already reported seeing UFOs. Where he had noticed nothing, and his men had seen nothing, Browning had seen it with his own eyes.

In Dowding's words: 'We had been told that if we were to discover anything that might lead us to anything that was of use to the British, we would be allowed to keep it confidential.'

And yet, he was still being treated as a "man of suspicion." He knew that his report had already been thrown out by the Navy and the Air Force.

He remembered that he had been given a report, which he had filed away, and then later remembered that he might have been the only one to receive a report from a visitor from another world.

On one level, the idea that there were other accounts of royal and ecclesiastical interest in the UFOs was completely believable. That this interest in the flying saucer myth may be related to his personal interests.

But the influence of the British establishment was still there, and it would be remembered as the purists and believers in evidence from space.

** EXTRACTED FROM Out Of The Shadows by Dr David Clarke & Andy Clifford **

** Illustrated Books by Andy Clifford and Dr David Clarke and Andy Roberts. To order a copy Fax 01678 581-601 **
The Mail opens the Buckingham Palace X-Files and finds that Prince Philip (an avid reader of Flying Saucer Review) appointed his own investigator into visitors from space…

by David Clarke and Andrew Roberts

The alien craft was shaped like a cross between an upturned saucepan and a child’s spinning top. It was 30 to 30 feet in diameter, the colour of aluminimum, with portholes around the side. And it was hovering over the home of Lord Louis Mountbatten, one of the most senior members of the British Royal Family.

The remarkable apparition was reported in February 1963 by a bricklayer called Briggs. In a signed statement, he told how he had spied the flying saucer hovering over his house in Broadlands, Mountbatten’s country residence in Hampshire.

Briggs described how he had dismounted from his bicycle after seeing a white light and what he took to be a tube descend from its centre. A platform appeared in the tube, containing a man. He was wearing a dark suit or overcoat and was sitting in a chair.

As he watched, Briggs was suddenly overcome by “an unseen force” which caused him to stumble. The tube retraced into the flying saucer, which suddenly straightened up into the sky and disappeared.

Later, the flying saucer and its occupant returned. Communicating via telepathy, the alien being invited Briggs on board and whisked him off to see the Egyptian pyramids – a round trip that lasted just ten minutes.

Before he was returned to Hampshire, the alien told the bricklayer: “If you ever allow ten men to meet us, he could change the world.”

Despite his attempt to refute the tale, but Mountbatten himself was fascinated. His personal records show that he questioned his employee closely. Then, accompanied by another of his workers, he visited the scene of the sighting.

They found marks in the snow consistent with Briggs’ account of his movements, but there was no evidence of the UFO’s actual presence.

But the very fact that Mountbatten took such interest in Briggs and the story sparked volumes about the seriousness with which he and other members of the Royal Family and military elite – took the whole strange subject of extraterrestrial activity.

As we still see, those who came to share his interest included the Battle of Britain commander Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding, the British Army general Sir Frederick ‘Boy’ Browning, and – most astonishing of all – the Queen and her husband, Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh.

In the early 1960s, a small number of this discreet “gentlemen’s club” had become convinced that Earth was being observed by aliens.

On this day, Prince Philip has every issue of the magazine Flying Saucer Review sent to him at Buckingham Palace – and once appointed an enquirer as his personal UFO investigator.

by David Clarke and Andrew Roberts

The story of the British Royal Household’s involvement with UFOs really begins in World War II, when pilots first began to report what became known as “flying saucers” – mysterious lights in the sky that resembled unknown flying craft.

For years, however, the question of how the British Royal Household could have been interested in UFOs has been a mystery. It was only in 1986 that proof of RAF sightings emerged when the late Goon Show star Jack Benny handed the ex-intelligence officer with Number One, John Lennon, a copy of a newspaper that had been passed around the aircraft.

The story had been long been taken with great seriousness by the British military and the intelligence services, particularly in the years after the war, as fears grew of the threat from the Soviet Union. Some experts believed the saucers could be advanced alien spaceships.

Mountbatten belonged to a small group of high-ranking military personnel who believed flying saucers were from another world. He began collecting reports of sightings using contacts in the armed services. The theories some scientists were clear in letters he wrote to his friend Charles Rede, editor of the Sunday Dispatch, one of the popular newspapers of the day.

"These extraordinary things have now been seen in almost every part of the world: Scandinavia, North America, South America, Central Europe," he wrote.

"It seems clear that the overwhelming weight of opinion from every part of the world will now show that some new thing definitely exists which is capable of flying at very high speed, or even perhaps at hovering, or accelerating down an unheard-of speed several times the speed of sound.

"The available evidence will now show that they are not of human origin, that is to say, they do not come from Earth. For that is then, presumably that they must come from some heavenly body, probably a planet.

"I have been led to believe that the UFOs should be seen as an extraterrestrial equivalent of contemporary aircraft. Maybe it is the aircraft of Venus or Mars which are making their first explorations of our Earth," he mused.

"We also believe that the flying saucers must be the alien life-forms themselves — not a form of aeroplane from another planet, but the actual inhabitants of that planet."

Renewing the media headlines which sensational statements such as these would produce, Mountbatten asked Red to keep his private opinions out of the newspapers.

"I know this sounds ridiculous, and I am relying on you as a very old and loyal friend not to make any comment out of the fact that I have put forward such a-fetched explanation."

Such an explanation, however, would apparently fill all known cases in which the flying saucer has so far been seen.

Despite his desire to conceal his own beliefs, Mountbatten was keen to persuade the general public to take the subject seriously. He urged Red to publish weekly articles about UFOs in order to gauge the public reaction.

Rede obliged with a series of sensational reports and a few editorial describing UFOs as the means that may be used by them to bomb the waler.

The editorial went on to describe how the subject had been dismissed as nonsense, but many intelligent and distinguished people in all parts of the world were interested, and such reports were “very serious indeed.”

A letter arrived from a letter to whom he had received ‘from one of the most surprising things he had today,’ whom he could not name but who commanded universal respect and admiration.

It was a discussion with this mystery man, Red said, which had made him wonder what had happened before the readers of the Sunday Dispatch all saw in that is known about the flying saucers and all the theories about them, on no matter how sensational and scientific.

We now know that the ‘mystery man’ was Lord Mountbatten — and the effect of his involvement was to prove dramatic. Following publication of these stories in the Dispatch, accounts of UFOs poured into newspaper offices across the British Isles.

In hindsight, it is clear that the aggressive newspaper campaign played a huge part in the fascination with UFOs that was to grip the country for decades to come.

Over the years, rumours of Mountbatten’s role leaked out to UFO enthusiasts. Impress-
Loose Minute

Info(Exp)R/3/7/8

18 March 2002

Info(Exp)R1 - S&T

Copy to:
DAS(LAS) Ops & Pol

ENQUIRY FROM A DR DAVID CLARKE: EX-MALVERN RECORDS

1. Dr Clarke is a frequent enquirer whose research is centred on the subject of "aerial phenomena".

2. He has written to the PRO concerning ex-Malvern documents that have apparently been deposited with the PRO (?) following the closure of the TRE/RRE Malvern radar research archive.

3. Are you aware of any records originated by Malvern being reviewed or wait review? I have a vague recollection that one of the former DERA sites, possibly Malvern, deposited a significant holding of records not to Hayes but rather to a museum. Have you heard any thing about this?
Your 3/7/8 of 11 February.

I have looked through our two large files of correspondence with Dr Clarke and can find no mention of an incident in Little Rissington in 1952 - "the Tophcliffe-Meteor incident".

Dr Clarke did ask about reports sent to AI 5b at DDI Tech dating from 1950 to 1967. (Neither you, nor the DI area would find any AI 5 files.)

At one point he asked the question "Have DSTI undertaken at any time a search of their records for UFO-related files, reports or analysis from the period dating from 1950-80. If no search has taken place how is it possible to claim that files before 1961 have not been retained." I consulted with DI ISec and replied to Dr Clarke, "A search of DIST records was undertaken to identify all of their file holdings; files prior to 1961 had not been retained."

Otherwise he has, of course, pursued Report No 7 - which was identified in a routine file search.

Just one comment on your draft; perhaps the penultimate paragraph is better left unsaid or softened a bit?
Loose Minute

D Info(Exp)R/3/7/8

February 2002

DAS(LA)Ops+Pol

ENQUIRY FROM DR DAVID CLARKE

1. I attach a copy of a letter from Dr Clarke on the subject of records relating to "aerial phenomena".

2. He contends that a Ministerial statement about the subject, 1967, would have resulted in records post-1962 being preserved. He also cites the example of survival of Report No 7 and a number of documents preserved at the Public Record Office as supporting his belief that relevant records survived through to the mid-1970s. He therefore suggests that this information should help the MOD should devote effort locating these records.

3. Dr Clarke's interest and enthusiasm for his subject is well known to both our branches and his current request really adds nothing new but simply restates earlier enquiries.

4. I attach a draft reply to Dr Clarke effectively reiterating earlier advice and inviting him to identify records from the PRO catalogue that are "retained in department in accordance with Section 3(4)" that he believes are relevant to his research. Providing the number is sufficiently small I will consider a rereview exercise. However, before I send the letter it might be the case that you have already addressed these concerns of Dr Clarke and you would like the opportunity to agree the wording!
From: <defence.records.1@gtnet.gov.uk>
To: <defence.records.1@gtnet.gov.uk>
Sent: 14 March 2002 13:19
Subject: FW: Malvern archive

This would relate to material pushed out of Malvern last year I think, and which would have landed with S&T if it was already old enough. Can your S&T and/or Listing people help me with this please?

---

From: David Clarke
Sent: 13 March 2002 12:28
To: Section 40
Subject: Malvern archive

Dear Section 40

I understand from DSTL suggested I contact you with regards to documents that were recently deposited with the PRO following the closure of the TRE/RRE Malvern radar research archive, formerly with DERA.

I'm researching aspects of the history of radar technology in Britain, particularly the phenomena known as 'angels' and 'anomalous propagation' investigated by the TRE and RAF during the period 1940 onwards.

I would be interested to learn what material the Malvern archive contained, and when this collection will be available for scrutiny by PRO readers. I would be particularly interested to see a list of the documents or subject areas covered.

Perhaps you could let me know if that is possible. I can be contacted by email or via phone on Section 40

Dr David Clarke
National Centre for English Cultural Tradition
University of Sheffield
DRAFT REPLY TO DR CLARKE

Thank you for your letter dated 6 February 2002 seeking a fresh impetus from the Ministry of Defence to locate records, you believe continue to be held by the Department, relating to the subject of "aerial phenomena" over 30 years old.

A number of the examples you cite as justifying your belief that relevant record must survive are, of course, familiar to the MOD (a number you have previously brought to my attention in support of earlier requests for searches of the archives).

Notwithstanding any Ministerial statements in the past or that documentation from 25 years ago apparently supports the fact that at one time a number of files once existed searches of the two MOD archives under the control of the Departmental Record Officer reveals no cache of records, over 30 years old, relating to the subject of "aerial phenomena".

As you are aware records selected for the Public Record Office (PRO) that are too sensitive for release at the normal point are retained in department in accordance with Section 3(4) of the Public Records Act of 1958. MOD, as with all other government departments that retain records beyond the 30-year point, is legally required to review these files at least once ever ten years (this is how Report No 7 on file DEFE 19/9 came to light). You are also aware that the PRO catalogue identifies
files that are retained, and where extracts or redactions occur enclosures on files carry a notion.

Records not selected for the PRO are destroyed. Destruction may be by the branch or Departmental Record Officer staff.

What this means is that the information you have provided, no matter how helpful you may feel it to be, does not add any new to the subject, certainly nothing new to result in a systematic search of retained files.

However, if after examining the PRO catalogue you would care to suggest files that are closed for rereview, providing the number is relatively small, and you are able to cite PRO references, I will consider a limited rereview exercise later this year as and when the current work programme permits.
6 February 2002

Your ref: D INFO(EXP)R/3/7/8

Dear [Name]

A belated thank you for your letter of 5 September last year and for taking the trouble to explain in detail the history of records registration at MoD, particularly the system for selecting records for preservation. This information has been of great assistance in my continuing post-doctoral research into records of official investigations of ‘aerial phenomena.’

I accept your point that 90 percent of records relating to my area of interest during the period 1947-62 are likely to have been destroyed at First Review. However, I would point out that:

a) in 1967 the Under Secretary of State for Defence, Merlyn Rees MP, asked MoD to end the automatic destruction of UFO records at intervals of five years, as was then the practice. This request is on record at the PRO, and is acknowledged and actioned in departmental correspondence dating from 1968-70. As a result it has been stated by Ministers that records have been preserved post-1962.

b) in correspondence pre-May 2001 I was assured that DSI/JTIC Report No 7, created in 1951, could not be located and it had to be presumed that it had not survived the passage of time. Yet the report did exist, and clearly had not been destroyed.

If we agree that automatic destruction of UFO records ended in 1967 then some records of Air Intelligence investigations before that date, when still on file or in use, should have been preserved. The identification last year of DSI/JTIC Report No 7 suggests this was indeed the case.

Specifically, I draw your attention to an internal minute prepared by a member of the Defence Intelligence staff (copy enclosed, source: PRO AIR 2/18117). This is dated 13 December 1967, i.e. after the routine destruction of records had ended, and states:

“....we [ie DSTI] have recovered all but two of the ‘Metropole’ (ie Intelligence) files on UFOs for the period 1951-2...the files examined indicate that Topcliffe-Meteor incident, which occurred during the NATO Exercise Mainbrace, was typical of reports about such aircraft at that time...”
The Topcliffe-Meteor incident referred to occurred in September 1952, i.e. after the 'Flying Saucer Working Party' was disbanded, and yet was the subject of further intelligence studies. Records of these clearly existed, were recovered and consulted in 1967 by specialist staff. In paragraph 4 of the memo the writer refers to "the report DSI/JTIC Report No 7" within the same context as the Intelligence files for the period 1951-2 referred to above. This indicates that further UFO-related records exist, possibly in the same or a related file to that in which Report No 7 was located (DEFE 9/9: Scientific Intelligence 1948-60).

Furthermore, I refer to evidence provided by Air Commodore Michael Swiney OBE. In 1952 Swiney was an instructor with the Central Flying School, Little Rissington, and made an official report concerning aerial phenomena he observed whilst flying a Meteor VII on 21 October that year. This was shortly after the Topcliffe incident, referred to above, was reported to Air Ministry/MoD (see copy enclosed PRO Ref AIR 29/2310). Swiney and his student, a Royal Navy lieutenant, were interviewed by Air Intelligence and a report prepared for Air Ministry. He further informs me that in 1974/75 whilst posted to intelligence duties at MoD Main Building, he requested sight of his original report. Air Commodore Swiney maintains that he was shown a DDI (Tech) folder, on file with MoD, that contained not only his own sighting report, but also that of his student pilot.

As the Little Rissington incident involved a Meteor aircraft and occurred in 1952 I would suggest that in all likelihood it is filed amongst the "Metropole (Intelligence) files on UFOs from 1951-52" referred to by DSTI in 1967.

If those records existed in 1967, and were still in use during the mid-1970s, after the decision was taken to preserve UFO records, then the question remains: where are they today? [redacted] of the AHB informs me they are not among the records now at Bentley Priory, and refers me back to the MoD records division.

I realise there has to be a limit to the time and effort required to search MoD files in response to requests such as this. However, there is and will remain substantial historical interest in the content and context of these records, and I would suggest that given the information I have provided the task of locating them should be far simpler.

I'm grateful for your assistance in this matter and look forward to hearing from you,

Yours sincerely,

D.W. Clarke
National Centre for English Cultural Tradition
University of Sheffield
Dear Dr Clarke,

Further to my letter of 11 December, I now have the results of my enquiries.

Up to the end of 2000, Parliamentary Question (PQ) and Parliamentary Enquiry (PE) folders were routinely destroyed at around the six year point. The rationale behind the decision was that a fuller picture would be held on the files of the branch with the lead responsibility and that those files would be considered for permanent preservation. However, on the basis that some individual folders might have been preserved we asked if any files of Parliamentary correspondence were at the PRO, although these would not necessarily hold the title ‘UFO’. A search has been made of the PRO internet catalogue against all AIR and DEFE classes and four PQ files of the AIR 2 class containing material relating to ‘UFOs’ have been identified under the heading “Parliamentary Questions and Parliamentary Enquiries”. The four files are:

AIR 20/9320 – Air Traffic Control 1957
AIR 20/9321 – Air Traffic Control }
AIR 20/9322 – Air Traffic Control } 1953 to 1957
AIR 20/9994 – Air Traffic Control }

I hope this information is helpful.

Yours sincerely,
Yes please use the paragraph starting "Up to...... preservation."

I should also make the point that my search was against the PRO internet catalogue (Dr Clarke will have similar access) AIR 2 class only. Using "Parliamentary Questions, Parliamentary Enquiries, PQ and PE,"

The record identified are Ministerial files (they contain no branch identification), although from a quick trawl no obvious air staff subjects.

I have though revisited the catalogue and search against all AIR and DEFE classes. The four PQ files we are aware of relating to UFOs are shown:

- AIR 20/9320 Air Traffic Control, PQ on UFOs, 1957
- AIR 20/9321 ditto
- AIR 20/9322 ditto
- AIR 20/9994 ditto 1953-57

Thank you for this.

Your first point - Are the PQ/PE files you have identified from this Directorate. If they are it would be helpful to have their number and titles so that I can tell Dr Clarke and he may check if he so wishes.

Are you content that we say publically (to Dr C) that "Up to the end of 2000 PQ and PE folders were routinely destroyed at around the six year point." I would like also to add the next sentence you quote by way of explanation. (I assume Dr Clarke would like, if possible, to view some old PQ material that includes a surviving advice to Ministers/background note so I believe it is a good idea to explain why he is unlikely to be successful.)

With thanks -
A quick check of the PRO catalogue has been made for any possible PQ/PE files on policy files that might contain parliamentary business. Eight files have been identified that appear to be either PQ or PE folders. All specific subjects, but none relevant to UFOs.

For background.

As a category PQ/PE folders are not preserved (although oddments have clearly found their way to the PRO).

Up to the end of 2000 PQ and PE folders were routinely destroyed at around the six year point. The rationale, a fuller picture would be held on the files of the branch with lead responsibility and it these files that would be subject of consideration for permanent preservation.

You also may recall that up until the early/mid 1990s PQ/PE folders were sent out to branches and the branch in turn returned the folder with their advice. Thus correspondence on these folders was usually limited to (1) the question or enquiry, (2) the branches submission to Private Office (background note and draft answer, (3) a copy of the final reply. The practice of sending out folders to branches probably ceased as a result of technological changes, greater use/availability of fax machines and of course the Chots network!

Original Message——
From: DAS-LA-Ops+Pol
Sent: 11 December 2001 15:42
To: Info(Exp)-Records
Subject: ENQUIRY BY DR CLARKE
Importance: Low

Hope this helps - I think Dr Clarke's researches are pretty well at an end and that he is likely to publish in the spring!

His latest letter asks the following:
"Finally, perhaps you may be able to advise me as to the likely location of two Air Ministry files relating to Parliamentary Questions that were answered in 1955 and 1957 respectively. These were briefings files compiled for use by the then Secretary of State for Air, George Ward MP, are referred to in the file AIR 2/18564 (PRO number —— can not recall release following my request under the Code of Practice in January this year (from your area I believe, have carefully checked the PRO catalogue for a record of these files, but without success.

As they were briefings for PQs to the Secretary of State that were re-used in later years as background folders for use in answering questions by MPs it seems unlikely that they would have been destroyed. They are:

Air Ministry PQ 196/55 - PQ by Sir Patrick Wall, 5 May 1955

Air Ministry PQ 121/57 - PQ by J A Leavely, 20 March 1957 "Flying saucer" sightings at Wardle, Lancashire."

Looking back at the list of files you gave me on 16 Nov 2000, I note the Directorate does not appear to have a designated Parliamentary correspondence file until the 1970s. The 'UFO' statistics for the years 1959 to 1967 are very modest, under 100 "reports" in each year, and only 22 in 1959. Assuming earlier years statistics (not kept it appears) were likewise modest it is possible that the papers of any PQ asked and answered would have been lodged on another AIR 2 file.

If there are no UFO parliamentary correspondence files from the 1950s, is there an AIR 2 parliamentary
business file from the period from the Low Flying area - not specifically 'UFO'?
Dear Dr Clarke,

Thank you for your letter of 5 December and the enclosed cheque for £30.00. I am sorry that you did not receive receipts for your earlier cheques although a request to that effect was made as we passed them on. I now attach one receipt, produced here, itemising all three payments that I hope will be satisfactory.

As you will already know, the number of reported ‘UFO’ sightings in the years from 1959 to 1967 was under 100 in any one year. If the number of PQs each year prior to 1967 was also modest then it is possible that any asked and answered will have been retained on another branch file, a general Parliamentary file. I am, therefore, asking Defence Records to advise concerning Parliamentary Question (PQ) files from the 1950s as well as asking them to check their listing of ‘UFO’ files.

I shall reply to you when I have heard from them.

Yours sincerely,
From - the Directorate of Air Staff, Ministry of Defence, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5BP.

RECEIPT

In payment for work researching, reviewing and copying of material.

Received on 20 January 2001 a cheque in the sum of £183.75

Received on 18 March 2001 a cheque in the sum of £20.00

Received on 11 December 2001 a cheque in the sum of £30.00

DAS (Lower Airspace) Ops + Pol
Just a postscript I hope - I believe Dr Clarke's researches are pretty well at an end and that he is likely to publish in the spring!

His latest letter asks the following:
"Finally, perhaps you may be able to advise me as to the likely location of two Air Ministry files relating to Parliamentary Questions that were answered in 1955 and 1957 respectively. These were briefing files compiled for use by the then Secretary of State for Air, George Ward MP, are referred to in the file Air 2/18564 (PRO number - ), that was released following my request under the Code of Practice in January this year (from your area I believe, Section 4) have carefully checked the PRO catalogue for a record of these files, but without success.

As they were briefings for PQs to the Secretary of State that were re-used in later years as background folders for use in answering questions by MPs it seems unlikely that they would have been destroyed. They are:

Air Ministry PQ 196/55 - PQ by Sir Patrick Wall, 5 May 1955

Air Ministry PQ 121/57 - PQ by J A Leavey, 20 March 1957 "Flying saucer" sightings at Wardle, Lancashire."

Looking back at the list of files you gave me on 16 Nov 2000, I note the Directorate does not appear to have a designated Parliamentary correspondence file until the 1970s. The 'UFO' statistics for the years 1959 to 1967 are very modest, under 100 "reports" in each year, and only 22 in 1959. Assuming earlier years statistics (not kept it appears) were likewise modest it is possible that the papers of any PQ asked and answered would have been lodged on another AIR 2 file.

If there are no UFO parliamentary correspondence files from the 1950s, is there an AIR 2 parliamentary business file from the period from the Low Flying area - not specifically 'UFO'?
Dr David Clarke

Dear Dr Clarke,

Thank you for your letter of 5 December and the enclosed cheque for £30.00. I am sorry that you did not receive receipts for your earlier cheques although a request to that effect was made as we passed them on. I now attach one receipt, produced here, itemising all three payments that I hope will be satisfactory.

As you will already know, the number of reported 'UFO' sightings in the years from 1959 to 1967 was under 100 in any one year. If the number of PQs each year prior to 1967 was also modest then it is possible that any asked and answered will have been retained on another branch file, a general Parliamentary file. I am, therefore, asking Defence Records to advise concerning Parliamentary Question (PQ) files from the 1950s as well as asking them to check their listing of 'UFO' files.

I shall reply to you when I have heard from them.

Yours sincerely,
From - the Directorate of Air Staff, Ministry of Defence, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5BP.

RECEIPT

In payment for work researching, reviewing and copying of material.

Received on 20 January 2001 a cheque in the sum of £183.75

Received on 18 March 2001 a cheque in the sum of £20.00

Received on 11 December 2001 a cheque in the sum of £30.00

DAS (Lower Airspace) Ops + Pol
Dr David Clarke

Ministry of Defence
Room 6/71
Metropole Building
Northumberland Avenue
London WC2N 5BP

5 December 2001

Your ref: D/DAS/64/3/11

Dear [Redacted]

Thank you for your letters of 26 October and 8 November in response to my list of questions concerning reports of 'unidentified flying objects.'

I am grateful for the detailed response I received that has answered the majority of the outstanding issues that emerged from my research at the PRO over the past two years.

With regards to Question 5, specifically the alleged tracking of a UFO by CRC Neatishead in September-October 1980, I'm again grateful for your attempts to trace a record of the incident in the files relating to that period. As the result has been negative, I will not pursue this matter further unless I can uncover more specific information as to the precise date of the incident at some point in the future.

I'm enclosing as requested a crossed cheque for £30 made out to 'Accounting Officer MOD' to cover the costs of examining these files on my behalf. Would it be possible for you to provide me with a receipt for this cheque and for the two earlier payments I have made for material under the Code of Practice. These were £183.75 and £20 respectively earlier this year, a total of £233.75. I did not receive a receipt for the two earlier payments, and require these for my research accounts.

Finally, perhaps you may be able to advise me as to the likely location of two Air Ministry files relating to Parliamentary Questions that were answered in 1955 and 1957 respectively. These were briefing files compiled for use by the then Secretary of State for Air, George Ward MP, are referred to in the file Air 2/18564 that was released following my request under the Code of Practice in January this year. I have carefully checked the PRO catalogue for a record of these files, but without success.
As they were briefings for PQs to the Secretary of State that were re-used in later years as background folders for use in answering questions by MPs it seems unlikely that they would have been destroyed. They are:

**Air Ministry PQ 196/55**  Parliamentary Question by Sir Patrick Wall, 5 May 1955, 'Flying Saucers'

**Air Ministry PQ 121/57**  Parliamentary Question by J.A. Leavey, 20 March 1957 'flying saucer' sightings at Wardle, Lancashire.

As these are historical files my question may be better directed to your Defence Records or the Air Historical Branch. I would be grateful for any assistance you can provide in locating these files.

Yours Sincerely,

D.W. Clarke
Lloyds TSB
Church Street Sheffield Branch
14 Church Street Sheffield South Yorkshire S1 1HP

Pay ACCOUNTING OFFICER MOD

THIRTY POUNDS ONLY £30

14JLY00 Lloyds TSB Bank Plc
Account No.

Date 5 DECEMBER 2001

Account No.

Line 000493 30-97-514
Ministry of Defence
Room 6/71
Metropole Building
Northumberland Avenue
London WC2N 5BP

5 December 2001

Your ref: D/DAS/64/3/11

Dear [Name]

Thank you for your letters of 26 October and 8 November in response to my list of questions concerning reports of 'unidentified flying objects.'

I am grateful for the detailed response I received that has answered the majority of the outstanding issues that emerged from my research at the PRO over the past two years.

With regards to Question 5, specifically the alleged tracking of a UFO by CRC Neatishead in September-October 1980, I'm again grateful for your attempts to trace a record of the incident in the files relating to that period. As the result has been negative, I will not pursue this matter further unless I can uncover more specific information as to the precise date of the incident at some point in the future.

I'm enclosing as requested a crossed cheque for £30 made out to 'Accounting Officer MOD' to cover the costs of examining these files on my behalf. Would it be possible for you to provide me with a receipt for this cheque and for the two earlier payments I have made for material under the Code of Practice. These were £183.75 and £20 respectively earlier this year, a total of £233.75. I did not receive a receipt for the two earlier payments, and require these for my research accounts.

Finally, perhaps you may be able to advise me as to the likely location of two Air Ministry files relating to Parliamentary Questions that were answered in 1955 and 1957 respectively. These were briefing files compiled for use by the then Secretary of State for Air, George Ward MP, are referred to in the file Air 2/18564 that was released following my request under the Code of Practice in January this year. I have carefully checked the PRO catalogue for a record of these files, but without success.
As they were briefings for PQs to the Secretary of State that were re-used in later years as background folders for use in answering questions by MPs it seems unlikely that they would have been destroyed. They are:

**Air Ministry PQ 196/55**  Parliamentary Question by Sir Patrick Wall, 5 May 1955, ‘Flying Saucers’

**Air Ministry PQ 121/57**  Parliamentary Question by J.A. Leavey, 20 March 1957 ‘flying saucer’ sightings at Wardle, Lancashire.

As these are historical files my question may be better directed to your Defence Records or the Air Historical Branch. I would be grateful for any assistance you can provide in locating these files.

Yours Sincerely,

D.W. Clarke
From: D News RAF
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2001 4:10:10 PM
To: DAS4A(SEC)
Subject: FW: New UFO Book About MOD
Importance: Low
Auto forwarded by a Rule

Could you pass this on to the correct person?
Who does do UFOs? I'm having a blank!

-----Original Message-----
From: FinPol(Rep)2
Sent: 10 December 2001 15:17
To: D News RAF
Subject: New UFO Book About MOD
Importance: Low

I thought you'd want to know that a book is due to be published by Piatkus in May 2002, focusing on Air Ministry and MOD research and investigation into the UFO phenomenon, from the Second World War to the present day. The book is by Dave Clarke and Andy Roberts and is called Out of the Shadows.

They've interviewed a number of military and civilian personnel (including me) who have been involved in an official capacity, or who have had UFO sightings themselves. Dave and Andy are generally sceptical about extraterrestrials, but will highlight past MOD secrecy on the UFO issue. I'm not sure how critical of MOD it will be, overall.

Dave is a journalist who has previously placed UFO stories in the Nationals (most recently The Guardian and The Observer), so it's virtually certain that there will be some significant media coverage when the book is published.

Further details are at their website www.flyingsaucery.com, under the heading "Coming Soon".

I leave it up to you as to whether to pass this on to DAS, but they might appreciate a heads up.

Please let me know if you need any further information.
Dear Dr Clarke,

I consulted [REDACTED] of Info (Exp) Records about the possibility that a number of files from the 1970’s might contain correspondence that would help us to answer your Question 5.

[REDACTED] has been able to consult his own record of files reviewed before they are passed to the archives and has informed me that the content of four files I had identified was “reports” and not any associated correspondence. I believe, therefore, that recalling and examining the files is unlikely to be helpful. I am sorry to have to send this disappointing reply.

Yours sincerely,

[REDACTED]
Thank you for this.

Your first point - Are the PQ/PE files you have identified from this Directorate. If they are it would be helpful to have their number and titles so that I can tell Dr Clarke and he may check if he so wishes.

Are you content that we say publically (to Dr C) that "Up to the end of 2000 PQ and PE folders were routinely destroyed at around the six year point." I would like also to add the next sentence you quote by way of explanation. (I assume Dr Clarke would like, if possible, to view some old PQ material that includes a surviving advice to Ministers/background note so I believe it is a good idea to explain why he is unlikely to be successful.)

With thanks -

-----Original Message-----
From: Info(Exp)-Records1
Sent: 12 December 2001 08:53
To: DAS-LA-Ops+Pol
Subject: RE: ENQUIRY BY DR CLARKE

A quick check of the PRO catalogue has been made for any possible PQ/PE files on policy files that might contain parliamentary business.
Eight files have been identified that appear to be either PQ or PE folders. All specific subjects, but none relevant to UFOs.

For background.

As a category PQ/PE folders are not preserved (although oddments have clearly found their way to the PRO).

Up to the end of 2000 PQ and PE folders were routinely destroyed at around the six year point. The rationale, a fuller picture would be held on the files of the branch with lead responsibility and it these files that would be subject of consideration for permanent preservation.

You also may recall that up until the early/mid 1990s PQ/PE folders were sent out to branches and the branch in turn returned the folder with their advice. Thus correspondence on these folders was usually limited to (1) the question or enquiry, (2) the branches submission to Private Office (background note and draft answer, (3) a copy of the final reply. The practice of sending out folders to branches probably ceased as a result of technological changes, greater use/availability of fax machines and of course the Chots network!
A quick check of the PRO catalogue has been made for any possible PQ/PE files on policy files that might contain parliamentary business.

Eight files have been identified that appear to be either PQ or PE folders. All specific subjects, but none relevant to UFOs.

For background.

As a category PQ/PE folders are not preserved (although oddments have clearly found their way to the PRO).

Up to the end of 2000 PQ and PE folders were routinely destroyed at around the six year point. The rationale, a fuller picture would be held on the files of the branch with lead responsibility and it these files that would be subject of consideration for permanent preservation.

You also may recall that up until the early/mid 1990s PQ/PE folders were sent out to branches and the branch in turn returned the folder with their advice. Thus correspondence on these folders was usually limited to (1) the question or enquiry, (2) the branches submission to Private Office (background note and draft answer, (3) a copy of the final reply. The practice of sending out folders to branches probably ceased as a result of technological changes, greater use/availability of fax machines and of course the Chots network!

Just a postscript I hope - I believe Dr Clarke's researches are pretty well at an end and that he is likely to publish in the spring!

His latest letter asks the following:

"Finally, perhaps you may be able to advise me as to the likely location of two Air Ministry files relating to Parliamentary Questions that were answered in 1955 and 1957 respectively. These were briefing files compiled for use by the then Secretary of State for Air, George Ward MP, are referred to in the file Air 2/18564 (PRO number [covered] have been released following my request under the Code of Practice in January this year (from your area I believe) [covered] have carefully checked the PRO catalogue for a record of these files, but without success.

As they were briefings for PQs to the Secretary of State that were re-used in later years as background folders for use in answering questions by MPs it seems unlikely that they would have been destroyed. They are:

Air Ministry PQ 195/55 - PQ by Sir Patrick Wall, 5 May 1955

Air Ministry PQ 121/57 - PQ by J A Leavey, 20 March 1957 "Flying saucer" sightings at Wardle, Lancashire.*

Looking back at the list of files you gave me on 16 Nov 2000, I note the Directorate does not appear to have a designated Parliamentary correspondence file until the 1970s. The 'UFO' statistics for the years 1950 to 1967 are very modest, under 100 "reports" in each year, and only 22 in 1959. Assuming earlier years statistics (not
kept it appears) were likewise modest it is possible that the papers of any PQ asked and answered would have been lodged on another AIR 2 file.

If there are no UFO parliamentary correspondence files from the 1950s, is there an AIR 2 parliamentary business file from the period from the Low Flying area - not specifically "UFO"?
From: DAS-LA-Ops+Pol
Sent: 30 October 2001 14:07
To: Info(Exp)-Records1
Subject: RE: DR CLARKE - further thoughts on UFO files
Importance: High

---Original Message---
From: Info(Exp)-Records1
Sent: 29 October 2001 07:51
To: DAS-LA-Ops+Pol
Subject: RE: DR CLARKE - further thoughts on UFO files

---on 40

Thanks for this. As you will have seen, I was looking at one of your minutes with the very helpful list of files attached. I was hoping that correspondence from the early 70s might be on the file I mentioned. If it is not (the dates you have given seem to confirm that is correct) then it appears that the practice (until 1977ish) may have been to keep all reports but destroy the associated correspondence. (That would fit in with our 'line' - produced goodness knows how many years ago but not usually interpreted in that light.)

Is that likely to be correct - or do we need to run another check.

Your help is appreciated.

---on 40

These files should be at Hayes. But before recalling them my loose minute, October 2000, shows the dates of these files from 1977 thru' 1981 ie 8/75/2/1 A - C - 1977 - 1978, 8/10/209 A & B - 1981, 8/75/2/5 A & B - 1980.

Are you still interested?

---on 40

---Original Message---
From: DAS-LA-Ops+Pol
Sent: 25 October 2001 18:30
To: Info(Exp)-Records1
Subject: FW: DR CLARKE - further thoughts on UFO files
Importance: High

---on 40

Further thoughts. might i ALSO HAVE (IF STILL WITHIN YOUR AREA) ds810/209 parts a AND b AND DS875/2/5 Parts A and B. In relation to 2 more of Dr C's queries. With thanks.

---on 40

---Original Message---
From: DAS-LA-Ops+Pol
Sent: 25 October 2001 18:24
To: Info(Exp)-Records1
Subject: DR CLARKE - further thoughts on UFO files
Importance: High

---on 40

I do not know whether you would be able to help me.

Dr Clarke has asked a series of questions and I have been able to answer most including by reference to old UFO files. However, I have been surprised to discover that a range of files from 1973/1974 have reports but no correspondence - which may be elsewhere.

I looked through past minutes sent by you to this office, in particular one dated 16 Nov 00 (3/78). I see (from the attachment) that you may have DS875/2/1, parts A/B/C. Would you let us have those files if that is the case; I am guessing that they might have correspondence from the early 1970s.
These files should be at Hayes. But before recalling them my loose minute, October 2000, shows the dates of these files from 1977 thru' 1981 ie 8/75/2/1 A - C - 1977 1978, 8/10/209 A & B - 1981, 8/75/2/5 A & B - 1980.

Are you still interested?

I do not know whether you would be able to help me.

Dr Clarke has asked a series of questions and I have been able to answer most including by reference to old UFO files. However, I have been surprised to discover that a range of files from 1973/1974 have reports but no correspondence - which may be elsewhere.

I looked through past minutes sent by you to this office, in particular one dated 16 Nov 00 (3/7/8). I see (from the attachment) that you may have DS8/75/2/1, parts A/B/C. Would you let us have those files if that is the case; I am guessing that they might have correspondence from the early 1970s.

With thanks -
Dear Dr Clarke,

I am writing further to my letter of 25 September. I have looked at a number of files in an attempt to answer your questions, as well as receiving information from others, and hope you will find what follows useful.

**Question 4:** Neither service nor external psychologists have been called upon in respect of individual investigation or analysis of ‘UFO’ issues.

I approached Defence Records with the additional information you supplied and they have now traced a reference, in a directory, to a [redacted] working in an RAF Directorate. An individual by that name worked in Science 4 (RAF) (within the area of the Assistant Chief Scientist (Personnel) (RAF)) in the mid 1960s with a responsibility for “scientific briefs and research on all RAF personnel matters”. The PRO catalogue was also consulted briefly (AIR 77) but none of the reports/memos originating from the area of the Chief Scientist (RAF) (including Science 3 and 4 (RAF)) appear to cover your own area of interest.

**Question 5:** There are no records of ‘UFOs’ tracked by Neatishead.

a. I am sorry that I cannot really add anything to my earlier reply. We are unable either to confirm or deny Flt Lt Wimbledon’s account.

b. Prior to 1990, the detection of unidentified tracks on radar and the subsequent response by air defence aircraft was not unusual. As is still the case, details of operations were recorded in operational log books but we can only assume that some books were not considered to be of historic value and were, therefore, destroyed.

In preparing to answer this question I also consulted the files listed below but could find no mention of an incident in September-October 1980 in which Neatishead had an involvement.

D/DS8/10/209 parts A and B
D/DS8/75/2/5 part B
D/DS8/75/2/5 part A
D/DS8/75/2/1 parts G and H

As a final check I have called for three additional DS8 files that may contain correspondence as well as reports and shall look through them if you wish this further search to be made. Depending on the content of the files I believe the additional check through the material is likely to take in the region of one hour. Perhaps you would let me know if you are willing to pay for this additional work and do wish me to undertake the task.

Question 8: Details of sorties... are recorded in Operational Record Books that are destroyed after 5 years.

It is feasible that details of some significant operational events may have been extracted to produce a separate report that will later go to the PRO, and the Form 540 may also include some information from operational record books. Routine operational activity would not necessarily have been considered of historic importance and therefore the record would not have been retained.

Question 11 -

11a: Files created by AI 5b, Air Ministry

I understand that a number of researchers have asked about holdings of "AI 5" files but that none have been identified to date. Unfortunately, no register of events has been discovered.

11b: Towards the end of 2000, DI ST decided that 'UFO' reports were of no defence interest and should no longer be sent to them.

Reports of sightings, comprising brief records and letters from the public, were sent to DI ST in case they contained any information of value relating to their primary role of analysing the performance and threat of foreign weapons systems, nuclear, chemical and biological weapons programmes and emerging technologies. These records, whether from members of the public or service sources, have not proved valuable. For this reason DI ST decided the records should no longer be sent to them. This decision covers material from service and civilian sources.

You ask "what would happen if a 'UFO' incident occurred today that was judged to be of defence interest". Reports may be sent to Air Defence staff (who are not located within the DI area) for assessment, as I confirmed in an attachment to an earlier letter dated 25 July in answer to your question 1. To date no 'UFO' report has been judged to be of defence interest.

11c: A search of DI ST records was undertaken to identify all of their file holdings; files prior to 1961 had not been retained.

DI ST hold no 'UFO' files prior to 1975.
**Question 12:** Unidentified helicopter incident 1973/74 — no papers traced to suggest MOD acted in an advisory capacity to a Police Special Branch operation.

I have looked through the files listed below but have not traced any material on an incident involving an unidentified helicopter in 1973/74. The files contain, almost exclusively, brief details of reported sightings but no additional correspondence from the Department to members of the public or within the Department.

AF 583  
AF 7464 Parts I and II  
AF 584  
AF 585  
AF 586

It has taken a little over six hours to undertake the work of examining files on your behalf. The first four hours has been undertaken free of charge but, as indicated in my letter of 25 September, the remaining two hours is to be charged at £15.00 per hour, making a total of £30.00. I would be grateful if you would let me have your crossed cheque, made payable to "Accounting Officer MOD".

Yours sincerely,
Further thoughts. I might also have (if still within your area) DS8/209 parts A and B AND DS8/75/2/5 Parts A and B. In relation to 2 more of Dr C's queries. With thanks - Janet

--- Original Message ---

From: DAS-LA-Ops+Pol  
Sent: 25 October 2001 18:24  
To: Info(Exp)-Records1  
Subject: DR CLARKE - further thoughts on UFO files  
Importance: High

--- Original Message ---

DS8 - 75/2/5 A+B
DS8 - 810/209 A+B

I do not know whether you would be able to help me.

Dr Clarke has asked a series of questions and I have been able to answer most including by reference to old UFO files. However, I have been surprised to discover that a range of files from 1973/1974 have reports but no correspondence - which may be elsewhere.

I looked through past minutes sent by you to this office, in particular one dated 16 Nov 00 (3/7/8). I see (from the attachment) that you may have DS8/75/2/1, parts A/B/C. Would you let us have those files if that is the case; I am guessing that they might have correspondence from the early 1970s.

With thanks -[

DS8 - 75/2/1 A-C.
Messrs Clark and Roberts recd copies of the Report.

I understand that the PRO picked up the Report on 2 October. Its likely to be a few more weeks before the public will be able to access it!

PS copy of the Observer article on its way.

---Original Message---
From: DAS-LA-Ops+Pol1
Sent: 22 October 2001 14:28
To: Info(Exp)-Records1
Subject: RE: Request for documents

Thanks. Really helpful.

I have looked at the web site. It is always useful to know what is being said about released documents. I will keep an eye on this site from now on.

I have not seen the Observer article, but I would be grateful for a copy if you have it.

By the way, has Report No. 7 been released in the PRO yet or is Dr Clark the only person who has it?...

I'll arrange for Hayes and OWO archives to be checked.

You may be interested to learn that yesterday's Observer (page 14) carried a piece about the JTIC Report No 7. Also the BBC World Service this morning 05.25 had 3/4 minutes with Dr Clarke talking about the Report.

If you have access to the internet Dr Clark/Mr Roberts web site is www.flyingsaucery.com. It has copies of a number of docs incl Report No 7 and pages from the Rendlesham file and also refers to their forthcoming book.
-----Original Message-----
From: DAS4A1(SEC)
Sent: 17 October 2001 15:16
To: Info(Exp)-Records1
Subject: Request for documents

Please see my attached LM.

<< File: BRUNI - Records 1 LM.doc >>
LOOSE MINUTE
D/DI SEC/10/8/3
1 October 2001
DAS 4A - Sec

Copy to:
DAO – ADGE 1
AD DI 55
DISSY

OFFICIAL ACTION LETTER FROM DR D CLARKE – UFO QUESTIONS

Reference: DAS/64/11 dated 3 September 2001

1. Thank you for your minute at reference containing further questions from Dr Clarke. Our responses are as follows:

a. **Question 4:** We spoke earlier about whether this was a DIS or RAF employed psychologist. We have searched the DIS archives and can find no reference to files emanating from Science 4(RAF). We therefore assume that he must have been employed by the RAF.

b. **Question 11a:** Special Register. We do not seem to have a Special Register in our archives, nor can we find any record of it.

c. **Question 11b:** We suggest the following response. I have added the last line in italics as he asked the question, but you or the Air Staff may have a more appropriate line to take.

   “You asked for a statement explaining the reasoning behind DI ST’s decision not to receive reports of UFOs. These reports were only sent to DIST in case they contained any information which was of value in DI ST’s primary role which is to analyse the performance and threat of foreign weapons systems, nuclear, chemical and biological weapons programmes and technologies and emerging technologies. However, none of the reports received over a period of 30 years have yielded any valuable information whatsoever. DI ST therefore decided not to receive these reports any longer. The reports could originate from either a military or a civilian source, so I confirm that DI 55 are no longer receiving reports from either. If there were an incursion into UK airspace by an aircraft whose country of origin was unknown, then that would count as of “defence interest” and appropriate action would be taken.”

d. **Question 11c:** We can confirm that we hold no UFO files prior to 1975.

2. I hope this answers the questions, but get in touch if you require more.
I hope you got replies on Lord Hill Norton's questions. Attached is answers for Dr Clarke.
Dr David Clarke

DAS (Lower Airspace) Ops+Pol
Ministry of Defence
Room 6/71
Metropole Building
Northumberland Avenue
London WC2N 5BP

28 September 2001

Your ref: D/DAS/64/3/11

Dear [Redacted],

Thank you for your letter of 25 September and for the details of the research you have undertaken to identify material relating to my questions on the subject of 'UFOs.'

This is to confirm that I am content for the work you have initiated to be finalised and that I am willing to pay the charges you calculated for the work undertaken.

If you are able to locate material directly relevant to the RAF Lakenheath/Neatishead incident of 13/14 August 1956 during your review of Archival records and/or the helicopter incidents of 1973-74 I would appreciate copies of the relevant papers (redacted if necessary).

I am grateful for your attention to my request and look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

[Redacted]
Dear Dr Clarke,

Thank you for your letter of 23 August in which you ask a number of additional questions on the subject of 'UFOs'.

I now have the majority of the material required to answer your questions; this work has involved several members of staff working for less than four hours in total. I have also recalled files from the Defence Records Archives and have received six volumes covering the period identified in your Question 5 and Question 12. An initial inspection suggests that they contain somewhere in the region of 1000 enclosures close reading of which might take up to 16 hours (at one minute per enclosure). However, I believe that I shall be able to complete the search for material from the period you mention in two to three hours searching initially for the dates you identify and then inspecting more closely any relevant papers. This may result in the raising of a charge for one to two hours work at £15.00 per hour; I would be grateful if you would confirm that you are content for this work to be finalised.

At present the files that contain our correspondence are with the Directorate of Information Exploitation. I would like to refer to some material collected previously in order to reply to earlier answers to your questions. I shall therefore complete any outstanding work as soon as those papers have been returned to us.

Yours sincerely,

Signed
1. Re: [Redacted] and Chief Scientist (RAF) organisation.

We hold a number of old Office Directories. The earliest, mid 1960s (approx), shows [Redacted] working in the Assistant Chief Scientist (Personnel) (RAF) areas, a section of CS(RAF). Specifically Science 4(RAF) with responsibility for “Scientific briefs and research on all RAF personnel matters.”

By January 1973 he moved from ACS (P) (RAF) to a ACS (Training) (RAF) section, Science 3(RAF) work description “RAF selection, training, manpower, modelling, flight safety, air traffic control.” ACS (T) (RAF) still existed as did Sc 4(RAF) the latter with responsibility for “Social research, RAF recruitment, wastage, attitude surveys, organisational behaviour.”

The Office Directory for June 1976 shows [Redacted] had moved to Sc 4(RAF).

However, by October 1977, Sc 4 (RAF) seems to have merged with Sc 3(RAF). [Redacted] features in the new branch, which had responsibility for “RAF selection, trg, manpower modelling, flight safety, air traffic services, and social factors affecting recruitment and retention of RAF personnel.”

But by October 1978 [Redacted] had moved to the Army Personnel Research Establishment (APRE).

2. Sc 4(RAF) files held by MOD.

I’ve asked both Hayes and OWO archives to check their holding of these files, post 1975.

But a quick look at the PRO catalogue shows that PRO class AIR 77 holds more than 600 reports/memos originated by the Chief Scientist (RAF)’s area including Sc 3(RAF) and Sc 4(RAF)! None apparently relating to Dr Clark’s area of interest. (perhaps not too surprising given their overall responsibility relating to personnel and training issues).

I’ll let you know the outcome of the archives search in due course.

OUTSTANDING

--- Original Message ---
From: DAS4A(SEC)
Sent: 11 September 2001 10:04
To: Info(Exp)-Records1
Subject: RE: DR CLARKE
Importance: High

[Redacted] We are told, by the good Dr, that a psychologist, [Redacted] was appointed as a psychologist to Science 4(RAF) in 1969. It is believed that the post (but not the branch title) survived “up until the early 1980s.”

--- Original Message ---
From: Info(Exp)-Records1
Sent: 11 September 2001 08:35
To: DAS4A(SEC)
Subject: RE: DR CLARKE
Do you have a specific period in mind?

--- Original Message ---
From: DAS4A (SEC)
Sent: 11 September 2001 08:15
To: info(Exp)-Records1
Subject: DR CLARKE
Importance: Low

Do you by any chance have any S4 (RAF) - Science 4 (RAF) - files in your archives. I'm trying to trace what became of them.
Thanks for the sight of your reply to Dr Clarke.

If someone in your office has access to today’s Guardian, there is a piece by Richard Norton-Taylor on UFOs. His named source is Dr Clarke. Apparently his book is to be published by Piakus next year.

Re your specific questions:

1. List of files retained. I read this as a list of all retentions not just those relating to his area of research. I plan to tell him that data is already, and has been for many years, available. The PRO catalogue identifies retentions ie files retained in department under S3(4) of the PRA. Also, files released that have been the subject of deletion or extraction of sensitive material will carry a notation in the file.

2. AI 5. Over the years we have been asked by researchers about holdings of these files. In all that time we have not identified any. Interestingly, we do have uncatalogued (there have been reviewed and selected for the PRO) a large number of DIS, and predecessor, files including a number from AI 3 and DDI(Tech). I will have to advise him of this material. Fortunately, none relating to UFOs.

Records 1/2 thanks for faxing a copy of Dr Clarke’s latest letter.

It may help you to look at the last letter from this Directorate to Dr Clarke, which comes attached to this letter. It is getting quite difficult to answer his questions. Do you have any other letters from him on which you are still working? If so a chat might be helpful.

I see that one of his questions in his letter of 20 August relates to file holdings “...would it be possible to obtain a list of the files currently retained.” I know that we corresponded about this question quite some time ago and the result of one of our searches confirmed that a few volumes had, almost certainly, been destroyed. Do we both need to revisit our lists and holdings (in office and archives). Would you let me know?

Finally, I have had a short period of leave following by a busy stretch. May I ask a follow up question. I understand, from DI, that "no files with the prefix Air Intelligence 5b, AI 5b or AI(Tech)5b have been traced". Their reply to me indicated that their records branch might be checking with you. Did that occur and do you have any trace of a record of such files dated between 1950 and 1967? See the answer to Dr Clarke’s question number 11a attached to my letter of 25 July. (This would also appear to have a read across to his to you on 20 Aug, question number 2.)
DAS4A(SEC)

From: Info(Exp)-Records1
Sent: 24 July 2001 08:37
To: DAS4A(SEC)
Subject: RE: 'UFO' AND RELATED QUESTIONS

 mortal 40

Question 1:

You will not be surprised to learn that questions have previously been asked by researchers about AI 5 papers (in fact Dr Clarke raised such a question recently - May 2001 - about DDI Tech and AI5b files that he suggested might be held by AHB. AHB replied that they held not such papers).

I am not surprised that DI had no luck finding these files as on previous occasions when asked I received the same reply. As it is DI is no different than any other branch in the MOD in that they should comply with departmental regulations re the review of their files ie files should be processed at a relatively early age and no later than the 30 years point. Retention beyond that date requires the Lord Chancellor's approval.

To enquirers our response has been that if any papers from AI survive older than 30 years (DI was created in 1964) papers will be identifiable from the PRO catalogue.

A quick search on the PRO catalogue against the words "Air Intelligence" identified some 150 files. As Dr Clarke seems well researched on this subject I suspect that he has already discovered the PRO search facility and presumably determined that none are relevant to his research (an outcome discovered by other researchers on this subject).

Question 2:

As with DI I would have been very surprised if Air Ops had records (for the same reasons as DI).

I can only suggest that Dr Clarke try, if he has not already, the ORBs RAF Waterbeach AIR 28/1439 and for RAF Neatishead AIR 29/1369, 2631. But as with his earlier research I am sure that he has investigated these records.

As for S4(Air) records, AIR 20 has 5 files covering the early to mid 1970s: AIR 20/7390 (1950-54), AIR 20/9320 to 9322 (1977) and AIR 20/994 (1953-57). I am again sure that Dr Clarke is aware of these records.

I can though confirm that Defence Records (Hayes and the OWO archive) holds no cache of out of time records covering the subject of UFOs. Generally our review programme is comfortably examining surviving files from the mid-1970s.

---Original Message---
From: DAS4A(SEC)
Sent: 23 July 2001 11:17
To: Info(Exp)-Records1
Subject: 'UFO' AND RELATED QUESTIONS

I wonder if you might be able to help us. It's a Dr Clarke query; he has asked quite a range of questions to which we have most of the answers. As always, however, there are a few
glitches!

QUESTION 1: Queries have been raised concerning the metamorphosis of a branch named Air Intelligence 5b (AI 5b) and some of the responsibilities of that area.

I have done a search and have discovered no files with the following in the title:
Air Intelligence 5b
AI 5b
AI(Tech)5b.

Do you have a record of any file heading corresponding with that title? The likely period is 1950-1967

QUESTION 2: Dr Clarke has asked about material on incident alleged to have happened in 1956 on the night of 13/14 August. He mentions that the 'UFO' was tracked by CRC RAF Neatishead/or satellite radar stations and there was an attempted interception by Venom aircraft from RAF Waterbeach.

Air Ops have traced no records. There is a chance that something reached our side (in the DS6 days perhaps) but I would have thought that should be in the PRO. What do you think - any advice?
Do you by any chance have any S4 (RAF) - Science 4 (RAF) - files in your archives. I'm trying to trace what became of them.
Re the search of both Hayes and OWO archives.

No identifiable cache of Sc4(RAF) etc files held post 1975.

1. RE: Assistant Chief Scientist (Personnel) (RAF) organisation.

We hold a number of old Office Directories. The earliest, mid 1960s (approx), shows working in the Assistant Chief Scientist (Personnel) (RAF) areas, a section of CS(RAF). Specifically Science 4(RAF) with responsibility for "Scientific briefs and research on all RAF personnel matters."

By January 1973 he moved from ACS (P) (RAF) to a ACS (Training) (RAF) section, Science 3(RAF) work description "RAF selection, training, manpower, modelling, flight safety, air traffic control." ACS (T) (RAF) still existed as did Sc 4(RAF) the latter with responsibility for "Social research, RAF recruitment, wastage, attitude surveys, organisational behaviour."

The Office Directory for June 1976 shows had moved to Sc 4(RAF).

However, by October 1977, Sc 4 (RAF) seems to have merged with Sc 3(RAF). features in the new branch, which had responsibility for "RAF selection, trg, manpower modelling, flight safety, air traffic services, and social factors affecting recruitment and retention of RAF personnel."

But by October 1978 ANDERSON had moved to the Army Personnel Research Establishment (APRE).

2. Sc 4(RAF) files held by MOD.

I've asked both Hayes and OWO archives to check their holding of these files, post 1975.

But a quick look at the PRO catalogue shows that PRO class AIR 77 holds more than 600 reports/memos originated by the Chief Scientist (RAF}s area including Sc 3(RAF) and Sc 4(RAF)! None apparently relating to Dr Clark's area of interest. (perhaps not too surprising given their overall responsibility relating to personnel and training issues).

I'll let you know the outcome of the archives search in due course.
Dear Dr. Clarke,

I am told, by the good Dr., that a psychologist, [redacted], was appointed as a psychologist to Science 4 (RAF) in 1969. It is believed that the post (but not the branch title) survived "up until the early 1980s".

Do you have a specific period in mind?

-----Original Message-----
From: Info(Exp)-Records1
Sent: 11 September 2001 09:35
To: DAS4A(SEC)
Subject: RE: DR CLARKE

Do you by any chance have any S4 (RAF) - Science 4 (RAF) - files in your archives. I'm trying to trace what became of them.
12 Sep 01

DAS (Lower Airspace) Ops & Pol

Copy to:

Dl ISec Sec 4
Info(Exp)R1

‘UFO’ CORRESPONDENCE – DR DAVID CLARKE

Reference:

A. D/DAS/64/11 dated 3 Sep 01.

1. At Reference, you asked for comment on further issues raised by Dr Clarke following your last response to him.

2. Question 5.

   a. I am unable to either confirm or deny the account given of the UFO incident in Aug 56 by the Neatishead controller, Flt Lt Wimbledon, in the RAF Air Warfare Museum Newsletter.

   b. Throughout the Cold War, the detection of unidentified tracks on radar and the subsequent response by air defence aircraft was commonplace. Details of operations were, and still are, recorded in operational log books as events occurred. Given the frequency of such incursions, one can only assume that they were not considered to be of any historic value and, therefore, the log books were disposed of in what is the normal manner rather than being passed to the PRO.

3. Question 8. The destruction of “operational record books” (ORBs), which I take to mean operational log books, does not necessarily mean that no documentation or, more accurately, information originating from these sources will ever be preserved as Public Records. It is feasible that details of specific, significant operational events, for example an aircraft accident, might have been extracted to produce a separate report which subsequently was passed into the PRO. Equally, unit F540s which form the traditional historic record should contain a monthly precis of operational activity, some of the information for which might be drawn from ORBs. Routine operational activity, such as the regular scramble of aircraft to investigate unidentified tracks, would not necessarily have been considered of historic importance. Furthermore, there is no extant, blanket requirement to justify long term preservation of records of routine operations for scientific or any other purpose.
4. **Question 12.** I am unable to offer any further information on the subject of the unidentified helicopter incident in 1973/74. Without knowing which department within MOD undertook to prepare the paper on the subject, we cannot even start a search to determine whether it has been preserved. I would suggest that it is highly unlikely that, if it was ever produced, a document of this nature would have survived the passage of time!

5. I hope the foregoing comments provide you with sufficient input to reply to Dr Clarke. You asked for an indication of how long the research took in order that a charge may be levied for the work. I would estimate that approximately 2 hours were spent on the formulation of this reply.
Loose Minute

Info(Exp)R/3/7/8

//

September 2001

DAS (Lower Airspace) Ops & Pol

Copy to:

DAO – ADGE 1

DR DAVID CLARKE – “UFO” CORRESPONDENCE

Reference: D/DAS/64/11 dated 3 September

1. Thank you for your loose minute together with a copy of another letter from Dr Clarke seeking further advice/clarification in respect the Ministry of Defence’s interest in the subject of “UFOs”.

2. You sought Info(Exp)R input to a number of points raised by Dr Clarke:

   Question 5 – Neatishead records
   Question 8 – storage of documents/value to MOD/posterity and ORBs.

ORBs (RAF Forms 540) are preserved at the Public Record Office (PRO). Dr Clarke apparently takes issue with their completeness, or rather lack of. RAF Stations and units raise ORBs and their compilation rests entirely in the hands of the officer designated with that responsibility. ORBs are routinely passed to the Air Historical Branch, who in turn transfer them to this branch for review at around the 25-year point. Our review is not a selection review but one intended to identify potential sensitivities that might preclude release on transfer to the PRO. I attach copies of letters to Dr Clarke, from this office and AHB, dated 27 February and 6 June 2001 that touched on this subject.

As you will also see from my letter to Dr Clarke (pages 1–3), dated 3 September 2001 (attached), I wrote in great detail on the evolution of the record review process. Including how those responsible for the creation of records have authority to destroy them locally and also provided statistics of what is reviewed by DRO staff in the context of what is selected for permanent preservation.

I am aware that, over the years, statements have been made by Ministers to the effect that prior to 1962 UFO records had been routinely destroyed and that since then that they have been kept and further more would not be destroyed. For example a Ministerial submission and draft reply to an MP, dating from 1970, in the PRO under ref BJ 5/311 (released in January 2001).

Unfortunately, I cannot account for the fate of non-DIS files covering this subject (see below), but presume that prior to 1987 (when HQ branches were given authority to destroy files locally) files on this subject from branches other than DAS (and predecessors) were assessed as have no administrative or historical value. But I believe it pertinent that there appears to have been no MOD-wide promulgation of Ministers continued commitment to preserves UFO documentation.

On the question of Dr Clarke's contention that RAF/Air Ministry/MOD files for the period 1947-67 must be in the Defence Records archives (Hayes and Old War Office). I can advise that no such cache exist.

However, in respect of DIS holdings, in October 1991 a formal agreement was agreed with DISSEC whereby reviewers from Records would examine DIS records over 20 years old. Initial work commenced November 1991 but was halted by the collocation of DIS branches in the Old War Office. It was subsequently reactivated in January 1996. Due to concerns about the loss of a great deal of valuable and irreplaceable material dating back to World War II an embargo on local weeding and destruction was introduced (June 1996) pending visits by reviewers.

It is estimated Defence Records reviewers have examined in excess of 2,200 linear feet of DIS records in situ, many of which were "out of time" i.e older than 30 years. Although approximately 90% were judged unsuitable for preservation at the PRO (and presumably DIS has since destroyed them) more than 2,000 files/reports (the great majority still in DI custody) have been provisionally selected for the PRO. These date from 1947. It is noted that a few DDl(Tech) and AI 3 references have been selected for preservation, but none from AI 5. None apparently relate to Dr Clarke's area of research.

3. I hope that this is helpful.
Thank you for your letter dated 8 February 2001 concerning the absence of Forms 541 from the Public Record Office for a number of RAF facilities for the year 1956.

I have consulted a senior in-house air historian on this matter and have been advised:

- Queen's Regulations [3rd Edition 1953] stated only that units were required to complete a Form 541 when undertaking "major operations" or when "placed on a war footing".

- Whereas today Squadrons are required to complete a Form 541, they are notoriously reluctant in many cases to do so.

- Even if a Form 541 existed for the period you are interested in it is unlikely to contain any details other than those that you have already obtained from the aircrews' logbooks. Form 541s generally specify aircraft, crew, time of take-off and duration of flight and a basic statement of task – frequently the latter will merely record some brief statement such as "Duty Carried out".

I am sorry to give you what will be a disappointing reply.
Dear Dr. Clarke,

Your letter of 8 May 2001 to [redacted] regarding the holdings of the Air Historical Branch has been passed to me for reply.

You posed several specific questions which I shall do my best to answer. Firstly, you asked for what reason a particular month’s ORB might be omitted from a run of such documents in the PRO relating to the same unit. The reason, I am afraid, is usually the simple but prosaic one that the unit concerned, from whatever cause, did not submit a Form 540 for the month or months in question. In other words, the document was never compiled in the first place. In our experience this is a far from uncommon experience, and usually, though not always, relates to a change over of compiling officers or COs on the unit concerned.

With regard to your query regarding records in the S290 series from DDI Tech or A15b I can confirm that we do not hold records from either of these two organisations. Nor do we hold any records relating to Operation Charlie, and so far as we can trace through our index no records relating to this operation have ever passed through this Branch.

Yours sincerely,

[Redacted]
Thank you for your letter dated 20 August 2001. You effectively raise two series of questions, one, concerning a number of identified records, over 30 years old, that you have apparently been lead to believe continue to be held by the Ministry of Defence’s records branch, and two, questions anticipating the introduction of the Freedom of Information legislation.

You have been mistakenly advised on the extent of records held by the Ministry of Defence’s records branch. Following review records are either selected for preservation at the Public Record Office (PRO) or are assigned a destruction date.

Although you may feel that 40 plus years after creation there are files that might still have some residual historical value, it is my experience (10 years as Deputy Departmental Record Officer and 30 years MOD experience in all) that busy desk officers generally attribute a very limited value to records that they have created.

Although I have touch on the subject of record processing in the MOD, my letters dated 31 July 2000 and 4 April 2001, you may find it helpful if I explained in slightly more detail the records legislation in force during the period 1947 through to 1959 that subsequently lead to the present review arrangements.

By the early 1950’s concern was expressed both in the quantities of records accumulating in government departments and the records which had seemingly failed to survive the existing destruction procedures. This was primarily because the legislation then in force, the 1877 Public Record Office Act, was a semi-voluntary arrangement. In the absence of a systematic preservation/destruction policy a committee under the chairmanship of Sir James Grigg was set
to "review the arrangements for the preservation of the records of government departments". The committee recommended (Cmnd 8204) radical changes in four main areas that would subsequently be enshrined in the Public Record Acts of 1958 and 1967:

a. Ministerial responsibility and the Advisory Council on Public Records  
b. The executive role and authority of the PRO and departments  
c. The system for selecting records for preservation  
d. Disclosure of records

Of particular relevance to your enquiry is the third change. The Grigg Committee believed that the crucial requirement in a modern records system was not only a satisfactory method of selecting those records which should be preserved both because of their value to departments, and because of their potential value to future users of the PRO, but also the early destruction of records assessed as having only a limited value. The committee proposed a two-stage review process:

(i) First Review: conducted five years after the closure of the record. Records would be assessed for possible administrative or historical value. If the former applied a date for destruction would be determined (Grigg estimated that 90% of departments papers would fall into this category), but if the latter applied the records would be set aside for a second record.

(ii) Second Review: files that survived the first review would be examined again at the 25-year point. At this review the historical criterion could be applied directly because of the greatly reduced bulk of files, the perspective brought about by time and the participation of the PRO. At this review files are either destroyed or transferred to the PRO, becoming available to the public after 50 years (reduced to 30 years with the 1967 amendment).

The MOD complies with the terms of the Public Records Acts and the brief outline (above) reflects the general working practice since the Act came into force. However, due to the size and diversity of the MOD certain aspects of the review activity have been delegated. For example, non-Headquarter areas (the Services and research and development establishments) undertake their own first review. Only records generally perceived to have possible historical value are transferred to the main MOD archives. Those records not judged to have historical interest are destroyed when designated by the local desk officer. Since the mid-1980s Headquarter branches in Whitehall, undertake a pre-review of files. Where files are determined to have no administrative or potentially historical value branches are free to destroy them locally. All other files are deposited in the archives for review at the appropriate point.

The Act provides for the closure of records beyond the 30-year point for reasons such as continuing sensitivity. In such cases submissions justifying closure are submitted to the Lord Chancellor via the Public Record Office. If approved it is a condition that records must be re-examined at least once every 10 years until such time as release is possible.

Although I have no statistics to reflect the extent of destruction across the MOD as a whole the following figures covering the formal review activity undertaken by DRO staff since 1985:
Returning to the questions raised in your letter concerning records created by the RAF/Air Ministry/MOD during the period 1947–60.

RAF Fighter Command Research Branch 1947–60

I am unaware of any records from this organisation, during this period, being retained, in accordance with Section 3(4) of the Public Records Act of 1958, by the MOD records division.

DDI(Tech)/Al5b 1947–67

Records are held covering the activities of a number of intelligence branches for this period. All fall into the category of having been provisionally selected for preservation in the PRO and currently wait assignment to appropriate classes (the delay in processing can be attributed to the requirement to raise new classes in the DEFENCE lettercode). A few records created by DDI(Tech) and Al 3 are included, but none from Al 5. From amongst this holding I could identify no records relating to your area of interest.
ACAS(I) 1947-60

The intelligence records waiting processing do not include those created by ACAS(I), nor have I been able to identify any retained in accordance with Section 3(4).

Minutes of Air Staff meetings, Air Ministry 1947-60

PRO class AIR 6 holds Air Board, and Air Ministry, Air Council: Minutes and Memoranda.

RAF NEATISHEAD 1950-60

No records have been identified relating to defence activity at RAF Neatishead that have been retained in accordance with Section 3(4) of the Act. I did contact the Air Defence Radar Museum, located at RAF Neatishead, just in case they are able to contribute to your research. I am advised that regrettably they hold no records relevant to your area of research.

Freedom of Information

You asked about the impact of the Freedom of Information legislation might have on any records retained for more than 30 years. With the introduction of FOI members of the public will be able to request, as they have since 1992 i.e. since the advent of open government, the review of retained records that might relevant to their area of research. With enquiries such as this it is helpful if PRO references are cited. If it is established that retained records are still considered sensitive then an appropriate exemption will be claimed.

On the question of a list of files currently retained. This information has been in the public domain for many years. The PRO catalogue identifies where whole files are retained, and when examining files researchers will see where documents/pages are extracted or carry deletions. Therefore, it is my understanding that any FOI request for this data would fall under one of the 23 exemptions i.e. "already accessible to the public".

Finally, there is no obligation to provide information if the estimated cost of doing so would exceed an "appropriate limit". The details of such a charging scheme are still to be determined.
With thanks for the extra couple of days. My consultation with DAO on 14 Sep was, necessarily, over the phone and via a third party. In view of current events I spoke in person with the DAO representative as he became available today and showed him the text of the Restricted reply from Neatishead to Ops(GE) dated 3 Feb 8.

He has confirmed that release of that document is quite acceptable (along with the initiating request dated 26 Jan 81, Ops GE to Neatishead) - and is supplying us with additional material to answer supplementary questions concerning radar coverage that are likely to come our way!

I apologise for delaying your action to reply to Dr Clarke. I decided that excessive caution was preferable in this instance.
With apologies; I do realise you are busy at present.

Your colleague, Wg Cdr [redacted], spoke to you over the phone on Friday and read across to you the [very short] letter from Neatishead to your predecessors in 1981. I quote:

"...in accordance with local procedures, our radar camera recorder was switched off on cessation of normal flying activities at 1527 on 29 Dec 80."

You indicated [to him] that you were content that this, previously RESTRICTED, text could be made available under the Code of Access to a member of the public and he relayed this message to me. It will now be made available to others - one via Min DP. We need to be prepared to answer the questions:

"Does this mean that, in 1980, air defence radar were switched off at the end of the flying day?

Does this mean that, although the radar was left on, a recording process did not take place after flying hours?

If radar at Neatishead were switched off were other air defence radar left on?

What is the current practice?" To the last question we need to know if this information is covered by any security classification - it will only be used in the information in the Background Note to Minister.

I would appreciate a suitable line please as soon as you are able.

Janet T

[Handwritten note]

ADGe phoned. He is obtaining further comment from [redacted] and will return to me when he is able. This understanding is that the recording module may be switched off when no microlites are airborne; this does not mean that the radar itself is off. Radars are sometimes switched off (for engineering work) but radar coverage is overlapping.

[Handwritten date]
20.9.01
Thank you for letting us have sight of your draft reply to Dr Clarke.

I have discussed with DAO the question of releasing the exchange of correspondence between MOD and RAF Neatishead and they have confirmed that they are content for the release to go ahead.

I have made the draft available to DAS AD (Lower Airspace) (AD4Sec on CHOTS) and he has confirmed that he is content with your suggested course of action.

I now return the draft with two minor amendments, in bold.

I would be grateful for some further advice. We have supplied the contents of the file on Rendlesham to some 5 people (including Dr Clarke) with the same exclusions. Are we obliged to return to those other people now sending them the two papers you have recommended for release? If we do that should we also remind them of their right to appeal against the decision to release the ministerial correspondence (which remains exempted). Or can we relay your decision to those people ourselves? We assume that anyone else who may in the future request the papers should now receive the two additional documents also - are they to be given the right to appeal against your decision to maintain the exemption on the docs that remain exempted?

With thanks,
Thank you for letting us have sight of your draft reply to Dr Clarke.

I have discussed with DAO the question of releasing the exchange of correspondence between MOD and RAF Neatishead and they have confirmed that they are content for the release to go ahead.

I have made the draft available to DAS AD (Lower Airspace) (AD4Sec on CHOTS) and he has confirmed that he is content with your suggested course of action.

I now return the draft with two minor amendments, in bold.

I would be grateful for some further advice. We have supplied the contents of the file on Rendlesham to some 5 people (including Dr Clarke) with the same exclusions. Are we obliged to return to those other people now sending them the two papers you have recommended for release? If we do that should we also remind them of their right to appeal against the decision to release the ministerial correspondence (which remains exempted). Or can we relay your decision to those people ourselves? We assume that anyone else who may in the future request the papers should now receive the two additional documents also - are they to be given the right to appeal against your decision to maintain the exemption on the docs that remain exempted?

With thanks.
DRAFT RESPONSE FROM D INFO(EXP) TO DR CLARKE

I am writing in reply to your letter of 20 August 2001, which sought an internal review of the decision to withhold some information from a request you had made under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (the Code).

Your appeal concerned five documents withheld from you from a MOD file on the alleged sighting of an Unidentified Flying Object near RAF Woodbridge in 1981. They were withheld under Exemptions 1 and 2 of the Code. The five documents were:

(A) A minute between an official’s and a Minister’s office, with a suggested Parliamentary Question response and background note,
(B) A duplicate copy of the front page from A,
(C) A letter from a branch of the Ministry of Defence to RAF Neatishead,
(D) A letter from RAF Neatishead,
(E) An exchange of letters between a MP and a Minister.

Having now reviewed the papers, I have decided that in the circumstances it is appropriate to disclose documents (C) and (D), which form an exchange of letters regarding radar observations at RAF Neatishead.

The documents that I do not believe it is appropriate to disclose are advice from officials to Ministers. Firstly, a submitted draft answer and background material in respect of a PQ tabled by Sir Patrick Wall (PQ7067C answered in October 1983). Secondly, a draft response and background material in response of a letter from David Alton MP to the then Secretary of State for Defence, Michael Heseltine, which enclosed a letter from a constituent. (It is not our practice to disclose letters from MPs to Ministers).

In both these cases, the advice to Ministers is covered by Exemption 2 of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information, which relates to internal discussion and advice.
I trust this response is satisfactory. If you remain unhappy with the outcome of this internal review, you can appeal to a MP to take up the case with the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the Ombudsman) who can investigate on your behalf.

Yours etc.
We spoke yesterday. Would you please cast an eye over the attached just to make sure there is nothing unpalatable for DAS(Sec)?

Thank you,
DRAFT RESPONSE FROM D INFO(EXP) TO DR CLARKE

I am writing in reply to your letter of 20 August 2001, which sought an internal review of the decision to withhold some information from a request you had made under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (the Code).

Your appeal concerned five documents withheld from you from a MOD file on the alleged sighting of an Unidentified Flying Object near RAF Woodbridge in 1981. They were withheld under Exemptions 1 and 2 of the Code. The five documents were:

(A) A minute between an official’s and a Minister’s office, with a suggested Parliamentary Question response and background note,
(B) A duplicate copy of the front page from [Handwritten text: \( \text{MOD (ops(GE)26 RAE)} \) to RAF Neatishead]
(C) A letter from RAF Neatishead,
(D) A letter from RAF Neatishead,
(E) An exchange of letters between a MP and a Minister.

Having now reviewed the papers, I have decided that in the circumstances it is appropriate to disclose documents (C) and (D), which form an exchange of letters regarding radar observations at RAF Neatishead.

The documents that I do not believe it is appropriate to disclose are advice from officials to Ministers. Firstly, a submitted draft answer and background material in respect of a PQ tabled by Sir Patrick Wall (PQ7067C answered in October 1983). Secondly, a draft response and background material in response of a letter from David Alton MP to the then Secretary of State for Defence, Michael Heseltine, which enclosed a letter from a constituent. (It is not our practice to disclose letters from MPs to Ministers).

In both these cases, the advice to Ministers is covered by Exemption 2 of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information, which relates to internal discussion and advice.
I trust this response is satisfactory. If you remain unhappy with the outcome of this internal review, you can appeal to a MP to take up the case with the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the Ombudsman) who can investigate on your behalf.

Yours etc.
As discussed yesterday, I would be grateful if you would retrieve the following files. As they cover 1972-75 I believe they are with the PRO. They are required to answer Dr Clarke's latest letter.

AIR 2/18872 UFO Reports 1972-73
AIR 2/18873 UFO Reports 1973-74
AIR 2/18874 UFO Reports 1974-75
AIR 20/12555 UFO Reports Dec 1973

Also we would like to see the following three files which I believe may be with your section.

AF/584 UFO Reports Jan 1974
AF/585 UFO Reports Feb 1974
AF/586 UFO Reports March 1974

Thanks for your help.
LOOSE MINUTE

D/DAS/64/11

3 September 2001

DAO – ADGE 1
DI ISEC - SEC4

Copy to: Info(Exp)R1

DR DAVID CLARKE – ‘UFO’ CORRESPONDENCE

1. I have received another letter from Dr David Clarke on ‘UFO’ issues further to my last letter to him forwarding answers to the list of questions he sent in earlier in the year. I apologise for the fact that I am unable to quote your reference; Dr Clarke has appealed against a decision taken by this Directorate to withhold briefing to Ministers under the Code of Practice and so I do not have the file with me at present.

2. I attach a copy of Dr Clarke’s letter and enclosures to that letter.

Question 4 – DI ISEC – you will see that Dr Clarke has identified a file at the PRO that includes of evidence of a RAF psychologist advising on ‘UFO’ issues. Notwithstanding your earlier advice I would be grateful for any light you can throw on the subject especially in view of the comment by the retired psychologist that he believed that RAF psychologists may have given advice on the subject until the early 1980s.

Question 5 – ADGE 1 – Dr Clarke raises two further questions (a. and b.) on which you may be able to make some comment (I attach a copy of “The Lakenheath Incident” to which a. and b. refer).

Question 8 – ADGE 1 – you may have an appropriate comment. This may also be the point at which I take advice on MOD ability to house documents and how we judge interest in various subjects (Info(Exp) do you have anything to add here).

Question 11a – DI ISEC – I refer to the question on whether MOD has a “special register” of sightings.

Question 11a - Info(Exp) – I wonder whether you are able to shed any light on the comment concerning records prior to 1962. Certainly our line has been that, since 1967, material has been preserved and that “generally” prior to that material was destroyed after 5 years.

Question 11a – Info(Exp) – I believe that you have this question also in a letter from Dr Clarke and are preparing to answer, if that is the case I shall strike that one off the list.

Question 11b – DI ISEC – you will note the distinction made by Dr Clarke. ADGE 1 – I intend to comment in answer to the second half of the question that we take advice from other defence “experts” as appears necessary to us. It may be helpful to identify that expert as an authority on radar – are you content?
**Question 11c – DI ISEC** – Dr Clarke is seeking to confirm whether or not some specifically ‘UFO’ files have been held beyond the 30 year period. You advice would be appreciated.

**Question 12 – ADGE 1** – you will see that Dr Clarke is interested in a “unidentified helicopter” incident. As this is not an unidentified object, I wonder if we might expect to find information on the incident in some other area. (The page from the Special Branch file is attached.) I shall also call back some of our old files to see if we have any documentation on the “event”.

3. I am sending a short note to Dr Clarke now to say that we are working to answer his further questions. I would be grateful if, when you reply, you could indicate how long your researches took as I may need to raise a charge for this work if it exceeds 4 hours overall.

Signed on CHOTS

[DAS (Lower Airspace) Ops + Pol](#)

MT6/71 [Redacted]
Records 1. Thank you for faxing a copy of Dr Clarke's latest letter.

It may help you to look at the last letter from this Directorate to Dr Clarke, which comes attached to this letter. It is getting quite difficult to answer his questions. Do you have any other letters from him on which you are still doing work? If so a chat might be helpful.

I see that one of his questions in his letter of 20 August relates to file holdings "...would it be possible to obtain a list of the files currently retained." I know that we corresponded about this question quite some time ago and the result of one of our searches confirmed that a few volumes had, almost certainly, been destroyed. Do we both need to revisit our lists and holdings (in office and archives). Would you let me know?

Finally, I have had a short period of leave following by a busy stretch. May I ask a follow up question. I understand, from DI, that "no files with the prefix Air Intelligence 5b, A1 5b or A1(Tech)5b have been traced". Their reply to me indicated that their records branch might be checking with you. Did that occur and do you have any trace of a record of such files dated between 1950 and 1967? See the answer to Dr Clarke's question number 11a attached to my letter of 25 July. (This would also appear to have a read across to his to you on 20 Aug, question number 2.)

40
(now DAS (Lower Airspace) Ops+Pol)
Dear Dr Clarke,

Further to my letter of 12 July I attach at Annex a list of your questions and the answers to those questions.

We have consulted with a number of different areas to request a search for material and our answers reflect the outcome. Although not all information has been traced I hope you will, nevertheless, find the answers helpful. In addition I attach, as requested, a sheet giving the numbers of "unexplained" aerial sightings communicated to the Ministry of Defence in each year since 1959 and a copy of a "report" form.

This Directorate is to move from the above location at the end of this week; our new address will be:

Room 671
Ministry of Defence
Metropole Building
London WC2N 5BP.

Yours sincerely,
ANNEX

Question 1:

Can the MOD list the current posts within the Air Staff and in Operations where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of UFO reports and/or the handling of public inquiries relating to the subject. Of the posts identified, can a percentage of staff time allocated to 'UFO'-related duties be specified.

Answer:

Directorate Air Staff - Two posts within DAS have a direct responsibility for the handling of public inquiries; this work includes Parliamentary business and can take up to 50% of the time of each of the individuals concerned. Two other posts within the Directorate have a responsibility of oversight of 'UFO'-related work and this work can take up to 5% of the time of each of those individuals.

Defence Intelligence Service - There are no current posts within the DIS where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of 'UFO' sighting reports or for the handling of public enquiries.

Air Defence - There are three posts within the Air Defence staff that have a responsibility for the scrutiny of any 'UFO' sighting reports sent to them by DAS. These individuals assess the reports for any significance for air defence and this work occupies approximately 4% of their collective time.

Question 2: Does DAS maintain figures/statistics of the number of enquiries received from a. the public and b. the media relating to 'UFO' issues dealt with on a year by year basis.

Answer: A record has been kept since 1959 of the number of 'unexplained' aerial sightings which have been the subject of enquiries by members of the public. A copy of the record comes attached to this letter.

No such record is kept of approaches by the media but an examination of files dating over the past five years has produced the following results. (Media enquiries include approaches from companies seeking to produce TV documentaries, by [newspaper] reporters and various 'UFO' publications.)

1996 - 6
1997 - 14
1998 - Nil
1999 - 1
2000 - 3
2001 - Nil to date
Question 3: Can MOD specify the extent of liaison that has taken place with a. the Royal Australian Air Force and b. United States Air Force with respect to the investigation of 'UFOs'.

Answer: No evidence has been found of contact with the Royal Australian Air Force or the United States Air Force with respect to a request to investigate a 'UFO' sighting.

Question 4: Has the MOD ever called upon the expertise of psychologists in respect of a. individual investigation or b. analysis or advice on any aspect of 'UFO' issues.

Answer: Neither service nor external psychologists have been called upon in respect of individual investigation or analysis of 'UFO' issues.

Question 5: Relating to the role of Air Intelligence 5b (circa 1959 to 1964).

Answer: Air Intelligence 5b was a part of the Air Ministry. The Defence Intelligence Service was established in 1964 and included the amalgamation of the three single-Service intelligence organisations. You have asked in particular about the reporting/recording of unidentified aerial sightings by service personnel; you may find it helpful to read the answer to your question 6 below.

Question 6: Can MOD outline the precise role of RAF Rudloe Manor, Wiltshire in reporting the collection and investigation of 'UFO' reports from service sources prior to 1992.

Answer: Until 1992, the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF), part of the HQ Provost and Security Services (UK) based at RAF Rudloe Manor, were the central co-ordination point for UFO reports made to RAF stations (from whatever source, ie members of the public or service personnel) its function was simply to record the details provided and pass the reports directly to Sec(AS)2 in the Ministry of Defence. Sec(AS)2 desk officers then examined the reports and decided, with other experts as necessary, whether what was seen had any defence implications. No action was taken on the reports by staff in the FCF.

The FCF no longer have any involvement in the central collection of 'UFO' reports. All reports by air force stations are now forwarded directly to DAS (formerly Sec(AS)2) for consideration. The extent now of Rudloe Manor's involvement in the 'UFO' reporting process, in common with all other RAF stations, is to take down the details of any reports made in the local area and pass the details to DAS.

Question 7: Does the MOD maintain a paper or electronic record of radar tracks or reports of radar tracks recorded within the UK Air Defence Region that have remained unidentified following investigation. If that is the case for how long are records preserved, what is their security classification and after what period of time will records be available at the PRO.

Answer: The MOD does not maintain a record of radar tracks recorded within the UK Air Defence Region that have remained unidentified following investigation, other than by possible reference in operational log books. Electronic recordings of the air picture are retained for a
period of 30 days, to assist primarily in the investigation of flight safety incidents, should the need arise. The overall recordings are graded NATO SECRET because of the operational content.

Question 8: In 1996 in the House of Commons, Defence Minister Nicholas Soames stated that RAF aircraft were scrambled on two occasions in the past five years to intercept unidentified targets . . . Could MOD specify:

a. details of incidents recorded between 1990-2000 when aircraft were scrambled to intercept targets that have remained 'unidentified' following MOD investigation.

b. the role of RAF Fylingdales in the investigation of UFO reports (for example, what category of report would be checked with this facility).

Answer 8a: Records of incidents when air defence aircraft were scrambled to investigate unidentified air tracks do not exist for the full period covering 1990-2000. Details of such sorties are recorded in operational logbooks that are destroyed after 5 years. No aircraft were scrambled to intercept targets that remained unidentified following MOD investigation.

Answer 8b: RAF Fylingdales may be called upon by MOD to correlate a sighting of an unidentified aerial phenomena with a known event, such as the re-entry of a satellite.

Question 9: Does MOD have records of 'UFOs' tracked by RAF Neatishead or satellite radar stations (questions a., b. and c.).

Answer: There are no records of any 'UFOs' tracked by CRC Neatishead. We do note what you say in your letters of 6 and 14 June; it has been suggested that you may find it helpful to consult the following records that, I am informed, are in the PRO:

RAF Waterbeach AIR 28/1439
RAF Neatishead AIR 29/1369 and 2631.

In addition S4(Air), AIR 20, the following files from the early to mid 1970s, also in the PRO.

AIR 20/7390 (1950-54)
AIR 20/9320 TO 9322 (1977)
AIR 20/994 (1953-57)

I have also been informed that no records covering the subject of UFOs that are more than 30 years old are still held by Defence Records.

Question 10: What are the current standing instructions to RAF stations/radar facilities with regards to the reporting and action taken to investigate a. reports or b. radar tracking of 'UFOs'. Are copies of current instructions available for public inspection.

Answer: A standard list of questions, asked over many years, has been reproduced on a form since the early 1990s. The form is produced by individual stations and is not subject to a central instruction; I attach a copy for your information.
**Question 11:** Can MOD confirm,

a. the existence and current location of report describing aerial phenomena originating from RAF and other service sources sent to A15b between 1950 and 1967.

Answer: No files with the prefix Air Intelligence 5b, Al 5b or Al(Tech)5b have been traced but further enquiries are being made with the Defence Records Archives.

b. Whether the Department of Scientific and Technical Intelligence maintains records or files relating to investigation/consultation with Air Staff on the subject of aerial phenomena/UFOs.

Answer: As part of the MOD's assessment of aerial sightings, reports were copied as appropriate to the Directorate of Intelligence Scientific and Technical (DIST). Towards the end of 2000, DIST decided that these reports were of no defence interest and should no longer be sent to them. The branch still retains files containing reports received up to 4 December 2000.

c. Have DSTI undertaken at any time a search of their records for UFO-related files, reports or analysis from the period dating from 1950-80. If no search has taken place how is it possible to claim that files before 1961 have not been retained.

Answer: A search of DIST records was undertaken to identify all of their file holdings; files prior to 1961 had not been retained.

**Question 12:** Documents released by the Metropolitan Police under the Code of Practice indicate that MOD acted in an advisory capacity to a Police Special Branch investigation of an unidentified helicopter reported over Derbyshire between September 1973 and January 1974. Does a MOD file exist.

Answer: No papers have been traced relating to an incident involving an attempt by MOD to identify a helicopter on the dates you indicate in the Derbyshire region. If you have any additional information on the identity of the RAF Station involved in the investigation we could undertake further enquiries.

**Question 13:** What is the current definition of the term "of no defence significance"... What is the precise methodology employed to determine whether a report can be categorised as of "no defence significance".

Answer: An event that has "no defence significance" is an event that is regarded as presenting no direct military threat against sovereign territory.

The means by which reports are categorised include an assessment of the location, time and nature of a report and any likely explanation of its cause (planetary objects, areas of high density air traffic, atmospherics, space objects etc). A check of operational logs may be included to determine whether any related air activity was detected at the time by the UK Air Defence system.
LOOSE MINUTE

D/DAS/64/3/11

24 August 2001

Information(Exploitation)-Access 2

Copy: DAS (LA)
    DAS (LA) Ops+Pol 1

APPEAL AGAINST withhold INFORMATION UNDER THE CODE OF PRACTICE ON ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT INFORMATION – Dr DAVID CLARKE

1. I enclose the documentation requested so that you may undertake a review of our decision to withhold material from Dr David Clarke under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information. The documents are as follows:

D/Sec (AS)12/2/1

The file is a compilation of papers relating to the alleged events at Rendlesham Forest in 1981. Although the opening date recorded on the file is 25 October 1982, it is unlikely to have been opened then as Sec(AS) was not in existence at that time. Some work was done in 1998 by Sec(AS)2 to identify the original location of enclosures. Handwritten notes are pinned to most pages and a list of the files from which these enclosures came is at E29; documents copied for Dr Clarke did not include those notes and neither was the list of files sent to him. Additional photocopied papers have been placed on the left hand side of the file; they were discovered on archived files in February 2001 during work to attempt to identify all the papers held on the alleged event. Copies of these additional papers were sent to Dr Clarke along with sanitised copies of the other documents, excepting five withheld under the Code of Practice.

You may wish to be aware that copies of the documents from this file, with identical exclusions, have also been made available, through Minister (DP), to the Lord Hill-Norton and to another member of the public.

Documents withheld under the Code of Practice

For ease of reference I have included copies of the five documents withheld from Dr Clarke; the originals remain on the above file.
**Previous Correspondence with Dr Clarke**

Dr Clarke has been in correspondence for some time with both ourselves, Info(Exp)-Records 1 and AHB(RAF)PCB Air. All correspondence with Dr Clarke held by this Directorate is contained in D/DAS(Sec)64/3/11 A and B attached. The letter informing him that photocopies of the papers from the file were being sent to him is dated 11 May 2001 and is at E10 on Part B. The top enclosure (Part B-E25) is Dr Clarke’s latest letter to Info(Exp)-Records 1 on which they have sought our advice; some of the work is likely to fall to this Directorate.

2. When your work on these documents is complete, I would be grateful if you would return them to the following address:

   Directorate of Air Staff (Lower Airspace)
   Operations & Policy
   Room 6/73
   Metropole Building
   Northumberland Avenue
   London
   WC2N 5BP

Signed: DAS(LA)Ops+Pol
MT6/71
This non-oral question has been allocated to Minister(AF) for answer.

2. Would you please supply a draft reply and background note, together with any relevant Hansard extracts and Press cuttings, to reach this office at the time shown on the front cover.

3. Please submit a copy of the draft answer to PS/USofS(AF) when returning this, allowing sufficient time for USofS(AF) to comment.

Office of Minister(AF)
Room 6386 Main Building
Extension 40
21-10-83

APS/Minister(AF) (thro' DUS(Air))

Copy to:
APS/US of S(AF)
Ops(GE)2(RAF)

1. I have placed opposite a draft reply to PQ 7607C.

2. The same background note has been provided for PQ 7608C and PQ 7609C.

21 October 1983
This non-oral question has been allocated to Minister(AF) for answer.

2. Would you please supply a draft reply and background note, together with any relevant Hansard extracts and Press cuttings, to reach this office at the time shown on the front cover.

3. Please submit a copy of the draft answer to PS/USofS(AF) when returning this, allowing sufficient time for USofS(AF) to comment.

Office of Minister(AF)
Room 6386 Main Building
Extension _____

M2

APS/Minister(AF) (thru' DUS(Air))

Copy to:
APS/US of S(AF)
Ops(CE)2(RAF)

1. I have placed opposite a draft reply to PQ 7608C.
2. The same background note has been provided for PQ 7607C and PQ 7609C.

21 October 1983
SIR PATRICK WALL (CONSservative) (BEVERLEY)

Sir Patrick Wall

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he has seen the United States Air Force memo dated 13 January 1981 concerning unexplained lights near RAF Woodbridge.

SUGGESTED ANSWER (Mr Stanley)

Yes.
Background Note

These three questions follow from the News of the World article of 2 October 1983 (Annex A) describing an alleged UFO sighting by USAF personnel at RAF Woodbridge in Suffolk on 27 December 1980.

The report of 13 January 1981 (Annex B) examined by the Air Staff and DS 8. It was concluded that there was nothing of defence interest in the alleged sighting.

There was, of course, no question of any contact with "alien beings" nor was any unidentified object seen on any radar recordings, as alleged in the News of the World.

A BBC investigation into the incident following publication of the News or the World Article concluded that a possible explanation for the lights seen by the USAF personnel was the pulsating light of the Orfordness lighthouse some 6 - 7 miles away.

The sole interest of the MOD in UFO reports is to establish whether they reveal anything of defence interest (eg intruding aircraft). MOD investigations are not pursued beyond the point at which we are satisfied that a report has no defence implications. No attempts are made to identify and catalogue the likely explanation for individual reports.

Last year, Lord Long, during a debate initiated by the Earl Clancarty, said that he would look into the possibility of publishing such reports as are received by the Ministry of
Defence. US of S(AF) has now decided to release compilations of reports. They will be published on a quarterly basis and will be available to members of the public, at a small charge to cover costs. US of S(AF) had planned to make an announcement shortly in the House of Lords through an arranged PQ. Pending arrangements for an announcement in the Lords, US of S(AF) has agreed that we should indicate the decision in the Commons.
UNEXPLAINED LIGHTS

1. The Deputy Base Commander of RAF Bentwaters has reported sightings of airborne phenomena on the evening of 29 Dec 80 in the Roudesham forest area near Woodbridge. He would appreciate a statement of radar observations, or lack of them, in the area and at the time concerned.

Squadron Leader
Ops(GE)24(RAF)
UNEXPLAINED LIGHTS

Reference:

A. D/DD Ops (GE)/10/8 Dated 26 Jan 81.

1. At Reference A you asked us to provide a statement of radar observations, or lack of them, regarding a reported sighting of airborne phenomena on the evening of 29 Dec 80.

2. I regret that, in accordance with local procedures, our radar camera recorder was switched off on cessation of normal flying activities at 1527Z on 29 Dec 80. An examination of executive logs revealed no entry in respect of unusual radar returns or other unusual occurrences.

Sqn Ldr
for OC

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
- 9 FEB 1981
19 OPS (GE) RAF

RESTRICTED
UNCLASSIFIED
APS/US of S(AF) through Sec(AS)2

1. US of S(AF) will recall recent correspondence on this matter with Lord Hill-Norton and Rt Hon Merlyn Rees MP. In both cases he took the line that we have nothing to add to what had already been said on the Woodbridge incident. Indeed, this was the line taken in previous correspondence with David Alton (See M3). The enclosed draft reply to Mr Alton once more follows this approach.

2. Mr Alton specifically requested a copy of the MOD official reply to Mr Noyes' last letter. This is enclosed, together with an earlier letter to which it refers. There is no objection to passing this correspondence to Mr Alton.

3. You may wish to note that Mr Alton has apparently passed on both letters sent by Lord Trefgarne on 19 March 85, even though one of these was intended to be for his information only.

12 June 1985

Sec(AS)2a
MB 8245
Thank you for your letter of 16 May to Michael Haseltine enclosing one from Mr R Noyes. You asked to see a copy of the Department's reply to Mr Noyes' letter of 25 February 1985 and this is enclosed, together with earlier correspondence to which it refers.

As I pointed out in my letter of 19 March, the MOD concerns itself only with the defence implications of reported UFO sightings. In this context, the report submitted by Col Halt in January 1981 was examined by those in the Department responsible for such matters and, as I have made clear in the past, it was considered to have no defence significance. We have since seen nothing to alter this view and there is nothing I can usefully add to the comments made in Sec(AS)'s letter or Mr Noyes.

Lord Trefgarne

David Alton Esq MP
Job No 2-24
16th May 1985

Dear Michael,

I enclose a letter I have received from Mr R Noyes following on from enquiries I first raised with your Department in March.

I read Mr Noyes letter with great interest and it seems to me that the points he raises are quite reasonable and merit a reply.
I should be most grateful if you could let me have your comments and if you could let me see a copy of the reply to Mr Noyes' own letter to your Department dated 25th February 1985.

Yours sincerely,

David Alton, MP.

The Rt. Hon. Michael Heseltine, MP.
Secretary of State
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1 2HB
14th May, 1985

David Alton, Esq., MP,
House of Commons,
Westminster,
London SW1

Dear Mr. Alton,

Jenny Randles has kept me informed about her correspondence with you on the unusual incidents which were reported to the Ministry of Defence by USAF authorities at RAF Woodbridge in January 1981. I have also seen Lord Trefgarne's letters to you of 19th March.

Jenny Randles decided to write further to you about this puzzling and disquieting case, and she referred to me her enclosed letter of 31st March, which is addressed to you, in the hope that I might be able to add useful comments. Much to my regret I have had to spend much time out of London on other business in recent weeks and it is only now that I am able, very belatedly, to send on Jenny Randles's letter to you.

My own background, in brief, is that I served in the Ministry of Defence from 1949 to 1977, leaving in the grade of Under Secretary of State. From 1969 to late in 1972 I headed a Division in the central staffs of the MOD which had responsibilities for supporting RAF operations. This brought me into touch with a proportion of the many reports which the Department receives about unidentified traces in British airspace.

I believe that Jenny Randles is right to remain very dissatisfied with the official line which the MOD has adopted on the Rendlesham Forest incidents of December 1980. I have myself said so on a number of public occasions, and I have pursued the matter in correspondence with the MOD - wholly without success.

At the risk of burdening you with an excessive amount of paper, I attach the most recent of my letters to the Ministry of Defence. You will see that this is dated 25th February 1985. I have so far received no answer, despite reminders. On a previous occasion it took the Department three and a half months to send me a wholly perfunctory reply.

Jenny Randles claims much collateral evidence for her own views; on this I am not competent to comment. My own position is, quite simply, that an extraordinary report was made to the Ministry of Defence by the Deputy Base Commander at RAF Woodbridge early in 1981; that the very existence of this report was denied by the MOD until persistent researchers in the US secured its release under the American Freedom of Information Act in 1983; and that the MOD's responses to questions since that time have been thoroughly unsatisfactory.

I cannot accept Lord Trefgarne's view that there is no Defence interest in this case. Unless Lt.Col. Halt was out of his mind, there is clear evidence in his report that British airspace and territory were intruded upon by an unidentified vehicle on two occasions in late December 1980 and that no authority was able to prevent this. If, on the other hand, Halt's report cannot be believed, there is equally clear evidence of a serious misjudgement of events by USAF personnel at an important base in British territory. Either way, the
case can hardly be without Defence significance.

The dates in question are now rather remote, but I doubt that
this should be taken to excuse the very perfunctory manner in which Lord
Trefgarne has dealt with your letter. I hope that you may feel able to
pursue the matter further, either in correspondence or in a PQ. The essence
of the questions to be pressed seems to me to lie in my preceding paragraph.
Seen in these terms, Mr. Ridpath's article in the GUARDIAN (which Lord
Trefgarne rather surprisingly falls back upon) is wholly irrelevant. If the
USAF really are capable of hallucinations induced by a lighthouse which must
surely be very familiar to them, then I shudder for that powerful finger
which lies upon so many triggers...

My own letter to the MOD (enclosed) raises other more detailed
questions. But I do not suggest that you should necessarily concern yourself
with them, anyway at this stage. It would be nice if the MOD would answer
letters, of course! But the essence of the Defence interest which I suggest
a responsible Member of Parliament might reasonably raise lies in the argument
I have tried to present above.

If I can be of any assistance in discussion with you, I am at
your disposal.

Yours sincerely,

(Ralph Noyes)
Dr David Clarke

Directorate Air Staff 4a
Room 671
Ministry of Defence
Metropole Building
London WC2N 5BP

23 August 2001

Dear [Name],

Thank you for your detailed response of 25 July including the replies to my list of questions relating to "UFO" issues and for the information you attached relating to numbers of sightings/report forms.

This information was most helpful, it answered the majority of my questions and I am grateful to you. There are a small number of points I wish to make where your answers have contradicted other information in my possession, or raised further issues that require clarification. These are:

**Question 4. Neither service nor external psychologists have been called upon in respect of individual investigation or analysis of UFO issues.**

Your answer contradicts evidence from files at the Public Record Office (Air 20/11890-91; DEFE 31/119), where it is clearly stated that an RAF psychologist, Alex Cassie, of Science 4 (RAF) was appointed in October 1967 to act as an advisor to S4f (Air) on UFO issues. I have recently interviewed Mr Cassie and he says he continued in this role until 1969, when another psychologist, [Name], replaced him. His impression was that psychologists continued to be consulted on UFO issues by MOD/RAF until the early 1980s. My question is: if psychologists are no longer consulted, when/why did their formal involvement end?

**Question 5. There are no records of "UFOs" tracked by CRC Neatishead.**

I had checked the Operational Record Books you listed for Neatishead and Waterbeach (Air 28/1439 and Air 29/1369 and 2631), without result. The fact that Neatishead scrambled Venom aircraft to intercept a UFO on the night of 13/14 August 1956 is an established fact, based upon evidence from the Chief Controller, the aircrew and the 23 Squadron daily Diary.
What puzzles me is the absence of any official record or entry in the Form 540 of either station for the date in question, particularly in view of the statement by the Controller that his logbook was removed by a senior officer from Fighter Command.

I wish to ask a) whether the MOD can confirm or deny that the events described by the Neatishead Controller in his account published in the RAF Air Warfare Museum Newsletter occurred as he described and b) in view of your statement that records of unidentified radar tracks might be referred to in operational log books, why there is no PRO record of these events.

- Oct 1980 - May 81 -

Additionally, my question concerning the tracking of a UFO by Neatishead on an occasion between September-October 1980, including the diversion of Phantom interceptors to investigate, has not been answered. Does a file exist relating to this incident exist or not, and if so what does it contain?

Question 8. Details of sorties (involving scrambles to investigate unidentified air tracks) are recorded in Operational Record Books that are destroyed after 5 years.

If ORBs are destroyed after five years does this mean that no documentation originating from these sources will ever be preserved as Public Records? If, as MOD state, radar tracks that remain unidentified are not followed up to the point of identification (other than to eliminate any defence threat) how can destruction of the records of those tracks be justified when this material may be of interest to scientists or authorities who may wish to investigate further (for example those in the fields of meteorology and atmospheric physics)?

Question 11a – Files created by AI 5b, Air Ministry.

As AI 5b were a branch of the Deputy Directorate of Intelligence (Technical) is it not more likely their files will be archived under a DDI (Tech) heading?

I enclose a copy (attachment “A”) of a Policy document from PRO file (DEFE 31/118) dating from the period 1958-62 where elaborate instructions are given for the collation of UFO reports and that “responsibility has been delegated to A.I. (Tech) 3 in DDI (Tech)...for examination, analysis and examination.”

I refer you to section 5 of this document which notes under “records to be kept by A.I. (Tech) 3...all reports will be entered in a special register...a folder is to be raised for each report...” etc. Although the distinction between AI 3 and AI 5b is unclear, both were branches of DDI (Tech). This document suggests there was an extensive collection of records, including a “special register” of sightings. These records are not available at the PRO, so what has happened to them?

A senior retired RAF Air Commodore informs me that a UFO report he filed in 1952 with Air Ministry was certainly in existence in recent years within a DDI (Tech) file that he saw whilst working at MOD Main Building during the mid-1970s. If that is the case, and I see no reason to doubt his word, then it simply cannot be the case that all UFO records prior to 1962 were destroyed at five yearly intervals, as has been claimed by MOD in the past.
I would therefore be grateful if you could inform me as to the results of the further enquiries being made with the Defence Records Archives to trace records of UFO incidents reported to DDI (Tech)/A.I. 3/A.I. 5b during the period 1950-70.

**Question 11b.** Towards the end of 2000, DIST decided that UFO reports were of no defence interest and should no longer be sent to them.

Can MOD provide a statement explaining the reasoning behind DIST’s decision? Does this mean that Defence Intelligence staff are no longer interested in receiving UFO reports from service sources (e.g. aircrew, radar stations), or does the decision relate entirely to reports from the public? What would happen if a UFO incident occurred today that was judged to be of “defence interest”?

**Question 11c.** A search of DIST records was undertaken to identify all of their file holdings; files prior to 1961 had not been retained.

If that is the case, then DIST files relating to UFOs dating from 1961 onwards do exist. I would point out that on 28 October 1996 the Earl Howe in a Parliamentary written reply to Martin Redmond MP on UFOs said: “I can confirm that my Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch holds no records under extended closure for any period in excess of 30 years.” (Source: House of Commons Library)

In view of this statement why have those DIST files dating from 1961-1970 not been released at the PRO under the 30 year rule?

I suspect that a number of files from the earlier period (1950s) may have been placed into later (post-1961) files. There is evidence that this was indeed the case from the PRO file AIR 2/18117 (attachment B) where in 1967 a member of DIST staff describes “retrieving” intelligence files on UFOs dating from 1950-2. If files were retained from 1961 onwards, as you state, then by definition those “intelligence files” from the 50s, referred to in 1967, should still exist.

**Question 12.** Unidentified helicopter incident 1973/74 — no papers traced to suggest MOD acted in an advisory capacity to a Police Special Branch operation.

Thank you for offering to undertake further inquiries into this question if I could supply additional information. Please see Attachment C from a Home Office file ref 371/74/94 (released to me under the Code of Practice in April 2001) which is a report of a meeting held in March 1974 at Horseferry House, London, involving the Home Office, Special Branch and MOD. You will see that the MOD had been involved in the joint investigation of a number of reports describing an unidentified helicopter reported in Cheshire and Derbyshire; these included some radar trackings reported by the Civil Aviation Authority. The report concludes with the statement “it was agreed that the sightings could not be ignored and MOD were asked what facilities they could provide to assist with identifying the helicopter. The use of searchlights, radar, MOD helicopters and the Harrier Jump Jet were discussed but considered either impractical or too expensive.”
The meeting ended with an agreement that the Ministry of Defence would prepare a paper on the services they could provide if further reports were received, along with a breakdown of the costs involved.
I hope this information may help you to trace any file or record created by the MOD in 1973-74 relating to these incidents.

I hope that once I have established the fate of the records referred to in questions 5, 11a and 11c that I will be able to draw my research to a close. Your assistance has been appreciated.

D.W.Clarke

Tracking of UFO by Neathohead - diversion of Phantom interceptors.

D58/10/20/9 1980.
D58/75/2/5/8/80.
D58/10/20/8.8.81.
D58/75/2/5A - 80.
D/D58/75/2/14 - 80.
D58/75/2/14 - 79.
DEC 73 - May 74.

Derbyshire heli
Sighted by night.

AF 583 - 1974
AF 7464/72 - 1973
AF 584 - 1974
AF 585 - 1974
AF 586 - 1974
MEMORANDUM

CHIEF SUPT. 'B' SQUAD

1. At 2 pm today, 21 March 1974, a meeting was held at Horseferry House with D H J Hillyard in the Chair to discuss a number of unexplained helicopter sightings at night, mainly reported to the police in Derbyshire.

2. Present were Messrs Clayton, McQueen and Montgomery-Pott of Home Office, Assistant Chief Constable Bowers (Derby County and Borough Constabulary), Assistant Chief Constable Laughmane and Superintendent Dean (Cheshire Constabulary), and two Ministry of Defence representatives.

3. The meeting discussed the authenticity of the numerous sightings reported during the end of 1973 and January 1974, together with some allegedly corroborative reports available through the Civil Aviation Authority, from the Air Traffic Control Centre at Preston and Manchester Air Traffic Control.

4. In the event there were found to be only three 'hard' sightings and no useful pattern of timing or positioning was discernible; in addition, no crimes were reported at the times of the alleged flights. I was able to report that the Metropolitan Police Special Branch had no hard information to place potential subversive activities in the area.

5. However, it was agreed that the sightings could not be ignored and MOD were asked what facilities they could provide to assist with identifying the helicopter. The use of searchlights, radar, MOD helicopters, and the Harrier Jump Jet were discussed but considered either impractical or too expensive.

6. The meeting concluded with agreement that MOD would prepare a paper on the services they could provide should further sightings be made, the costs involved, and to which authority they would be attributed. Furthermore, the police forces involved were to keep in touch to co-ordinate any further useful information coming to hand.
7. No further action is required from Metropolitan Police Special Branch.

A/SUPERINTENDENT
Unidentified Flying Objects - Policy

1. The Air Ministry is responsible for the collation of all reports dealing with U.F.O's. This responsibility has been delegated to A.I.(Tech)3 in the Deputy Directorate of Intelligence (Technical).

2. All reports from all sources are to be sent to A.I.(Tech)3 for examination, analysis and classification.

3. Reports on unidentified aircraft emanating from sources other than Fighter Command.

   All such reports are to be noted and passed to C.I.O. Fighter Command for investigation.

4. Letters from members of the public

   Letters will be received at Air Ministry in the first instance by the Public Relations branch who will send off an immediate acknowledgement.

   The letter will then be passed to A.I.(Tech)3 for analysis, or alternatively the content of the letter may be passed to A.I.(Tech)3 by P.R. over the telephone. This latter method should be used when it appears that some immediate investigation is warranted.

   A.I.(Tech)3 will examine the report and attempt to obtain substantiating evidence from Fighter Command, K.E.T., M.D.A. etc as appropriate.

   The result of the investigation is to be forwarded to the public relations department who will write a suitable reply to the member of the public concerned.

5. Records to be kept by A.I.(Tech)3

   (a) Register

   All reports will be entered in a special register as they arrive and will include the following details:

   (i) Details of originator i.e. civilian K.E.T etc
   (ii) Address of originator
   (iii) Preliminary classification of sighting i.e. balloon aircraft etc
   (iv) Height
   (v) Speed
   (vi) Shape
   (vii) Size
   (viii) Colour
   (ix) Date/Time and locality of sighting
   (x) Remarks

   (b) A folder is to be raised for each report into which all papers relating to the occurrence are to be placed

   (c) A pro forma which includes the details mentioned in sub para (a) above and also shows details of the investigation and analysis is to be completed and inserted as the last enclosure in the case folder.

/6.
6. Consolidated Reports

An annual report summarising all U.F.O. sightings by types is to be submitted to D.D.I.(Tech).

Examples of the various categories of U.F.O. sightings are given below

(a) Balloons
(b) Aircraft
(c) Missiles
(d) Astronomical phenomena
(e) Other phenomena
(f) Unknown
(g) Insufficient data for evaluation
MFB/3

AP/TS 427/67

Unidentified Flying Objects

Wg Cdr Sir Eric Bullus, M.P.

Julian J. A. Hennessey, Esq.

S4 (Air) MOD (Mr. W. P. Cassell)

1. Further to your M7, we have recovered all but two of the 'Metropole' (ie Intelligence) files on UFOs for the period 1951-2.

2. The files examined indicate that Topolifge-Meteor incident, which occurred during the NATO Exercise MAINbrace, was typical of reports about such aircraft at that time. (The Meteor was being extensively operated in a variety of roles and was the first UK jet to be so deployed).

3. As regards the particular incident the 'object' only appeared to come from the aircraft. There is no specific evidence in the files examined so far, that the object tracked or came from the aircraft. In fact, the trajectory of the apparent object was not established in absolute terms and thus typical questions such as true range have not been answered.

4. We consider that the report DSI/JTIC Report No 7 Unidentified Flying Objects covers the situation as a whole, and such activity at that time. Similar remarks apply to the observed radar anomalies which occurred at that time.

(J. C. DICKISON)

DSS5
ROOM 4/58 EXT 5930
Metropole Building
13th December 1967
Ministry of Defence

Facsimile Message

To: [Redacted] From: [Redacted]
Fax: [Redacted] Date: 21 August 2001
Phone: [Redacted] Pages: Three
Re: ENQUIRY FROM DR. DAVID CLARKE  CC:

☐ Urgent ☐ For Review ☐ Please Comment ☐ Please Reply ☐ Please Recycle

-Comments:

We spoke a short while ago about most Dr Clarke's recent letter to this office raising seven question: five re historic records not apparently preserved at the PRO and, two concerning Freedom of Information.

Air Historical Branch has also been approached over the last few months about missing records at Kew ie Operational Record Books (RAF Station Diaries) and Fighter Command Operation Research Branch records. None of which they hold.

So far as the five record questions are concerned I plan to reply to Dr Clarke in early September - in the negative ie records are not held by MOD archives. The FOI questions are straightforward.

If you have any views or advice (he may be covering ground that DAS (Sec) has already addressed) it would be welcome.
20 August 2001

Your ref: D INFO(EXP)R/3/7/8

Dear [Redacted]

Thank you for your letter of 13 June and for the copies you enclosed of documents related to ‘flying saucers’ located in DEFE 19/9.

With regards to my continuing research to locate other Air Ministry/RAF documents relating to ‘aerial phenomena’ from the period 1947-60, I have been in communication with [Redacted] of the Air Historical Branch, as you suggested. [Redacted] assures me that the branch does not hold any records from the post-WW2 era that are not already available at the PRO. Records created by the RAF/Air Ministry/MOD from this period, I am told, are all held by the MOD Records Division, and some may remain ‘classified’ or retained under the Public Records Acts.

As a result, could you provide information concerning existence, and current closure status with regards to the act, of files created by the following:

1. Records created by the RAF Fighter Command Research Branch, Bentley Priory, 1947-60. Some post-war records created by this branch are available at the PRO and have been checked. Are there other records created by the branch from the period above that are retained by MOD?

2. Records created by the Deputy Directorate of Intelligence DDI (Tech), 1947-67, specifically the branch known as Air Intelligence 5b (AI 5b). The only records available at PRO created by DDI Tech are pre-1945. Where are the DDI records post 1946? It seems odd that the entire collection of paperwork produced by an important branch of Air Ministry concerned with Technical Intelligence would have been “destroyed.”

3. Papers and correspondence created by the Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Intelligence) 1947-60, particularly the period 1956-58 when ACAS (I) was Air Vice Marshal William McDonald. Once again none are listed on the PRO catalogue post-1947.

4. Minutes of Air Staff meetings, Air Ministry, circa 1947-60.

5. Station records or station histories of RAF Neatishead, 1950-60, that are not currently available at the PRO.
I would also be interested to learn how the pending Freedom of Information Act legislation due early next year will affect the status of Air Ministry/MOD documents retained for more than 30 years.

Under the FOIA would it be possible to obtain a list of the files currently retained, even if one was not able to obtain copies of their contents?

D.W. Clarke
Dear Dr Clarke,

Further to my letter of 12 July I attach at Annex a list of your questions and the answers to those questions.

We have consulted with a number of different areas to request a search for material and our answers reflect the outcome. Although not all information has been traced I hope you will, nevertheless, find the answers helpful. In addition I attach, as requested, a sheet giving the numbers of "unexplained" aerial sightings communicated to the Ministry of Defence in each year since 1959 and a copy of a "report" form.

This Directorate is to move from the above location at the end of this week; our new address will be:

Room 671
Ministry of Defence
Metropole Building
London WC2N 5BP.

Yours sincerely,
ANNEX

Question 1:

Can the MOD list the current posts within the Air Staff and in Operations where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of UFO reports and/or the handling of public inquiries relating to the subject. Of the posts identified, can a percentage of staff time allocated to 'UFO'-related duties be specified.

Answer:

Directorate Air Staff - Two posts within DAS have a direct responsibility for the handling of public inquiries; this work includes Parliamentary business and can take up to 50% of the time of each of the individuals concerned. Two other posts within the Directorate have a responsibility of oversight of 'UFO'-related work and this work can take up to 5% of the time of each of those individuals.

Defence Intelligence Service - There are no current posts within the DIS where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of 'UFO' sighting reports or for the handling of public enquirys.

Air Defence - There are three posts within the Air Defence staff that have a responsibility for the scrutiny of any 'UFO' sighting reports sent to them by DAS. These individuals assess the reports for any significance for air defence and this work occupies approximately 4% of their collective time.

Question 2: Does DAS maintain figures/statistics of the number of enquiries received from a. the public and b. the media relating to 'UFO' issues dealt with on a year by year basis.

Answer: A record has been kept since 1959 of the number of 'unexplained' aerial sightings which have been the subject of enquiries by members of the public. A copy of the record comes attached to this letter.

No such record is kept of approaches by the media but an examination of files dating over the past five years has produced the following results. (Media enquiries include approaches from companies seeking to produce TV documentaries, by [newspaper] reporters and various 'UFO' publications.)

1996 - 6
1997 - 14
1998 - Nil
1999 - 1
2000 - 3
2001 - Nil to date
Question 3: Can MOD specify the extent of liaison that has taken place with a. the Royal Australian Air Force and b. United States Air Force with respect to the investigation of 'UFO'.

Answer: No evidence has been found of contact with the Royal Australian Air Force or the United States Air Force with respect to a request to investigate a 'UFO' sighting.

Question 4: Has the MOD ever called upon the expertise of psychologists in respect of a. individual investigation or b. analysis or advice on any aspect of 'UFO' issues.

Answer: Neither service nor external psychologists have been called upon in respect of individual investigation or analysis of 'UFO' issues.

Question 5: Relating to the role of Air Intelligence 5b (circa 1959 to 1964).

Answer: Air Intelligence 5b was a part of the Air Ministry. The Defence Intelligence Service was established in 1964 and included the amalgamation of the three single-Service intelligence organisations. You have asked in particular about the reporting/recording of unidentified aerial sightings by service personnel; you may find it helpful to read the answer to your question 6 below.

Question 6: Can MOD outline the precise role of RAF Rudloe Manor, Wiltshire in reporting the collection and investigation of 'UFO' reports from service sources prior to 1992.

Answer: Until 1992, the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF), part of the HQ Provost and Security Services (UK) based at RAF Rudloe Manor, we the central co-ordination point for UFO reports made to RAF stations (from whatever source, ie members of the public or service personnel) its function was simply to record the details provided and pass the reports directly to Sec(AS)2 in the Ministry of Defence. Sec(AS)2 desk officers then examined the reports and decided, with other experts as necessary, whether what was seen had any defence implications. No action was taken on the reports by staff in the FCF.

The FCF no longer have any involvement in the central collection of 'UFO' reports. All reports by air force stations are now forwarded directly to DAS (formerly Sec(AS)2) for consideration. The extent now of Rudloe Manor's involvement in the 'UFO' reporting process, in common with all other RAF stations, is to take down the details of any reports made in the local area and pass the details to DAS.

Question 7: Does the MOD maintain a paper or electronic record of radar tracks or reports of radar tracks recorded within the UK Air Defence Region that have remained unidentified following investigation. If that is the case for how long are records preserved, what is their security classification and after what period of time will records be available at the PRO.

Answer: The MOD does not maintain a record of radar tracks recorded within the UK Air Defence Region that have remained unidentified following investigation, other than by possible reference in operational log books. Electronic recordings of the air picture are retained for a
reference in operational log books. Electronic recordings of the air picture are retained for a period of 30 days, to assist primarily in the investigation of flight safety incidents, should the need arise. The overall recordings are graded NATO SECRET because of the operational content.

Question 8: In 1996 in the House of Commons, Defence Minister Nicholas Soames stated that RAF aircraft were scrambled on two occasions in the past five years to intercept unidentified targets . . . Could MOD specify:

a. details of incidents recorded between 1990-2000 when aircraft were scrambled to intercept targets that have remained 'unidentified' following MOD investigation.

b. the role of RAF Fylingdales in the investigation of UFO reports (for example, what category of report would be checked with this facility).

Answer 8a: Records of incidents when air defence aircraft were scrambled to investigate unidentified air tracks do not exist for the full period covering 1990-2000. Details of such sorties are recorded in operational logbooks that are destroyed after 5 years. No aircraft were scrambled to intercept targets that remained unidentified following MOD investigation.

Answer 8b: RAF Fylingdales may be called upon by MOD to correlate a sighting of an unidentified aerial phenomena with a known event, such as the re-entry of a satellite.

Question 9: Does MOD have records of 'UFOs' tracked by RAF Neatishead or satellite radar stations (questions a., b. and c.).

Answer: There are no records of any 'UFOs' tracked by CRC Neatishead. We do note what you say in your letters of 6 and 14 June; it has been suggested that you may find it helpful to consult the following records that, I am informed, are in the PRO:

RAF Waterbeach AIR 28/1439
RAF Neatishead AIR 29/1369 and 2631.

In addition S4(Air), AIR 20, the following files from the early to mid 1970s, also in the PRO:

AIR 20/7390 (1950-54)
AIR 20/9320 TO 9322 (1977)
AIR 20/994 (1953-57)

I have also been informed that no records covering the subject of UFOs that are more than 30 years old are still held by Defence Records.

Question 10: What are the current standing instructions to RAF stations/radar facilities with regards to the reporting and action taken to investigate a. reports or b. radar tracking of 'UFOs'. Are copies of current instructions available for public inspection.

Answer: A standard list of questions, asked over many years, has been reproduced on a form since the early 1990s. The form is produced by individual stations and is not subject to a central instruction; I attach a copy for your information.
Question 11: Can MOD confirm,

a. the existence and current location of report describing aerial phenomena originating from RAF and other service sources sent to A15b between 1950 and 1967.

Answer: No files with the prefix Air Intelligence 5b, AI 5b or AI(Tech)5b have been traced but further enquiries are being made with the Defence Records Archives.

b. Whether the Department of Scientific and Technical Intelligence maintains records or files relating to investigation/consultation with Air Staff on the subject of aerial phenomena/UFOs.

Answer: As part of the MOD's assessment of aerial sightings, reports were copied as appropriate to the Directorate of Intelligence Scientific and Technical (DIST). Towards the end of 2000, DIST decided that these reports were of no defence interest and should no longer be sent to them. The branch still retains files containing reports received up to 4 December 2000.

c. Have DSTI undertaken at any time a search of their records for UFO-related files, reports or analysis from the period dating from 1950-80. If no search has taken place how is it possible to claim that files before 1961 have not been retained.

Answer: A search of DIST records was undertaken to identify all of their file holdings; files prior to 1961 had not been retained.

Question 12: Documents released by the Metropolitan Police under the Code of Practice indicate that MOD acted in an advisory capacity to a Police Special Branch investigation of an unidentified helicopter reported over Derbyshire between September 1973 and January 1974. Does a MOD file exist.

Answer: No papers have been traced relating to an incident involving an attempt by MOD to identify a helicopter on the dates you indicate in the Derbyshire region. If you have any additional information on the identity of the RAF Station involved in the investigation we could undertake further enquiries.

Question 13: What is the current definition of the term "of no defence significance"... What is the precise methodology employed to determine whether a report can be categorised as of "no defence significance".

Answer: An event that has "no defence significance" is an event that is regarded as presenting no direct military threat against sovereign territory.

The means by which reports are categorised include an assessment of the location, time and nature of a report and any likely explanation of its cause (planetary objects, areas of high density air traffic, atmospherics, space objects etc). A check of operational logs may be included to determine whether any related air activity was detected at the time by the UK Air Defence system.
### Numbers of "Unexplained" Aerial Sightings Reported to the Ministry of Defence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures from before 1959 are not available.

**NB.** The above figures relate to the number of reports, received by the Ministry of Defence, of aerial activity which was not immediately identifiable to the witness. They should not be taken to reflect sightings of "UFO/flying saucers".
# REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. **Date and time of sighting.**  
   (Duration of sighting.)

2. **Description of object.**  
   (No of objects, size, shape, colour, brightness, noise.)

3. **Exact position of observer.**  
   Geographical location.  
   (Indoors/outdoors, stationary/moving.)

4. **How object was observed.**  
   (Naked eye, binoculars, other optical device, camera or camcorder.)

5. **Direction in which object was first seen.**  
   (A landmark may be more helpful than a roughly estimated bearing.)

6. **Approximate distance.**

7. **Movements and speed.**  
   (side to side, up or down, constant, moving fast, slow)

8. **Weather conditions during observation.**  
   (cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
9. **To whom reported.**  
(Police, military, press etc)

10. **Name, address and telephone no of informant.**

11. **Other witnesses.**

12. **Remarks.**

13. **Date and time of receipt.**
14 June 2001

Dear [Name],

Further to my letter of 5 June and my question concerning the radar tracking and interception of unidentified flying objects by RAF Neatishead/Lakenheath (USAF) in 1956.

Subsequent to sending the letter my attention has been drawn to an article (enclosed) by F.H.C Wimbledon RAF (retired) that appeared in a 1999 issue of the *Newsletter of the RAF Air Warfare Museum*. Mr Wimbledon, you will recall, was the Chief Controller on duty at RAF Neatishead G.C.I. on the night in question and personally supervised the interception by Venom NF-3s scrambled from the Battle Flight at RAF Waterbeach.

Your attention is drawn to paragraph 3 of Wimbledon’s article that refers to a debriefing by “a very senior RAF officer” and a report prepared for HQ Fighter Command, RAF Bentley Priory.

The one inaccuracy in the account is Wimbledon’s statement that the interceptors came from 253 Squadron. The QRA squadron on that evening was No. 23 Squadron and as I have previously noted, I have copies of flying logbook entries completed by six aircrew who took part in the interception attempts.

Given that a senior RAF officer has now discussed his role in these events in public I wish to ask for the MOD’s position on this matter and whether an account of, or an explanation for the events of the night of 13/14 August 1956 can be found in official records.

Yours Sincerely,
opened his new offensive. Although the final "kill" was still not an easy matter, without the assistance of radar it would have been a difficult task for the fighters to find the enemy with any accuracy at night, as proved by the dramatic rise in successful night interceptions after the introduction of the GCI/AI system.

However, the art of the ground controller guiding the fighter onto the enemy aircraft was an evolutionary technique in the early days. The Fighter Controller training school was initially at "Woodlands", a large house at Stanmore Middlesex. In the house was a simulated Sector Operations Room (SOR) with a normal General Situation Map (GSM) surrounded by the plotting staff. To add realism they had two Walls Ice Cream tricycles, one acting as the enemy bomber and the other the intercepting fighter, both with a compass installed between the riders legs. The bomber 'pedalled' off across the field which was adjacent to the house and set a compass course as the simulated target. Three airmen/women positioned around the field took compass bearings of the 'bomber' and passed them to Operations where the bombers position was marked on the GSM to simulate a radar plot. Once the bombers course had been established, the controller ordered his 'fighter', which was fitted with VHF radio, to "Scramble" and the trainee controller proceeded to direct the fighter onto the bomber from the plots he could see on the GSM. The fighter's relative position was established by the same three bearings method as the bomber. The relative speeds of both fighter and bomber were governed by a metronome fitted on each tricycle, the pilots (riders) pedalling to the metronome; since the map on the GSM covered only the south of England and the simulated aircraft had only the field to travel in, they could not have 1940's aircraft travelling at Mach 1 or 2. It was not very successful because the field was uneven and it was difficult for the pilots to pedal in synchronism with the metronome, read the compass and steer the tricycle all at the same time, and they invariably ended up pushing their tricycles.

THE LAKENHEATH INCIDENT OF 1956.
By FHC Wimbledon

(A question frequently asked by visitors to the Museum is, "Has Neatishead ever seen any Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs)?" to which we have to answer "No", not for any security reasons, but because there do not seem to be many around these days. So we were pleased to receive the following article from Freddie Wimbledon, to put the matter straight. - Ed.)

One of the most bizarre happenings at Neatishead was the interception of a UFO on the night of 13/14 August 1956. Some time after 23.30hr Air Traffic Control at the USAF base at Lakenheath in Suffolk rang Neatishead to report a bright light 'buzzing' the circuits at Bentwaters and Lakenheath alternately at speeds between 400 and 690 mph, then remaining stationary or moving very slowly. This activity was clearly seen on Neatishead's radar, by observers on the ground at Lakenheath and by the pilot of a C-47 transport aircraft at 10,000ft, who reported that a bright light had passed underneath him.

The 12 Group Sector Operations Centre at RAF Horsham St Faith were informed of the happening and a Venom NF2A night fighter from 253 Squadron at Waterbeach, Cambridge, was scrambled for control by Neatishead. It was vectored towards the object and the Venom pilot called 'Contact' followed in a short while by 'Judy' (which meant that the Radar/Nav had the target on his airborne radar and needed no further ground assistance). But then he called, "Lost contact, more help." He was then told that his target was now behind him, and it remained glued in that position, following the Venom's every move. A second Venom was scrambled but it never got within 20 miles, before the target sped off in a north-easterly direction, climbing at terrific speed and was soon out of range of Neatishead's radar. As to what really happened during the interception led to differing views; the controller and his crew believed that the target had looped to get behind the Venom, but the pilot of that aircraft has since said that he overshot the target because it suddenly stopped in front of him.

This was all reported to HQ Fighter Command at RAF Bentley Priory as it happened, and a very senior RAF officer arrived at Neatishead the next day to interview the personnel involved, stressing absolute secrecy.

Unknown to those at Neatishead, a NCO at the US Air Traffic Control Centre at Lakenheath had followed the action on his radar and listened to the R/T conservation. He reported his version to the 7th Air Division Command Post in London and it was duly entered in the USAF 'Blue Book', wherein all unexplained incidents were recorded.

And there it remained until the same NCO twelve years later wrote about the incident, claiming that he had controlled the RAF fighter. A hurried search through the "Blue Book" was instituted and sure enough there was a reference to the incident in the original report.

Years later, when so much more information was released, and it had been proven that given the type of radar available to him, the NCO could not possibly have controlled an interception, and he admitted that this was so. He also withdrew his remarks about monitoring the R/T by saying that he did not really understand the English accents of the Venom crews or the jargon they used.

In the United States, when the NCO's version saw the light of day, many of the leading physicists, scientists, UFO buffs
and "toos" wanted to say their piece. However as they tried to get confirmation from the Air Ministry, Air Attachés or even Malvern, the reply was always, "We have no knowledge of this incident". As a result, numerous books have been published in the United Kingdom about the incident using the American version, which is, of course, 10% fact and 90% fiction.

The Chief Controller at Neatishead when this incident took place was one Flight Lieutenant Freddie Wimbeldon, who has until now resisted all efforts to give interviews, or to appear on television; yet statements attributed to him with all the details keep appearing in various books, without his permission, and without his ever meeting any of the authors. So much information has come to light over the years, such as finding three of the original Venom aircrew with their log books, the Parliamentary Private Secretary to Sir Ray Cochrane has put on record that he was shown the camera gun film of the target object, witnesses on the ground, and an official's statement that the relevant papers had been "accidentally destroyed" (which means that they had originally existed) all show that there can be little doubt that Neatishead's UFO existed. But what was it really? No aircraft then or since has shown the flight envelope demonstrated by that object. Are we so arrogant as to think that we are the only intelligent life in the universe.

(Makes you think. We once went to Loch Ness to see the monster, but while we were there it was at the other end of the loch. And we believe in the Diety, though we have never seen him. It is no bad thing to keep an open mind. - Ed.)

LIFE BEFORE RADAR

By Ron Hewlett.

It was soon realised in the early days of the 1914-18 war that aeroplanes were yet another weapon to use in the battle raging in France. Other than their use as reconnaissance vehicles, both the Germans and the Allies equipped their squadrons with fighters which could do combat with the enemies aircraft or drop bombs onto trenches and installations. However, in 1915 the Germans took air warfare a stage further when they attacked mainland Britain using their long range Zeppelin airships. By 1917 the Germans had developed their Gotha bomber aircraft which could also reach Britain, making its first raid on the Kent coast town of Folkestone on 25th May 1917.

Air raid warnings in those early days were activated by Coastguards, Policemen and Special Constables (See Note 2) or anyone near the coast who had access to a telephone. In most cases by the time the warning had got to the nearest Royal Flying Corps (RFC), Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) station or coastal artillery unit, the aircraft or bomber had dropped their bombs and fled. However, the raiders did not always get away because the first to be shot down was Zeppelin L.21 by Lt. William Leefe Robinson of No.39 Sqn. RFC at 0230 hr on 3rd September 1916. So relieved were the Chiefs of Staff and the Government to see that this German menace in the sky was not invincible, Lt. Leefe Robinson was decorated with the Victoria Cross.

During the day aircraft could be detected by both sight and sound but since most raids were made at night it was therefore only the engine and propeller noise which warned the observer that aircraft were approaching. The range at which sound can be heard unaided is dependent greatly on the climatic conditions, i.e. temperature, air pressure, wind speed and direction, but in normal conditions an aircraft can be detected by ear at about 10 miles range. Wishing to extend the sound detection range, various mechanical devices were tried using large horns rather like the early deaf-aid 'ear trumpet', albeit with limited success. However, a group of Royal Engineers carried out experiments using parabolic shapes, the same as a satellite dish, cut into the high cliffs near Broadstairs on the Kent coast with the operator standing on a platform at the focal point to listen for aircraft engine sounds. Although an established scientific principle and an interesting experiment, they were of limited value in air defence.

Just after World War I the War Office decided that air defence was a priority requiring a scientific approach and formed the Air Defence Experimental Establishment (ADEE) in 1922. Because at the time aircraft engine noise was the only parameter they had to work with, the scientists centred their research on sound detection in the Acoustics Research Section of ADEE. The scientists experimented with many and various types of large concrete sound collecting mirrors and as radio and electronic development progressed in the 1920's so the use of microphones and thermionic valve amplifiers were used in this research with advantage.

The largest and most spectacular of these sound locating 'dinosuars' was the '200ft Strip Mirror' locator. This type was constructed in the shape of an elongated strip from 150 ft in radius, built in smooth faced concrete measuring 200 ft. horizontally from end to end and 27 ft in height. In front of the mirror was a 55 ft 6 ins sloping concrete apron leading to a 'listening trench', a further 2 ft deep and measuring 20 ft. at the narrowest point. A semicircular end wall 100 ft wide and side-walls contain the earth bank from the trench. An equipment cabin provided on the site also accommodated the operators. There were only two of this type of locator constructed, one first at Lydd near Dungeness in Kent and the second at Maghtab in Malta.
LOOSE MINUTE
D/DI SEC/10/8/3
5 June 2001

DAS 4A

Copy to:
DAO – ADGE 1
AD DI 55
DISSY

OFFICIAL ACTION LETTER FROM DR D CLARKE – UFO QUESTIONS

1. Further to my minute of 5 June, we are now in a position to respond to Dr Clarke's Question 11a. He asked us to confirm the existence and current location of reports describing aerial phenomena originating from RAF and other service sources sent to Al 5b at DDI Tech, Air Ministry dating from 1950-67.

2. We have undertaken a search of the DIS archives and can confirm that we hold no files for that branch. We have searched for Air Intelligence 5b, Al 5b and Al(Tech)5b (the branch name recorded by Sqn Ldr [redacted] in relation to AVM White's post). The files may possibly be held in the Defence Records archives if they have not yet been released to the PRO.

DI ISEC Sec 4
WH306 [redacted]
From: DI ISEC SEC4
Sent: 03 July 2001 15:35
To: DAS4A(SEC)
Cc: DAO ADGE1; AD DI 55; DISSY
Subject: Dr Clarke - search for files in DIS archives

Importance: Low

PSA to advise that we have no files in the DIS archives.
DAS4A(SEC)

From: Info(Exp)-Records1
Sent: 24 July 2001 08:37
To: DAS4A(SEC)
Subject: RE: 'UFO' AND RELATED QUESTIONS

Dr. Clarke,

You will not be surprised to learn that questions have previously been asked by researchers about AI 5 papers (in fact Dr Clarke raised such a question recently – May 2001 – about DDI Tech and AI5b files that he suggested might be held by AHB. AHB replied that they held not such papers).

I am not surprised that DI had no luck finding these files as on previous occasions when asked I received the same reply. As it is DI is no different than any other branch in the MOD in that they should comply with departmental regulations re the review of their files ie files should be processed at a relatively early age and no later than the 30 years point. Retention beyond that date requires the Lord Chancellor’s approval.

To enquirers our response has been that if any papers from AI survive older than 30 years (DI was created in 1964) papers will be identifiable from the PRO catalogue.

A quick search on the PRO catalogue against the words “Air Intelligence” identified some 150 files. As Dr Clarke seems well researched on this subject I suspect that he has already discovered the PRO search facility and presumably determined that none are relevant to his research (an outcome discovered by other researchers on this subject).

Question 2:

As with DI I would have been very surprised if Air Ops had records (for the same reasons as DI).

I can only suggest that Dr Clarke try, if he has not already, the ORBs RAF Waterbeach AIR 28/1439 and for RAF Neatishead AIR 29/1369, 2631. But as with his earlier research I am sure that he has investigated these records.

As for S4(Air) records, AIR 20 has 5 files covering the early to mid 1970s: AIR 20/7390 (1950-54), AIR 20/9320 to 9322 (1977) and AIR 20/994 (1953-57). I am again sure that Dr Clarke is aware of these records.

I can though confirm that Defence Records (Hayes and the OWO archive) holds no cache of out of time records covering the subject of UFOs. Generally our review programme is comfortably examining surviving files from the mid-1970s.

-----Original Message-----

From: DAS4A(SEC)
Sent: 23 July 2001 11:17
To: Info(Exp)-Records1
Subject: 'UFO' AND RELATED QUESTIONS

I wonder if you might be able to help us. It's a Dr Clarke query; he has asked quite a range of questions to which we have most of the answers. As always, however, there are a few
glitches!

QUESTION 1: Queries have been raised concerning the metamorphosis of a branch named Air Intelligence 5b (AI 5b) and some of the responsibilities of that area.

DI have done a search and have discovered no files with the following in the title:
Air Intelligence 5b
AI 5b
AI(Tech)5b.

Do you have a record of any file heading corresponding with that title? The likely period is 1950-1967

QUESTION 2: Dr Clarke has asked about material on incident alleged to have happened in 1956 on the night of 13/14 August. He mentions that the 'UFO' was tracked by CRC RAF Neatishead/or satellite radar stations and there was an attempted interception by Venom aircraft from RAF Waterbeach.

Air Ops have traced no records. There is a chance that something reached our side (in the DS8 days perhaps) but I would have thought that should be in the PRO. What do you think - any advice?
Dear Dr Clarke,

I refer to our earlier correspondence concerning the questions you raised on the subject of 'UFOs'.

We have now had the opportunity to either search for or examine most of the material that we believe might be relevant to the range of questions raised by you. I shall assemble the answers in the early part of next week in order to give you a substantive reply. I apologise for the time spent in dealing with your queries.

Yours sincerely,
This came in on Thursday (11/10) and I understand from [redacted] that he had nothing on this incident.

I wonder if this has been withheld from the PRO on one of DI's files as Dr. C. refers to DDI Tech?

Maybe we should check with [redacted] and DI Sec!
Dr David Clarke

Ministry of Defence
Room 8243 Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB

6 June 2001

Your ref: D/DAS(Sec)64/3/11

Dear [Redacted],

Many thanks for your letter of 31 May relating to my list of 13 questions on the topic of "Unidentified Flying Objects." I understand that to answer these questions will entail an amount of research on behalf of your staff and that as a result a charge may be made. I wish to confirm that I am happy to meet any reasonable charge incurred from the work that is necessary to assemble the information I require.

Whilst your research is on-going I would draw your attention specifically to Question 9(a) on my list dated 8 May 2001, with regards to the tracking of unidentified flying objects by UK ground defence radar on the evening of 13/14 August, 1956. Out of all the questions on my list, my research has identified this event as being of particular interest.

You may be aware that the 1956 incident was referred to by the late Ralph Noyes, a former head of DS8, as having been the subject of a considerable amount of attention by the Air Ministry at the time. The report was also investigated by the US Air Force sponsored University of Colorado UFO project in 1968-9 who received a detailed statement from the USAF Watch Supervisor at RAF Lakenheath who was involved in the tracking of a UFO above East Anglia on the night in question.

In 1978, the retired RAF Chief Controller on duty at RAF Neatishead G.C.I. station stated in The Sunday Times that he had personally supervised the interception of this UFO, tracked earlier by the USAF at Lakenheath and Bentwaters and had ordered the scrambling of two Venom aircraft from the Battle Flight. He also stated that his Interception team were debriefed by a senior officer from Fighter Command and a report prepared for Air Ministry.

I have subsequently traced the aircrew involved and obtained copies of their personal flying logs that confirm the Chief Controller’s statements. I have also established from Squadron Records that three or more aircraft were actually scrambled during protracted
attempts by both the RAF and USAF to intercept these aerial phenomena during a six hour period between 2130 GMT on 13th August and 0330 GMT on 14th August 1956.

Despite these established facts the original Air Ministry/DDI (Tech) reports relating to these incidents have never been located or released. A brief mention of the incident has been identified in a briefing prepared by DDI (Tech) to a Minister prior to a Parliamentary Question in 1957 (PRO ref AIR 20/9320)

It appears inconceivable that an incident of this magnitude, involving targets tracked by up to three separate radars and the scrambling of Quick Readiness aircraft to intercept a potentially hostile object above a highly-sensitive airbase during a six-hour period would not have produced a “paper trail” or at least a technical report of some description. I suspect that much like many other similar incidents, the 1956 report from Lakenheath/Neatishead will have a prosaic explanation. However, I would appreciate any information you are able to provide relating to this particular question.

Finally, I wish to thank you and your staff for locating the DSI/JTIC Report No 7 “Unidentified Flying Objects” from 1950/1. I was pleased to receive this after spending a considerable amount of time searching for a record of the DSI report. I have written separately to [REDACTED] congratulating him for his assistance in locating this historically important document. This discovery underlines my belief that documents relating to the 1956 incident outlined above do exist in MoD archive, but are likely to be filed in an obscure place!

Yours Sincerely,

D.W.Clarke
I refer to your fax sent over to us on 8 June. I spoke with you on the telephone; as I mentioned, Dr Clarke has no special status as a researcher and DAS4 is in correspondence with him as any other member of the public.

You may find it helpful to know that Dr Clarke had originally asked to speak with someone in DAS concerning a number of 'UFO' matters but had been advised to submit a list of questions instead. In view of the wealth of information there is in the MOD archives, and which cannot be scrutinised in detail by this Directorate (as currently resourced), we considered that it was not advisable to invite conversation.

We think it likely that MOD Sy will have relevant advice to offer (I note you have contacted them). We are happy to speak with them if they wish to consult. As you know, our Lines to Take are unclassified and designed to answer members of the public. Our 'line' on the subject, used over the last 20 years at least is:

"MOD's only interest in reports of 'unexplained' aerial sightings is to establish whether there is anything which might be of defence concern such as unauthorised air activity in UK airspace... MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO' matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms, about which it remains totally open-minded. To date, MOD knows of no evidence which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena."

We would certainly find it helpful to have some knowledge of what AVM White might have to offer Dr Clarke - in the very unlikely event that his comment might conflict with anything (usually rather general) we have said in correspondence to Dr Clarke, or our other correspondents.
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Message/Remarks:

I attach the DI 55 advice about the interview. If there is anything more you wish me to do, please let me know.

Meanwhile we are undertaking a search in our archives for AISb files. And will let you know the results asap.
Dear[A]rmored Chota,

On the above-dated 7th June, we have both looked at it and would make the following comments:

1. The AVM is correct to obtain the appropriate clearances. However, although the matter may be concerned with DIS, DI55, are not the security authority. MoD Sy must be involved and give him the authority to talk to Dr Clarke, not DIS. We do fully expect that MoD Sy would consult with us but it is important that they are involved from the beginning of this matter.

2. In order to ascertain what information the AVM could potentially disclose, we suggest that MoD Sy to interview Terry White before any contact with Dr David Clarke is made. That way the MoD and DIS can determine what extent of Terry White's duties in AI(Tech) 5b and therefore what he could potentially release to Dr Clarke.

Regards

[Redacted]

[Redacted]
From: DI ISEC SEC4  
Sent: 07 June 2001 12:31  
To: DAS4A(SEC)  
Cc: DAO ADGE1  
Subject: FW:DR CLARKE - REQUEST FOR INTERVIEW WITH AVM Terry White  

Importance: Low

Please see the email below from RAF Waddington. Our Dr Clarke has identified AVM White, an ex-member of AI (Tech)5b, from PRO records and has asked to interview him. AVM White has sought permission from Waddington. I have asked DI 55 to see whether we have any difficulty with this - but I would think the final decision should be one for DAS.

-----Original Message-----
From: DI ISEC SECT AD  
Sent: 07 June 2001 10:15  
To: DI ISEC SEC4, DI ISEC SEC7  
Subject: FW: DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION - AVM Terry White  
Importance: Low

Can we look at this and get back to me? First very quick reading I can't see a problem - especially in light of FOI.

-----Original Message-----
From: CDI/PS  
Sent: 06 June 2001 10:33  
To: DI ISEC SECT AD  
Subject: FW: DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION - AVM Terry White  
Importance: Low

Think this sits in the Secretariat. Could you please advise/discuss with me?

-----Original Message-----
From: STC-WAD-OC-PF+PS  
Sent: 06 June 2001 09:42  
To: CDI/PS  
Subject: DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION - AVM Terry White  
Importance: Low

We spoke.

AVM Terry White is retired but living near Waddington and is the Honorary Air Commodore for No. 2503 Sqn R Aux AF Regt which is based at Waddington.

He has been approached by Dr David Clark, [REDACTED], to provide additional information on his work whilst working as a Flt Lt in AI(Tech)5b in the Directorate of Technical Intelligence, part of the Joint Intelligence Bureau, based in Metropole Building during the period 1960-1962.  

The AVM says that one of his secondary roles was to investigate the reported phenomena of UFO's. Dr Clark is researching a paper into the Formation and Development of Rumour and has focussed part of his study on the treatment of UFO phenomena during the period 1950-1975. He has identified, from papers released by the PRO, that AVM White was involved with this work and he would now like to interview the AVM about it.

The AVM does not wish to proceed without appropriate clearance from MOD. I have already sought advice from Air Historical Branch (Release of Publications) who have referred me to you as they believe that it is an intelligence matter.

I should be grateful for an early response.
From: DAO ADGE1
Sent: 07 June 2001 11:08
To: DAS4A(SEC)
Cc: AD DI 55; DI ISEC SEC4
Subject: REQUEST FOR INFO - DR CLARKE

Please see attached response to your request of 15 May 01.
DAO/1/13
7 Jun 01
DAS4A
Copy to:
DI ISec Sec 4
AD DI 55

REQUEST FOR INORMATION – DR D CLARKE

Reference:

A. D/DAS/64/11 dated 15 May 01.

1. At Reference, you asked if we could provide answers to a number of questions related to “UFO” matters that had been raised by Dr David Clarke. Dr Clarke makes frequent reference to the investigation of unidentified tracks, implying that in some way these tracks should be considered as “UFOs”. It is important to draw the distinction between our interpretation of an unidentified track and that of Dr Clarke. In air defence terms, an unidentified track is the track of an aircraft detected by radar that cannot be positively identified against a variety of criteria. In all cases, radar tracks are considered to be air vehicles of man-made origin. Therefore, the fact that an air track may remain unidentified is not necessarily considered unusual or sinister. The following paragraphs provide the best available information against each of the questions falling within my sphere of responsibility, given the dates of some of the events referred to.

2. Question 1. The posts within DAO and other operational HQ where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of UFO reports, purely from the perspective of whether they raise any issues of air defence significance, are:

   a. MOD DAO ADGE 1.

   b. HQ STC SO1 ATC Area.

   c. HQ 2 Gp SO2 ASACS Ops 1.

   Very approximate figures for the percentage of staff time each desk spends on UFO-related duties are as follows:

   a. DAO ADGE 1 – approx 3%.

   b. ATC Area and ASACS Ops 1 – less than 1%.
3. Question 7. The MOD does not maintain a record of radar tracks recorded within the UK ADR that have remained unidentified following investigation, other than possible reference in operational log books. Electronic recordings of the air picture are retained for a period of 30 days to assist primarily in the investigation of flight safety incidents, should the need arise. The overall recordings are graded NATO SECRET because of the operational content; however, sub-sets of information may be selected and these may attract a lower security grading.

4. Question 8.

a. Records of incidents when air defence aircraft were scrambled to investigate unidentified air tracks do not exist for the full period covering 1990–2000. Details of such sorties are recorded in operational logbooks that are destroyed after 5 years (the destruction certificates for those log books are retained for a further 7 years before destruction). Strictly speaking, no aircraft were scrambled to intercept targets that remained unidentified following MOD investigation, as the scramble forms a part of that investigation. If a scramble is unsuccessful, the identity of the track can usually be determined by other means.

b. RAF Fylingdales may be called upon by MOD to correlate a "UFO" sighting with a known event, such as the re-entry of a satellite.

5. Question 9. The MOD has no records of any "UFOs" tracked by CRC Neatishead (unless there are any held by DAS4).

6. Question 10. RAF stations have a pre-formatted form (MOD Form 953) which duty personnel complete whenever a call is taken from anybody wishing to report a sighting. The form is then forwarded to DAS4, as well as a number of other addresses. The instructions for submitting sighting reports would probably have been contained within a DCI. However, as DCIs are automatically cancelled after a year and there is no index available to check back more than 2 or 3 years (according to the MOD Library and the DCI section at Keynsham), I have not been able to establish how MOD Form 953 was disseminated to units. It is likely that DAS(Sec) initially sponsored the form some time ago and, therefore, the complete answer might lie deep within your files.

7. Question 12. We do not have a file relating to the police investigation of an unidentified helicopter reported over Derbyshire between Sep 73 and Jan 74. The only likely remaining source of any such information would be in the DAS(Sec) archives, assuming the incident had been linked to a "UFO" report at the time.
8. **Question 13.** There is no written definition of the term "of no defence significance". It is a term used to describe the fact that an event is not considered to have constituted a direct military threat against sovereign territory. The means by which reports are categorised as being of "no defence significance" include an assessment of the location, time and nature of a report and any likely explanation of its cause (planetary objects, areas of high density air traffic, atmospherics, space objects, etc). A check of operational logs may be included to determine whether any related air activity was detected at the time by the UK Air Defence system.

_Signed on CHOtS_

Wg Cdr
DAO ADGE 1
MB4227 [REDACTED]
CHOtS: DAO ADGE1
DAO/1/13
7 Jun 01
DAS4A
Copy to:
DI ISec Sec 4
AD DI 55

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION – DR D CLARKE

Reference:

A. D/DAS/64/11 dated 15 May 01.

1. At Reference, you asked if we could provide answers to a number of questions related to “UFO” matters that had been raised by Dr David Clarke. Dr Clarke makes frequent reference to the investigation of unidentified tracks, implying that in some way these tracks should be considered as “UFOs”. It is important to draw the distinction between our interpretation of an unidentified track and that of Dr Clarke. In air defence terms, an unidentified track is the track of an aircraft detected by radar that cannot be positively identified against a variety of criteria. In all cases, radar tracks are considered to be air vehicles of man-made origin. Therefore, the fact that an air track may remain unidentified is not necessarily considered unusual or sinister. The following paragraphs provide the best available information against each of the questions falling within my sphere of responsibility, given the dates of some of the events referred to.

2. Question 1. The posts within DAO and other operational HQ where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of UFO reports, purely from the perspective of whether they raise any issues of air defence significance, are:

   a. MOD DAO ADGE 1.
   b. HQ STC SO1 ATC Area.
   c. HQ 2 Gp SO2 ASACS Ops 1.

Very approximate figures for the percentage of staff time each desk spends on UFO-related duties are as follows:

   a. DAO ADGE 1 – approx 3%.
   b. ATC Area and ASACS Ops 1 – less than 1%.
Operational Log Books
3. **Question 7.** The MOD does not maintain a record of radar tracks recorded within the UK ADR that have remained unidentified following investigation, other than possible reference in operational log books. Electronic recordings of the air picture are retained for a period of 30 days to assist primarily in the investigation of flight safety incidents, should the need arise. The overall recordings are graded NATO SECRET because of the operational content; however, sub-sets of information may be selected and these may attract a lower security grading.

4. **Question 8.**
   
a. Records of incidents when air defence aircraft were scrambled to investigate unidentified air tracks do not exist for the full period covering 1990–2000. Details of such sorties are recorded in operational logbooks that are destroyed after 5 years (the destruction certificates for those log books are retained for a further 7 years before destruction). Strictly speaking, no aircraft were scrambled to intercept targets that remained unidentified following MOD investigation, as the scramble forms a part of that investigation. If a scramble is unsuccessful, the identity of the track can usually be determined by other means.

   b. RAF Fylingdales may be called upon by MOD to correlate a “UFO” sighting with a known event, such as the re-entry of a satellite.

5. **Question 9.** The MOD has no records of any “UFOs” tracked by CRC Neatishead (unless there are any held by DAS4).

6. **Question 10.** RAF stations have a pre-formatted form (MOD Form 953) which duty personnel complete whenever a call is taken from anybody wishing to report a sighting. The form is then forwarded to DAS4, as well as a number of other addressees. The instructions for submitting sighting reports would probably have been contained within a DCI. However, as DCIs are automatically cancelled after a year and there is no index available to check back more than 2 or 3 years (according to the MOD Library and the DCI section at Keynsham), I have not been able to establish how MOD Form 953 was disseminated to units. It is likely that DAS(Sec) initially sponsored the form some time ago and, therefore, the complete answer might lie deep within your files.

7. **Question 12.** We do not have a file relating to the police investigation of an unidentified helicopter reported over Derbyshire between Sep 73 and Jan 74. The only likely remaining source of any such information would be in the DAS(Sec) archives, assuming the incident had been linked to a “UFO” report at the time.
8. **Question 13.** There is no written definition of the term "of no defence significance". It is a term used to describe the fact that an event is not considered to have constituted a direct military threat against sovereign territory. The means by which reports are categorised as being of "no defence significance" include an assessment of the location, time and nature of a report and any likely explanation of its cause (planetary objects, areas of high density air traffic, atmospherics, space objects, etc). A check of operational logs may be included to determine whether any related air activity was detected at the time by the UK Air Defence system.

Wg Cdr
DAO ADGE 1
MB4227
CHOiS: DAO ADGE1
I attach a response to your request of 15 May. Please ring if you need to discuss.

Please could you pass to [redacted] Thanks very much.
LOOSE MINUTE
D/DI SEC/10/8/3
5 June 2001

DAS 4A

Copy to:
DAO – ADGE 1
AD DI 55

OFFICIAL ACTION LETTER FROM DR D CLARKE – UFO QUESTIONS

1. Thank you for your minute of 15 May attaching a letter from Dr D Clarke containing questions about MOD policy towards UFOs.

2. Questions 1, 4a, 5 and 11 were annotated for the DIS to answer. Responses to Questions 1 and 4a are as follows:

a) Q1 – There are no current posts within the DIS where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of UFO reports. Neither do we have staff allocated to the handling of public enquiries specifically relating to the subject.

b) Q4a - The DIS have never called upon the expertise of psychologists (external or Service personnel) in respect of individual investigation or analysis and advice on any aspect of UFO issues.

3. The branch to which Dr Clarke refers in Q5 and 11a, (Air Intelligence 5b) was part of the Air Ministry in pre-MOD days. DIS was established in 1964 and included the amalgamation of the three single-Service intelligence organisations. We need to ascertain whether AI5b evolved into an MOD(Air) branch in 1964 or a DIS branch. Perhaps the RAF Historical Branch could help? Meanwhile DI 55b is asking for a search to be undertaken in our archives to see whether we hold any AI5b files. DAS may need to do the same.

4. Our responses to Q11b and Q11c are as follows:

a) Q11b – Director Intelligence Scientific and Technical (DIST) used to receive reports from the public reporting on unexplained aerial phenomena. However, the branch responsible decided that these reports were of no defence interest and requested that no further reports be forwarded. The branch still retains files containing these reports up to 4 December 2000.

b) Q11c – DIST undertook a search of their records to identify all of their file holdings. This search would have included any files reporting unexplained aerial phenomena; it established that files prior to 1961 had not been retained.
3. I hope this will help in your interim reply to Dr Clarke. We will let you know the answer to Q11a as soon as possible. Meanwhile, any further information you can provide on Air Intelligence 5b would be most helpful.
Dear Dr Clarke

Thank you for your letter of 8 May to which you attached a list of 13 questions on the topic of 'Unidentified Flying Objects'.

I am currently in the process of looking at material available within this Directorate as well as calling for information to enable us to answer your questions. This research will take more than twenty days and is necessary to enable us to identify information that may be made available to you within the Department's reasonable resources, for which there may be a charge. As I have mentioned previously, the Ministry of Defence is bound by the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information. This means that we are committed to providing you with the information you require, as long as it is not exempted under the Code. However, to ensure this does not create an extra burden on the taxpayer, we have a charging regime for more complicated requests. If a request is likely to require more than four hours' work, each hour's work over four hours (or part thereof) is charged at £15.00 per hour. As soon as I have an indication of the amount of work that has been done and remains to be done I shall estimate the charge and contact you once more. I am not able at present to comment on whether an exemption under the Code will be sought in respect of any of the material that is identified.

Finally I understand from Records 1, that in the course of a routine review of files a surviving copy of DS1/JTIC Report No 7 has been found. That Report was the subject of earlier correspondence between you and this Directorate, as well as you and I am told that a photocopy was sent to you on 29 May and should be with you shortly.

Yours sincerely,
Ministry of Defence
Room 8243 Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB

Your ref: D/DAS(Sec)64/3/11

Dear [Name]

This is to acknowledge receipt of the file D/Sec(AS)12/2/1 and additional material relating to the alleged incident in Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk.

Thank you for assembling and copying the file, plus the additional documents located during your search, on my behalf. As I suspected, the story they tell is predictable and falls very much within my area of study in respect of the creation of myths and perceived ‘conspiracies’ from the most innocent of circumstances. It was refreshing to read the original, contemporary source materials relating to this ‘incident’ removed from the sensational accounts that have appeared in newspapers and books in more recent years.

The files you have supplied, in addition to my research at the PRO, has confirmed my hypothesis that it is those who report and promote sightings of UFOs who are more worthy of study than any alleged ‘phenomena’ themselves. This is a conclusion that is unlikely to be very popular amongst the ‘UFO industry’ but nevertheless, as I’m sure you appreciate, it is where the evidence appears to lead.

As the file suggests that no unidentified objects were recorded by radars at Neatishead or Watton during the period 26-29 December 1980, question 9(c) on the list I sent to you on 8 May has now been answered. I note that this conclusion also appears in Hansard.

I remain grateful for your assistance,

Yours sincerely,

D.W. Clarke
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE,
Room 8243
MAIN BUILDING
WHITEHALL
LONDON SW1A 2HB
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION - DR D CLARKE

1. I attach a recent letter and list of questions from Dr David Clarke, an academic researcher into 'UFO' matters. He has corresponded with DAS since the autumn of 2000 and has now approached us with thirteen individual questions to which he is seeking answers. This latest letter indicates that this may be his last request.

2. I have marked against each question the likely area of responsibility for the material. I should be grateful if you would look through the list giving me an early indication of when and whether you consider you might be able to provide answers. You might find it helpful to consult MOD Web regarding Open Government in view of the fact that, given the likely volume of work and nature of some of the information requested, it may not be possible to give Dr Clarke full replies. I would be very happy to discuss those issues if that would be helpful.
Dr David Clarke

Ministry of Defence
Room 8243 Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB

8 May 2001

Your ref: D/DAS(Sec)64/3/11

Dear [Name]

With reference to matters discussed in your letter of 22 March I enclose a list of questions relating to MoD policy on the subject of aerial phenomena/UFOs.

I appreciated your offer to answer questions as far as you were able given your limited staff and resources. The list contains 13 questions that I have carefully assembled at the completion of more than two years research at the Public Record Office as my project draws to a close. All relate to issues that I felt were unresolved or unclear within the context of the documents relating to this subject currently within the public domain.

I don't expect that you will be able to fully answer some of the questions, given the fact that so much documentation appears either not to have survived or is 'missing' but I would appreciate any information you could offer that may be relevant.

Finally, with reference to the file containing papers relating to the Rendlesham Forest incident dating from 1981-83 I note in your letter of 22 March you say this material would be processed and sent shortly. This file has not arrived so far, but I wish to thank you in advance for making these papers available.

Yours sincerely,
Unidentified Flying Objects – questions to Ministry of Defence/DAS (Sec)

1. Can the MoD list the current posts within the Air Staff and in Operations where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of UFO reports and/or the handling of public inquiries relating to the subject. Of the posts identified, can a percentage of staff time allocated to UFO-related duties be specified?

2. Does DAS (Sec) maintain figures/statistics relating to the number of enquiries received from a) the public and b) the media relating to UFO issues dealt with on a year by year basis – and if so are these available?

3. Can MoD specify the extent of liaison that has taken place with a) the Royal Australian Air Force and b) United States Air Force with respect to the investigation of UFO reports, from records that are available.

4. Has the MOD ever called upon the expertise of psychologists (external or service personnel) in respect of a) individual investigation and b) analysis or advice on any aspect of UFO issues, if so is this material available for research purposes?

5. HQ Fighter Command Air Staff Instruction F/1 dating from 1960, Public Record Office (DEFE 31/118), instructs Operations staff that UFO reports received from service sources and radar stations should be reported to Air Intelligence 1b (circa 1959-64) at Air Ministry DDI (Tech). Reports received from the public should be directed to department S6 (the forerunner of AS (Sec) 2a. Could the MOD confirm that the reporting division between Air Intelligence (as the destination for service and radar reports) and DAS(Sec) for reports received from the general public, continues to exist today.


7. Does the MOD maintain a paper or electronic record of radar tracks or reports of radar tracks recorded within the UK Air Defence Region that have remained unidentified following investigation? If that is the case, for how long are records preserved, what is their security classification and after what period of time will records be available at the PRO?

8. In 1996 in the House of Commons, Defence Minister Nicholas Soames stated that RAF aircraft were scrambled on two occasions "in the past five years" to intercept unidentified targets detected by UK Air Defence Radar. Could MOD specify: a) details of incidents recorded between 1990-2000 when aircraft were scrambled to intercept targets that have remained 'unidentified' following MoD investigation.
b) the role of RAF Fylingdales in the investigation of UFO reports (for example, what category of report would be checked with this facility).

9. Does MOD have records of unidentified flying object/s tracked by the CRC station RAF Neatishead or satellite radar stations
   a) on the evening of 13/14 August, 1956 resulting in an attempted interception by Venom aircraft from RAF Waterbeach.
   b) on an evening between September and November 1980, during which aircraft involved in a night-flying exercise were diverted to intercept an unknown target?
   c) during the period 26-30 December 1980.

10. What are the current standing instructions to RAF stations/radar facilities with regards to the reporting and action taken to investigate a) reports of b) radar trackings of unidentified flying objects. Are copies of current instructions available for public inspection?

11. Can the MoD confirm:
   a) the existence and current location of reports describing aerial phenomena originating from RAF and other service sources sent to AI 5b at DDI Tech, Air Ministry, dating from 1950-67.
   b) Whether the Department of Scientific and Technical Intelligence (DSTI) maintains records or files relating to investigation/consultation with Air Staff on the subject of aerial phenomena/UFOs.
   c) Have DSTI undertaken at any time a search of their records for UFO-related files, reports or analysis from the period dating from 1950-80? If no search has taken place how is it possible to claim that files before 1961 have not been retained?

12. Documents released by the Metropolitan Police under the Code of Practice in 2001 indicate that the MoD acted in an advisory capacity to a Police Special Branch investigation of an unidentified helicopter reported over Derbyshire between September 1973-January 1974. Does an MoD file exist relating to these incidents and if so what does this contain and what conclusions were reached?

13. What is the current definition of the term "of no defence significance" used by the MoD in the context of UFOs reported in the UK Air Defence Region. What is the precise methodology employed to determine whether a report can be categorised as of "no defence significance."

D.W.Clarke
8 May 2001
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STN NO.</th>
<th>COM</th>
<th>ABBR NO.</th>
<th>STATION NAME/TEL.NO.</th>
<th>PAGES</th>
<th>DURATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td>004</td>
<td>00:01'40&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- SECRETARIAT (AIR STAFF) -

- ***** -
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STN NO.</th>
<th>COM</th>
<th>ABBR NO.</th>
<th>STATION NAME/TEL.NO.</th>
<th>PAGES</th>
<th>DURATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>DISEC</td>
<td>004</td>
<td>00:01:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-SECRETARIAT (AIR STAFF) -

- ***** -
We spoke. I think that we need to await Lord H.N.'s response to P.E.

He is returned. No problem with you/NS reading it to others.

Re: Recent DF answers concerning grading of UFO material

Attached is a mericle [sic] (Exp)/ (Defense Records) along with a sanitised, de-graded copy of Report No. 7.

Upon reflection, reading a copy of the report, and possibly also the Reddaway papers, might be welcomed by Lord H.N. However, receipt of the material is almost certain to trigger a list of questions which our staff almost certainly be unable to answer. Summarising the conclusions and recommendations of Rpt. No 7 has led H-N regrettably to conclude that it is unnecessary as [do not believe also] January answers is compromised.

4.5.01
Loose Minute

D INFO(EXP)R/3/7/8

11 May 2001

DAS4a(SEC)

ENQUIRY FROM DR DAVID CLARKE AND DSI/JTIC REPORT NO 7

Reference: our recent email exchanges 9 & 10 May 2001 respectively

1. As per our recent exchanges of email I forward copies of:
   a. Dr Clarke’s recent letter to this office, dated 8 May 2001
   b. A sanitised copy of DSI/JTIC Report No 7 “Unidentified Flying Objects”

2. I again confirm that no action will be taken in respect of Dr Clarke’s letter pending the outcome of your parliamentary deliberations. But you should note that as Dr Clarke specifically asks about the Air Historical Branch holdings in two of his three questions I propose to pass the letter to AHB at Pantley Priory. As to the third question, I believe AHB will be able to provide an authorised line.

3. So far as the report is concerned, arrangements are in hand to effect transfer to the Public Record Office. Administrative arrangements, though, can take some time. I would therefore not expect public access for at least 2/3 months. Once the sanitised version has been released there will no doubt be pressure to release the deleted text. I plan to write to the relevant overseas authority next week. But my experience leads me to believe that any response is likely to take many months if not years!
8 May 2001

Your ref: D INFO(EXP)R/3/7/8

Dear [Name]

Thank you for your letter of 4 April in answer to my questions concerning records relating to the Neatishead GCI station for 1956 and files created by DDI (Tech) post 1945.

I note that your statement “if, as a result of your own research, you have failed to identify surviving papers in the PRO...it must be concluded that, regrettably, these records have not survived the passage of time.” This does not, however, conclusively establish that such records do not exist, only that they are not available at the PRO!

I do of course understand that the Air Historical Branch of the MoD is not a public archive, but I wish to ask the following specific questions which might help to establish the fate of certain files:

1. Air 29/2481 HQ Southern Sector (Public Record Office) contains Form 540 ORBs for RAF Neatishead GCI station dating from 1955-July 1956. AIR 28/3582 contains the Form 540s for Neatishead from September/October 1956 onwards. The single Form 540 missing from this sequence is that for August, 1956. This appears to be a significant anomaly in the surviving records, particularly as it can be established that the base was operating as normal during this particular month. For what reason would a Form 540 not be deposited with the PRO, given that such ORBs are the very basic monthly record of events at service establishments? Are you able to account for the absence of this record and suggest where it may reside today?

2. With reference to the survival of records created by Air Ministry DDI Tech. I understand that a number of records created by DDI Tech in respect of aerial phenomena are filed under the minute reference Air Ministry S290 series. In particular I am seeking a file created by DDI Tech as a briefing to a Parliamentary Question, and dated 29 April 1955 (DDI Tech minute reference S290/32) which lists and describes “some eighty reported incidents up to the end of 1954.” As a briefing for a PQ on 4 May 1955 this file should have been preserved and yet is not available at the PRO. Do any briefings or minutes created by DDI Tech or AI 5b from the series S290 survive in the records of the Air Historical Branch?
3. Do the Air Historical Branch archives contain records relating to an incident/s which occurred in January, 1947 and are referred to as "Operation Charlie" in the ORBs of Trimley Heath GCI station (AIR 29/1597). This operation involved the tracking of an unidentified aircraft on radar over the North Sea by a number of Chain Home stations on the East Coast. Does the Branch files contain any references or records relating to these events?

I apologise in advance for asking further detailed questions and I do appreciate the assistance you have provided in the past.

I'm enclosing an SAE and would appreciate any help you can offer in my attempts to trace the records referred to in this letter.

Yours Sincerely,
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

DIRECTORATE OF

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE

AND

JOINT TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

Report by the "Flying Saucer" Working Party

Introduction: Historical

1. Unidentified flying objects were first reported after the war from Sweden in the summer of 1946, and for some months there was a considerable number of alleged sightings, mostly in Sweden, but a few also in Norway, Finland and Germany. The descriptions given were usually of some sort of wingless missile travelling at very high speed, cigar-shaped or circular, sometimes emitting bright lights, and occasionally sound. The reports attracted considerable attention in the press, where the objects became known as "ghost rockets" or "spook bombs." The reports died away after the summer of 1946, and very few have appeared since the end of that year.

2. The first report of a "flying saucer" came from the United States in June 1947; the name arose because the observer (Mr. K. Arnold, of Boise, Idaho) described what he had seen as a "saucer-like disc." The report received much publicity, and was quickly followed by a great many more. Since then reports of sightings have been made at intervals in large numbers, mostly from the United States, but some from other parts of the world, including Great Britain, where there was a notable outbreak during the summer and autumn of 1950. The objects reported have become popularly known by the generic title "flying saucers," but the descriptions given have included not only flying disc-like objects of the original "saucer" type, but also wingless torpedoes or cigar-shaped bodies, spherical or balloon-shaped objects, and luminous phenomena of various types.

3. The reported observations have been almost exclusively visual; reports of any associated sound have been rare. In no case has any tangible, material, or objective evidence, been submitted. It is therefore extremely difficult, if not impossible, to arrive at anything like scientific proof of the nature of the phenomena.

Review of previous evidence

4. A systematic and extensive investigation of all the reported incidents in the United States was carried out between 1948 and 1950 by the U.S.A.F., in conjunction with the Rand Corporation, Dr. Hynek, a well-known astronomer from Ohio State University, and other specialist consultants. We have been able to study two reports (Project "Sign" and Project "Grudge") covering the investigation of incidents up to the beginning of 1949.

5. On the Scandinavian sightings in 1946, Project "Grudge" reports as follows:

"The Swedish Defence Staff conducted a comprehensive study of the early incidents. Several thousand reports were thoroughly investigated and plotted, with resultant conclusions that all evidence obtained of sightings was explicable in terms of astronomical phenomena."

6. Dealing with reports from the United States, Project "Grudge" quotes the opinion of the Rand Corporation after an examination of 172 incidents: "to date, we have found nothing which would seriously controvert simple rational explanations of the various phenomena in terms of balloons, conventional aircraft, planets, meteors, bits of paper, optical illusions, practical jokers, psychopathological reports, and the like."

Dr. Hynek investigated 228 incidents and concluded that approximately 33 per cent. were astronomical with varying degrees of probability; 37 per cent. were not astronomical but suggestive of other explanations, such as birds, rockets, balloons, ordinary aircraft, &c.; the remaining 30 per cent. either lacked sufficient evidence or the evidence offered suggested no explanation, though some of these might conceivably be astronomical.
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Summing up their own conclusions and those of their consultants, the authors of the "Grudge" report finally concluded that, of the 228 incidents considered, thirty must be disregarded for lack of workable evidence, while 164 can be satisfactorily explained. For the balance of thirty-four, containing some evidence, there is no apparent ready explanation, if the evidence is accepted as accurate and reliable. When psychological and physiological factors are taken into consideration, the opinion is expressed that all these incidents can also be rationally explained.

7. All the more spectacular incidents, of which much has been made recently in the British press and publications, have been fully explained. Two examples may be quoted:

The incident at Fort Knox, Kentucky, in January 1948, which caused the death of Lieutenant Mantell, U.S.A.F., is fully analysed, and all the evidence collated in the "Grudge" report. The conclusion is reached that without any doubt whatever Lieutenant Mantell met his death while pursuing the planet Venus, which was of unusual brightness on the night in question.

We have been informed, in conversation with a member of the United States investigating team, that the even more sensational report of the discovery of a crashed "flying saucer," full of the remains of very small beings, was ultimately admitted by its author to have been a complete fabrication.

8. The "Grudge" report includes a "frequency distribution" curve of the reports of incidents received between May 1947 and December 1948. This shows a marked tendency towards peaks in the few weeks immediately following an incident which received wide publicity, and is of interest in indicating the extent to which sightings may be psychological in origin.

9. The final conclusion reached by the Americans is that all reports of unidentified flying objects may be categorised as either—

(1) misinterpretation of various conventional objects (e.g., aircraft, balloons, meteors or meteorites, stars, fireballs);

(2) a form of mass hysteria; or

(3) deliberate hoaxes.

Investigation of incidents in the United Kingdom

10. During the summer and autumn of 1950 the British press gave considerable publicity to reports of alleged sightings of luminous bodies travelling at high speed, usually after dark, but occasionally in daylight. The Air Ministry also received a number of letters from members of the public with similar reports. One of these, from a locomotive fireman at Derby, who was clearly a careful and accurate observer, gave an excellent description of what was undoubtedly a meteorite. We have not attempted any systematic investigation of all the evidence presented, but can find no reason for supposing that any of the phenomena reported cannot be similarly explained; in certain cases, when observations were reported at approximately the same time from widely separated localities, this was undoubtedly the explanation.

11. Three incidents were reported officially by experienced officers from R.A.F. Stations. These have been investigated in as much detail as is possible with reports of visual observations.

12. On 1st June, 1950, the pilot of a Meteor reported on landing at Tangmere that at 1430, while flying at 20,000 feet on an easterly course over the Portsmouth area, he had sighted an object travelling at very high speed on a reciprocal course, 1,000–2,000 feet above him and roughly 1,200 yards to starboard. He described the object as circular, and of bright metallic appearance. He could not give any real estimate of its speed, but thought it might be about 800 knots. He had observed it for about 15 seconds, during which period he had looked away to port and back, having no difficulty in picking up the object again.

Tangmere made enquiries of the radar station at Wattling, and were informed that at about the same time as the pilot's report, the Duty Controller and three radar operators had observed an unusual response on the P.P.I., which appeared to be due to a target moving at 1,300–1,650 knots, first approaching and then receding from the station. The Controller stated that the response looked to be very thick, leaving more afterglow than a usual response behind.
aircraft," and that a series of "shadows" appeared in the space between successive points.

As the receding course of the radar target could have tallied with the course of the object reported by the Meteor pilot, all the people concerned were interviewed by a member of Research Branch, Fighter Command, from whose report the above data have been taken. It was established that there was in fact a discrepancy of ten minutes between the times of the two reports, which were estimated as individually accurate to ± 1 minute. It must therefore be concluded that there was no connection between the unusual F.I.P. response and the pilot's visual observation.

We believe that the radar response can be very simply explained as due to interference from another transmitter, a phenomenon which has been frequently observed, and which is described in detail in Appendix A. It is impossible to be entirely definite about the pilot's report. Assuming that he was not merely the victim of an optical illusion, the most probable explanation, which is borne out by his description of the object as "circular," implying a spherical body, is that he saw a meteorological balloon and greatly over-estimated its speed. We can find no reason whatever for adopting any less simple hypothesis.

13. The remaining two incidents were reported from the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, and the officers concerned were interviewed by members of this Working Party.

F/Lt. Hubbard, an experienced pilot, said that at 1127 on 14th August, 1950, he and two other officers on the airfield heard a subdued humming noise, like a model Diesel motor, which caused them to search the sky overhead. The weather was fine and visibility good. At first sighting, an object which he describes as a flat disc, light pearl grey in colour, about 50 feet in diameter at an estimated height of 5,000 feet. He stated that he kept it under observation for 30 seconds, during which period it travelled, at a speed estimated at 800-1,000 m.p.h., on a heading of 100°, executing a series of S-turns, oscillating so that light reflection came from different segments as it moved.

We have no reason to doubt that F/Lt. Hubbard honestly described his own impression of what he saw, but we find it impossible to believe that a most unconventional aircraft, of exceptional speed, could have travelled at no great altitude, in the middle of a fine summer morning, over a populous and air-minded district like Farnborough, without attracting the attention of more than one observer. We conclude, either that F/Lt. Hubbard was the victim of an optical illusion, or that he observed some quite normal type of aircraft and deceived himself about its shape and speed.

14. F/Lt. Hubbard was also concerned in the other incident, when, at 1609 on 5th September, 1950, he was standing on the watch-tower with five other officers, looking south in anticipation of the display by the Hawker 1081. The sky was about 3/8 obscured, with a stratus-cumulus cloud base at 4,000 feet. At about the same moment they all saw an object at an estimated range of 10-15 miles, an object which they described as being a flat disc, light pearl grey in colour, and about the size of a shirt button. They all observed it to follow a rectangular flight path, consisting in succession of a "falling leaf," horizontal flight "very fast," an upward "falling leaf," another horizontal stretch, and so on; finally it dived to the horizon at great speed. The pattern was estimated to be executed somewhere over the Guildford-Farnham area.

F/Lt. Hubbard was satisfied that the objects he saw on the two occasions were identical; the other observers agreed that the second object fitted the description they had been given of the first.

We have no doubt that all these officers did in fact see a flying object of some sort. We cannot, however regard the evidence of identification of this object, which was only seen at very long range, with the earlier one as of any value whatever. Further, we again find it impossible to believe that an unconventional aircraft, manoeuvring for some time over a populous area, could have failed to attract the attention of other observers. We conclude that the officers in fact saw some quite normal aircraft, manoeuvring at extreme visual range, and were led by the previous report to believe it to be something abnormal—an interesting example of one report inducing another. We are reinforced in this belief by an experience of one of our number (Wing Commander Formby, R.A.F.) which is recounted in Appendix B and illustrates the ease with which mistaken identifications may be made, even by experienced observers.
Conclusions and Recommendations

15. When the only material available is a mass of purely subjective evidence, it is impossible to give anything like scientific proof that the phenomena observed are, or are not, caused by something entirely novel, such as an aircraft of extra-terrestrial origin, developed by beings unknown to us on lines more advanced than anything we have thought of. We are, however, satisfied that the bulk of the observations reported do not need such an explanation, and can be accounted for much more simply. There is a very old scientific principle, usually attributed to William of Occam, which states that the most probable hypothesis is the simplest necessary to explain the observations.

We believe that this principle should be applied to the present case, and accordingly conclude that all the observations reported were due to one or other of the following causes:

(1) Astronomical or meteorological phenomena of known types.
(2) Mistaken identification of conventional aircraft, balloons, birds, or other normal or natural objects.
(3) Optical illusions and psychological delusions.
(4) Deliberate hoaxes.

We consider that no progress will be made by attempting further investigation of unco-ordinated and subjective evidence; and that positive results could only be obtained by organising throughout the country, or the world, continuous observation of the skies by a co-ordinated network of visual observers, equipped with photographic apparatus, and supplemented by a network of radar stations and sound locators. We should regard this, on the evidence so far available, as a singularly profitless enterprise. We accordingly recommend very strongly that no further investigation of reported mysterious aerial phenomena be undertaken, unless and until some material evidence becomes available.

Metropole Buildings, W.C.2.

APPENDIX A

A NOTE ON AN UNUSUAL RADAR RESPONSE BY MR. G. E. G. GRAHAM, D.S.I. I

With reference to the unusual response observed at Wartling on 1st June, 1950, it is suggested that the signal observed was received directly from another radar transmitter, possibly ship-borne, in the Portsmouth–Isle of Wight area. This will be termed the "Western" transmitter.

Assuming the modulation pulses of the "Western" transmitter to be isochronous with those of the Wartling set, and that the pulse of the former was occurring anything up to, say, 1-2 milliseconds minus the transmission time later than that of the latter, the received signal would be visible on the P.P.I. display. Moreover, unless the "Western" transmitter were very far away it is probable that the received signal would be of large amplitude and would therefore, as stated in the report, "appear very thick leaving more afterglow than a usual response behind."

It is reasonable to suppose that the repetition rates mentioned above would not remain identical for more than a few seconds. A relatively small drift in the repetition rates will produce a considerable change in the time interval between the transmitter pulse and the firing instant of the receiver time base. This will result in a large displacement of the received signal along the scan, which would be interpreted as a high speed movement of the "target" in the radial direction. It will be appreciated that if, at the instant of first sighting the repetition rate of the "Western" transmitter were above, but slowly approaching that of the Wartling set, the "target" would appear to close range rapidly; as the repetition rates became equal the "target" would appear stationary, and as the "Western" repetition rate fell below that of the Wartling set, the "target" would appear to open range rapidly. It may further be noted that one would expect reflections from objects (hills, &c.) relatively close to the "Western" transmitter to be of sufficient amplitude to be displayed also on the P.P.I., which would give the impression of "shadows" between successive points as described in the report.
AN OBSERVATION OF A "FLYING SAUCER" BY WING COMMANDER FORMBY, R.A.F.

While on the rifle range at Tipner, Portsmouth, an object having the appearance of a "Flying Saucer" was observed in the distance. Visibility was good, there being a cloudless sky and bright sunshine. The object was located and held by telescope (x 20 magnification), and gave appearance of being a circular shining disc moving on a regular flight path. It was only after observation had been kept for several minutes, and the altitude of the object changed so that it did not reflect the sunlight to the observer’s eye, that it was identified as being a perfectly normal aircraft.
Dear Dr Clarke,

Further to my letter of 22 March I am now pleased to be able to send you copies of documents on the alleged incident at Rendlesham forest.

The majority of the papers that have been photocopied come from one file, D/Sec(AS)12/2/1 that, as I have said before, was assembled some time after the alleged event. However, the initial correspondence appeared incomplete and we have made an effort to identify any other papers that there might be by looking at other 'UFO' files from the period. That has enabled us to identify a few additional internal letters and these are now placed on top of the photocopies of the documents on the main file. I am, however, unable to confirm that these papers are the only ones that have ever existed on Rendlesham Forest. We have attempted to identify all relevant material but, bearing in mind the resources available to us, we have necessarily narrowed our search to those files most likely to contain documents from the period.

Five documents have been withheld; three under Exemption 2 of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information which relates to "internal opinion advice, recommendation, consultation and deliberation" and two under Exemption 1 relating to "defence, security and international relations". The material withheld under Exemption 2 comprises briefing to Ministers less than thirty years old and the material withheld under Exemption 1 is classified documentation. However, details of the outcome of the enquiries made at the time of the alleged incident that are on file D/Sec(AS)12/2/1, or have been traced subsequently, are included among the material I am now able to send to you. If you are unhappy with the decision to withhold documentation and wish to appeal against this decision, you should write in the first instance to Ministry of Defence, D Info Exp, Room 8338, Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB.

I hope this is helpful.

Yours sincerely,
I shall probably call you on Monday concerning possible release of a copy of Rpt No 7 to Lord Hill-Norton. I would certainly wish us to wait to send it to anyone else pending a decision on any further communication with Lord Hill-Norton.

For further info - I am in correspondence with Dr Clarke again. He has asked a great number of questions. I would be grateful for sight of his letter to you. (Incidentally - DAS wrote to him at one stage saying there was no trace of Rpt No 7, so when you do supply it to him, would you copy us also please.)

---Original Message---
From: Info(Exp)-Records1
Sent: 09 May 2001 14:33
To: DAS4A(SEC)
Cc: Hdl of AHI(Exp)
Subject: RESTRICTED: DSI/JTIC REPORT NO 7: UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

One of my reviewers has recently provided input to DIS following a request from you (?) relating to a Parliamentary enquiry (not clear whether a PQ or PE) concerning ufos.

If you have received the DIS reply you will be aware that the JSTI Report NO 7, the subject of correspondence between this office and Messrs Clarke and Hdl of AHI(Exp) has recently been discovered (very recently - 26 April). The discovery came about during the routine rereview of an ex-DIS file – PRO reference DEFE 19/9 – covering the period 1948-1960. The file originated from the then Chief Scientific Adviser's Office (TIZARD) and is described as "Scientific Intelligence".

Although the file is still the subject of rereview we have ascertained that Report No 7 is releasable. We have extracted the Report (Copy No 17) and replaced it with a photocopy. Arrangements are now being made to transfer the Report – assigned to DEFE 44, a dedicated Class for JIB technical reports – to the PRO (after some sensitive data is deleted: references to a relationship with a foreign intelligence service).

Be aware that transfer arrangements will take some time, probably a couple of months, rather than weeks.

DEFE 19/9 also contains three "ufos" associated papers – two relating to the setting up of the Working Party and one other attached to the Report – that have not been removed. But a decision on release of the whole file will be taken after consulting DIS.

After the advice that I have previously given to Dr Clarke and Hdl of AHI(Exp) I am obliged to write to both about the find, and as the Report consists of just three
pages propose to provide a photocopy to each.

In any case a letter to Dr Clarke, at least, is required as he has just written to me about records that might be held by the Air Historical Branch. I believe that it would be inappropriate to advise him of the transfer of his latest enquiry to AHB (and the probability of a disappointing response to his questions) and just a short while after that we have just found the elusive Report No 7!

How would you like me to proceed?

cc

Advance warning of my proposed transfer of this enquiry. Papers will follow in due course.
STC Opsrep - ATC - Terminal - talked about reference to NATO on page 2. They suggested that this was more likely a reference to NATO - Mil Air Traffic Org.
News of the World Article on UFOs.

We spoke yesterday about the attached article. I have since instituted investigations and attach a press line and Q&A brief which I propose sending to the DFO. This will hopefully put them on the right track should there be further inquiries.

The News of the World story appears to be one fabrication after another. Mr. Col. Halt has not spoken to anyone from the News of the World. Nor has he been told his career would be in jeopardy if he talked about the incident. The report has not been classified top secret by the USAF — the only report prepared by the USAF is that contained on our files which is unclassified.

The alleged interview with Sqn. Ldr. Moreland is also a fabrication. He stated that "is the best of my knowledge Mr. Col. Halt is a very genuine person" but gave no details of any conversation he had had with Halt nor did he say "whatever it was, it was able to perform feats in the air which no known aircraft is capable of doing."

As regards the information allegedly provided by the former security policeman, this is completely untrue. The personnel who went into the forest to investigate the lights went on foot, not in a jeep. Only three patrolmen entered the forest contrary to the report of more than 200 RAF and USAF personnel being present. There was never any question of alien beings. Nor is there any truth in the statement that "At hour un—"
by the CIA and told to keep quiet. The US authorities did not carry out any such investigations but left MOD to carry out its own investigations.

Ops (GR) has checked the question of radar traces with NATO who have informally stated that nothing was seen on any radar recordings although they did receive a report of a sighting from a civil aircraft.

The unfortunate point about the article is the fact that MOD refused to comment on the grounds that it was a matter for the USAF while USAF were saying it was a matter for MOD - an ideal support to the theory of a MOD cover up!
One of my reviewers has recently provided input to DIS following a request from you (?) relating to a Parliamentary enquiry (not clear whether a PQ or PE) concerning ufos.

If you have received the DIS reply you will be aware that the JSTI Report NO 7, the subject of correspondence between this office and Messrs Clarke and [redacted] has recently been discovered (very recently – 26 April). The discovery came about during the routine rereview of an ex-DIS file – PRO reference DEFE 19/9 – covering the period 1948–1960. The file originated from the then Chief Scientific Adviser’s Office (TIZARD) and is described as "Scientific Intelligence".

Although the file is still the subject of rereview we have ascertained that Report No 7 is releasable. We have extracted the Report (Copy No 17) and replaced it with a photocopy. Arrangements are now being made to transfer the Report – assigned to DEFE 44, a dedicated Class for JIB technical reports – to the PRO (after some sensitive data is deleted: references to a relationship with a foreign intelligence service).

Be aware that transfer arrangements will take some time, probably a couple of months, rather than weeks.

DEFE 19/9 also contains three "ufo" associated papers – two relating to the setting up of the Working Party and one other attached to the Report – that have not been removed. But a decision on release of the whole file will be taken after consulting DIS.

After the advice that I have previously given to [redacted] and [redacted] I am obliged to write to both about the find, and as the Report consists of just three pages propose to provide a photocopy to each.

In any case a letter to Dr Clarke, at least, is required as he has just written to me about records that might be held by the Air Historical Branch. I believe that it would be inappropriate to advise him of the transfer of his latest enquiry to AHB (and the probability of a disappointing response to his questions) and just a short while after that we have just found the elusive Report No 7!

How would you like me to proceed?

Advance warning of my proposed transfer of this enquiry. Papers will follow in due course.

- Treated as a stand alone report
- Can we have a copy

09/05/01
LOOSE MINUTE
DI 1SEC SEC 10/9/4
8 May 01
DAS 4A (SEC)
Copy to:
DI 54 A1
HD DI 55
ADI Sect

DISCOVERY OF UFO REPORT

1. As discussed last week, I can confirm that copy number 17 of a report entitled “Unidentified Flying Objects” (DSI/JTIC Report No 7 dated June 1951) was found about two weeks ago in the MOD archives during a routine review. As you know, I first became aware of this on 3 May and informed you the same day. The report was found in a file containing documents primarily about the establishment of the Directorate of Scientific Intelligence, rather than UFOs. It was for this reason that the report was not found during the search conducted in January 01 in response to PQ 0351L.

2. The MOD archive managers have now decided that the report will be released to the PRO, with minor amendments to paragraph four. It should be available to the public in the near future.

3. In my view, the discovery does not invalidate the answer given to PQ 0351L, or (if interpreted narrowly) PQ 1432L. However, I believe that both Min(DP) and Lord Hill-Norton should be informed of the full circumstances of the discovery of the report as soon as possible, because

   a. it was found before the answer to PQ 1432L was given
   
   b. Lord Hill-Norton will no doubt become aware of the report once it reaches the PRO

4. Please contact me if I can be of further assistance.

DI 1SEC 3
WH 306
From: DI ISEC SEC3
Sent: 08 May 2001 16:17
To: DAS4A(SEC)
Cc: AD DI 55; 1 DIV-RMP(1DVPRO)-AO; DAS4A1(SEC)
Subject: UFO PQs

Importance: High
Ministry of Defence  
Room 8243 Main Building  
Whitehall  
London SW1A 2HB  

8 May 2001

Dear [name],

With reference to matters discussed in your letter of 22 March I enclose a list of questions relating to MoD policy on the subject of aerial phenomena/UFOs.

I appreciated your offer to answer questions as far as you were able given your limited staff and resources. The list contains 13 questions that I have carefully assembled at the completion of more than two years research at the Public Record Office as my project draws to a close. All relate to issues that I felt were unresolved or unclear within the context of the documents relating to this subject currently within the public domain.

I don't expect that you will be able to fully answer some of the questions, given the fact that so much documentation appears either not to have survived or is 'missing' but I would appreciate any information you could offer that may be relevant.

Finally, with reference to the file containing papers relating to the Rendlesham Forest incident dating from 1981-83 I note in your letter of 22 March you say this material would be processed and sent shortly. This file has not arrived so far, but I wish to thank you in advance for making these papers available.

Yours sincerely,

[Handwritten signature]
Unidentified Flying Objects – questions to Ministry of Defence/DAS (Sec)

1. Can the MoD list the current posts within the Air Staff and in Operations where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of UFO reports and/or the handling of public inquiries relating to the subject. Of the posts identified, can a percentage of staff time allocated to UFO-related duties be specified?

2. Does DAS (Sec) maintain figures/statistics relating to the number of enquiries received from a) the public and b) the media relating to UFO issues dealt with on a year by year basis - and if so are these available?

3. Can MoD specify the extent of liaison that has taken place with a) the Royal Australian Air Force and b) United States Air Force with respect to the investigation of UFO reports, from records that are available.

4. Has the MOD ever called upon the expertise of psychologists (external or service personnel) in respect of
   a) individual investigation and
   b) analysis or advice on any aspect of UFO issues; if so is this material available for research purposes?

5. HQ Fighter Command Air Staff Instruction F/1 dating from 1960, Public Record Office (DEFE 31/118), instructs Operations staff that UFO reports received from service sources and radar stations should be reported to Air Intelligence 5b (circa 1959-64) at Air Ministry DDI (Tech). Reports received from the public should be directed to department S6 (the forerunner of AS (Sec) 2a. Could the MOD confirm that the reporting division between Air Intelligence (as the destination for service and radar reports) and DAS(Sec) for reports received from the general public, continues to exist today.


7. Does the MOD maintain a paper or electronic record of radar tracks or reports of radar tracks recorded within the UK Air Defence Region that have remained unidentified following investigation? If that is the case, for how long are records preserved, what is their security classification and after what period of time will records be available at the PRO?

8. In 1996 in the House of Commons, Defence Minister Nicholas Soames stated that RAF aircraft were scrambled on two occasions "in the past five years" to intercept unidentified targets detected by UK Air Defence Radar. Could MOD specify:
   a) details of incidents recorded between 1990-2000 when aircraft were scrambled to intercept targets that have remained 'unidentified' following MoD investigation.
b) the role of RAF Fylingdales in the investigation of UFO reports (for example, what category of report would be checked with this facility).

9. Does MOD have records of unidentified flying object/s tracked by the CRC station RAF Neatishead or satellite radar stations
a) on the evening of 13/14 August, 1956 resulting in an attempted interception by Venom aircraft from RAF Waterbeach.
b) on an evening between September and November 1980, during which aircraft involved in a night-flying exercise were diverted to intercept an unknown target?
c) during the period 26-30 December 1980.

10. What are the current standing instructions to RAF stations/radar facilities with regards to the reporting and action taken to investigate a) reports of b) radar trackings of unidentified flying objects. Are copies of current instructions available for public inspection?

11. Can the MoD confirm:
a) the existence and current location of reports describing aerial phenomena originating from RAF and other service sources sent to Al 5b at DDI Tech, Air Ministry, dating from 1950-67.
b) Whether the Department of Scientific and Technical Intelligence (DSTI) maintains records or files relating to investigation/consultation with Air Staff on the subject of aerial phenomena/UFOs.
c) Have DSTI undertaken at any time a search of their records for UFO-related files, reports or analysis from the period dating from 1950-80? If no search has taken place how is it possible to claim that files before 1961 have not been retained?

12. Documents released by the Metropolitan Police under the Code of Practice in 2001 indicate that the MoD acted in an advisory capacity to a Police Special Branch investigation of an unidentified helicopter reported over Derbyshire between September 1973-January 1974. Does an MoD file exist relating to these incidents and if so what does this contain and what conclusions were reached?

13. What is the current definition of the term "of no defence significance" used by the MoD in the context of UFOs reported in the UK Air Defence Region. What is the precise methodology employed to determine whether a report can be categorised as of "no defence significance."

D.W.Clarke
8 May 2001
Ministry of Defence  
Room 8243 Main Building  
Whitehall  
London SW1A 2HB  

8 May 2001  

Your ref: D/DAS(Sec)64/3/11  

Dear [Name]  

With reference to matters discussed in your letter of 22 March I enclose a list of questions relating to MoD policy on the subject of aerial phenomena/UFOs.

I appreciated your offer to answer questions as far as you were able given your limited staff and resources. The list contains 13 questions that I have carefully assembled at the completion of more than two years research at the Public Record Office as my project draws to a close. All relate to issues that I felt were unresolved or unclear within the context of the documents relating to this subject currently within the public domain.

I don’t expect that you will be able to fully answer some of the questions, given the fact that so much documentation appears either not to have survived or is ‘missing’ but I would appreciate any information you could offer that may be relevant.

Finally, with reference to the file containing papers relating to the Rendlesham Forest incident dating from 1981-83 I note in your letter of 22 March you say this material would be processed and sent shortly. This file has not arrived so far, but I wish to thank you in advance for making these papers available.

Yours sincerely,
Unidentified Flying Objects – questions to Ministry of Defence/DAS (Sec)

1. Can the MoD list the current posts within the Air Staff and in Operations where staff have a direct or subsidiary responsibility for the investigation of UFO reports and/or the handling of public inquiries relating to the subject. Of the posts identified, can a percentage of staff time allocated to UFO-related duties be specified?

2. Does DAS (Sec) maintain figures/statistics relating to the number of enquiries received from a) the public and b) the media relating to UFO issues dealt with on a year by year basis - and if so are these available?

3. Can MoD specify the extent of liaison that has taken place with a) the Royal Australian Air Force and b) United States Air Force with respect to the investigation of UFO reports, from records that are available.

4. Has the MOD ever called upon the expertise of psychologists (external or service personnel) in respect of
   a) individual investigation and
   b) analysis or advice on any aspect of UFO issues; if so is this material available for research purposes?

5. HQ Fighter Command Air Staff Instruction F/1 dating from 1960, Public Record Office (DEFE 31/118), instructs Operations staff that UFO reports received from service sources and radar stations should be reported to Air Intelligence 5b (circa 1959-64) at Air Ministry DDI (Tech). Reports received from the public should be directed to department S6 (the forerunner of AS (Sec) 2a. Could the MOD confirm that the reporting division between Air Intelligence (as the destination for service and radar reports) and DAS(Sec) for reports received from the general public, continues to exist today.


7. Does the MOD maintain a paper or electronic record of radar tracks or reports of radar tracks recorded within the UK Air Defence Region that have remained unidentified following investigation? If that is the case, for how long are records preserved, what is their security classification and after what period of time will records be available at the PRO?

8. In 1996 in the House of Commons, Defence Minister Nicholas Soames stated that RAF aircraft were scrambled on two occasions "in the past five years" to intercept unidentified targets detected by UK Air Defence Radar. Could MOD specify:
   a) details of incidents recorded between 1990-2000 when aircraft were scrambled to intercept targets that have remained ‘unidentified’ following MoD investigation.
b) the role of RAF Fylingdales in the investigation of UFO reports (for example, what category of report would be checked with this facility).

9. Does MOD have records of unidentified flying object/s tracked by the CRC station RAF Neatishead or satellite radar stations
   a) on the evening of 13/14 August, 1956 resulting in an attempted interception by Venom aircraft from RAF Waterbeach.
   b) on an evening between September and November 1980, during which aircraft involved in a night-flying exercise were diverted to intercept an unknown target?
   c) during the period 26-30 December 1980.

10. What are the current standing instructions to RAF stations/radar facilities with regards to the reporting and action taken to investigate a) reports of b) radar trackings of unidentified flying objects. Are copies of current instructions available for public inspection?

11. Can the MoD confirm:
   a) the existence and current location of reports describing aerial phenomena originating from RAF and other service sources sent to AI 5b at DDI Tech, Air Ministry, dating from 1950-67.
   b) Whether the Department of Scientific and Technical Intelligence (DSTI) maintains records or files relating to investigation/consultation with Air Staff on the subject of aerial phenomena/UFOs.
   c) Have DSTI undertaken at any time a search of their records for UFO-related files, reports or analysis from the period dating from 1950-80? If no search has taken place how is it possible to claim that files before 1961 have not been retained?

12. Documents released by the Metropolitan Police under the Code of Practice in 2001 indicate that the MoD acted in an advisory capacity to a Police Special Branch investigation of an unidentified helicopter reported over Derbyshire between September 1973-January 1974. Does an MoD file exist relating to these incidents and if so what does this contain and what conclusions were reached?

13. What is the current definition of the term "of no defence significance" used by the MoD in the context of UFOs reported in the UK Air Defence Region. What is the precise methodology employed to determine whether a report can be categorised as of "no defence significance."

D.W. Clarke
8 May 2001
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
ROOM 8243
MAIN BUILDING
WHITEHALL
LONDON SW1A 2HB
Ministry of Defence
Room 8241, Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB

29 March 2001

Your ref: D/DAS(Sec)64/3/11

Dear [Name]

Thank you for your letter of 22 March and for your detailed response to my question with regard to the preservation of ‘UFO’-related files.

Many thanks also for copying the three ‘policy’ files which arrived at my address on March 24, and for the explanation regards the removal of the enclosure. The explanation for the decision to withhold briefing material from this file and that relating to the Rendlesham incident is perfectly understandable and I do not wish to appeal against it.

I would, however, most certainly like to take up your offer to copy the ‘original’ file containing the internal minute and correspondence relating to the Rendlesham Forest incident dating from 1981-83. From your description this file appears to relate to the period of time that is of direct interest to my study – and specifically the basis upon which the MoD concluded that the ‘incident’ was of no defence significance. I hope the material contained within the file may go at least some way towards answering this controversial question. I look forward to receiving the file and wish to thank you again for reviewing and copying this material on my behalf.

With regards to my request for a short interview to answer questions on present MoD policy relating to UFOs, I’m grateful for your offer to answer these as far as you are able using the information available to your staff. I will now draw up a list of 10 questions that I hope to send to you within the next two weeks. I would imagine only a small number of the questions would relate to specific ‘sightings.’ My areas of interest relate more to the level of co-operation between the MoD and foreign Governments pertaining to this topic, the role of the ’specialist’ sources of information utilised by the MoD as part of the investigation of reports and issues related to the ‘public relations’ aspects of your Secretariat’s role in the MoD structure.

In the meantime, thank you again for your valued assistance,

Yours sincerely,
Loose Minute
D/DAS/9/3/2/2
4 April 2001

Acs(C+BS)2C

PAYMENT FOR MOD SUPPLIED MATERIAL

The enclosed Cheque for £20 payable to the MOD Accounting Officer covers the MOD’s cost in supplying photocopied material to a member of the General Public. This should be credited to the Directorate of Air Staff UIN F6208A, RAC Code RCA051 Receipts for Sundry Supplies & Services (old IAC 1LZ 9003).

DAS2f2

Attachments:
Lloyds Cheque No 000174, Account No [blurred] for £20
Letter from Dr Clarke
Lloyds TSB
Church Street Sheffield Branch
14 Church Street Sheffield South Yorkshire S1 1HP

Pay ACCOUNTING OFFICER MOD

TEN THOUSAND POUNDS ONLY £20

Date 12 March 2001

Bank No. 2NOV99 Lloyds TSB Bank plc
Cheque No. 30 975
Account No.
Ministry of Defence
Room 8243
Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB

12 March 2001

Your reference: D/DAS(Sec)/64/3/11

Dear [Name]

Thank you for your letter of 9 March 2001 and for the information relating to the three UFO policy files.

Once again I am grateful that you have been able to locate and review these files on my behalf. Accordingly, I am enclosing with this letter a crossed cheque for £20 made out to 'MOD Accounting Officer' in advance payment for photocopying and postage as agreed. If the cost of the work exceeds this amount please let me know.

In the meantime, I look forward to hearing from you with regards to the issues raised in my letter of 7 February.

Yours sincerely,
Ministry of Defence
Room 8243
Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB

Dr David Clarke

12 March 2001

Your reference: D/DAS(Sec)/64/3/11

Dear [Name]

Thank you for your letter of 9 March 2001 and for the information relating to the three UFO policy files.

Once again I am grateful that you have been able to locate and review these files on my behalf. Accordingly, I am enclosing with this letter a crossed cheque for £20 made out to ‘MOD Accounting Officer’ in advance payment for photocopying and postage as agreed. If the cost of the work exceeds this amount please let me know.

In the meantime, I look forward to hearing from you with regards to the issues raised in my letter of 7 February.

Yours sincerely,

[Name]

Cheque passed to [Name] for processing on 31/1/01

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
D/DAS(Sec) 00107/01
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8243
MAIN BUILDING
WHITEHALL
LONDON SW1A 2HB.
Church Street Sheffield Branch
14 Church Street Sheffield South Yorkshire S1 1HP

To: ACCOUNTING OFFICER MD

TWENTY POUNDS ONLY — £20

2NOV89 Lloyds TSB Bank plc
Dear Dr Clarke,

Further to my letter of 9 March and in reply to yours of 7 February, I would like to reassure you that our policy has not changed with regard to the preservation of documents on the subject of 'UFOs'. Records indicate that many files have been created over the years and then, in due course, closed and archived. Calling for a number of those files recently we have discovered that some do not appear to have 'survived the passage of time' but those that have been traced are marked for permanent preservation and that instruction is being applied now as files are closed in this Directorate.

You ask about papers on the alleged incident at Rendlesham Forest in 1980/81. There are, in fact, a number of papers that were generated between 1981 and 1983 and later assembled on one file, along with correspondence received after 1983 from members of the public. Briefings to Ministers in respect of PQs asked on the subject since 1983 are placed on another file. I am withholding that briefing material in accordance with Exemption 2 of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information, which relates to "internal opinion, advice, recommendation, consultation and deliberation". If you are unhappy with this decision and wish to appeal against it, you should write in the first instance to Ministry of Defence, DOMD, Room 619 Northumberland House, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5BP. If, following the internal review you remain dissatisfied, you can ask your MP to take up the case with the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the Ombudsman) who can investigate on your behalf. The Ombudsman will not investigate until the internal review process has been completed.

However, on the file containing papers on the alleged incident at Rendlesham Forest, there is an internal minute that appears to summarise the extent of MOD investigation and draws the conclusion that has been used in all subsequent briefings. We are content to photocopy the documents from that file, which consists of somewhere in the region of 70 enclosures. This, along with some sanitising - for example of individuals' identities - and review, is likely to take up to three hours and will therefore be undertaken free of charge under the Code of Practice. I should perhaps add that a substantial number of the papers on the file are letters from members of the public and the reply to those letters. The material will be processed and sent to you shortly.

You raise the possibility of a short interview to answer questions on the subject of our policy as it stands today. As a small section we have only limited resources available to conduct a comprehensive review of documentation in order to meet your request. Some of the papers
produced in recent years are classified and relate to discussions concerning the handling of correspondence and administrative arrangements, rather than reports of individual sightings, and are likely to be withheld under Exemption 2 of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information. However, if you were to draw up a list of questions and forward this to us, we would be happy to provide answers in so far as we are able. The fact remains however that the Ministry of Defence looks at any correspondence on 'UFO' sightings it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence significance; namely is there any evidence that the UK's airspace might have been compromised by unauthorized air activity. The Ministry does not question the existence, or otherwise, of extraterrestrial life forms, about which it remains open minded. To date we are, however, unaware of any evidence which proves that these phenomena exist.

Finally I should like to acknowledge receipt of, and thank you for, your cheque for £20.00 for the work photocopying the three files listed in my letter of 9 March. This work has been completed taking only some ten minutes more than originally estimated. The material is now being sent to you, separate from this letter. You will note the removal of one enclosure (Enclosure 9) and editing of another (Enclosure 6). This was to remove briefing to a Minister (Enclosure 9) and record of a Minister's opinion (Enclosure 6), both less than thirty years old. That information is being withheld in accordance with Exemption 2 of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information, which relates to "internal opinion, advice, recommendation, consultation and deliberation". I have explained your right of appeal earlier in this letter.

Yours sincerely,
SUBJECT: BBC MAN ALIVE Programme - UFOs.

NOTES

1. The contents of a Branch Folder should be restricted to copies of items on a Registered File, and minor internal branch items.

2. Branch Folders are for use only within the originating division directorate, or branch. They are not to be sent to other divisions or directorates. Their movements are NOT recorded by the Registry.
Dear Sir

I am writing with reference to your letter of 2 October about the television programme on UFOs filmed at Banbury at the beginning of the year.

This Department has no knowledge of the person you mention and I can only suggest that the staff of the BBC "Man Alive" programme, who were responsible for the production of the film, may be able to assist you.

I am sorry I cannot be more helpful.

Yours faithfully

MISS G J JAMIESON
The Ministry of Defence
Whitehall
London, S.W.1.

Dear Sirs:

The BBC's recent announcement of another important new book by Patrick Moore ("Do You Speak Venusian?") prompts me to write to you on the following matter.

It is generally conceded by all who have any knowledge of these questions that the Ministry's television programme from Banbury Town Hall on the subject of UFOs on January 25 last was not only epoch-making for its treatment of the subject but that the star-performer of the evening was a gentleman who, if my memory is not at fault, holds a government certificate of proficiency in the more exotic branches of xenoglossy and speaks fluent Uranian or Plutonian.

In the eight months since the programme went out there has continued to be a tremendous amount of interest in this gentleman. I myself have received no less than nine enquiries as to whether his services would be available elsewhere as a guest-speaker for clubs and groups of UFO fans, and it is clear that his success at Banbury was nothing less than sensational.

I have made several unsuccessful attempts to locate him, and am now writing to enquire whether you could be so good as to put me in touch with him or indicate how he may be contacted?

At the same time I would be most grateful if you could kindly inform me regarding the terms on which he is available. Is he, for example, a civil servant, in which case presumably the fee for his services as a lecturer would presumably be payable to the Ministry concerned? Or, alternatively, is he perhaps attached - either temporarily or permanently - to some medical institution located in the British countryside, in which event the fee might perhaps be payable to them, or split with them?

Also, is he freely available to appear as the speaker at meetings, or would some sort of chit or exit permit be required beforehand from the Ministry or institution concerned?

Yours faithfully,
28th January 1972

Anthony Davis Esq.,
Ministry of Defence
Main Building,
Whitehall,
S.W.1.

Dear Tony,

Thank you very much for coming along to Banbury last Tuesday to take part in Man Alive's debate on U.F.O.'s.

We were very pleased with the way things went, and judging from the interest that has been raised among people working on the programme, I think that it will get a large audience when it transmits on February 2nd, and provoke a lot of interesting discussion on the subject.

Thank you once again for all your help.

Yours sincerely,

smb
This is just to thank you very much for your distinguished chairmanship of our UFO discussion on 25th January, and for all your hospitality afterwards. If the discussion itself was rather worse than I had expected the table-talk at dinner was certainly lively; but I'm sure we will manage to put together as interesting a feature as ours, and I look forward to seeing it on 2nd February - on my neighbour's colour set.

It was a great pleasure to meet you and your team, and to get away from the office for a while.
To DMS(Air)

Copy to: D/R(Res)
34(Air) (Air Lavis)

S/S) 2 "...alive" took HH - 1600

US of D(R) has considered D/R(Air)'s minute reference H77. 254 dated 18th January 1972 and is content for this matter to be left to Air Lavis's discretion.

(F.G. W. FORD)
In to (C) of D(R)

24th January 1972
19 January 1972

Thank you for your further letter of 13 January about the object filmed at Branton on 26 October 1971.

I regret that I cannot provide you with a copy of specific record which you request (which is not kept here), but I can confirm that the aircraft which dumped fuel over Oxfordshire on that day was a V-111 based at RAF Upper Heyford. Having said this, I do not believe you would wish me to comment further on the assumptions in para 2 and 3 of your letter. The point is, surely, that the fact of an aircraft having dumped fuel in the area does not prove that that was the event recorded on the film. You and I have both seen the film many times, and I think you will agree that the sequence is "consistent with an aircraft emitting a condensation trail or dripping fuel". Whether it was the one or the other, or both in turn, would be dependent partly on the height of the aircraft, which could not be determined from the taped copy of the film which I saw.

Although I know you are an ardent investigator, I really believe that there is nothing to be gained from further analysis of this incident.
From: [Redacted]

Royal Air Force
Wattisham, Ipswich, Suffolk
IP7 7RA
Telephone Needham Market 631, Ext 201

Air Commodore A N Davis DSO DFC BA RAF (Retd)
Ministry of Defence (S4 (Air))
Main Building
Whitehall
London SW 1

WTN/917/8/Pl

January 1972

Dear Air Commodore Davis,

showed me the letter you wrote him after the 'Man Alive' team visited last week and I should like to thank you very much for your cheque for £8 which will duly be paid to my Benevolent Fund.

I am sorry that I was unable to meet you during your short stay here, but as I expect Peter explained to you, I was preparing for another visit the following morning.

I am glad to hear that your visit seemed to go well; if they need any more material let us know!

Thank you again.

Yours sincerely

[Redacted]
Thank you letters sent on 6th January to [name] at Wattisham and [name] at BBC TV Centre, Wood Lane W.12.

Cheque for £3 included to Wattisham for Co’s Benevolent Fund.

[Signature] 7/1/72
LOOSE MINUTE

AF/419

DUS(Air) //Through Head of S4(Air)//

Copy to: DPR(raf)

BBC2 "MAN ALIVE" PROGRAMME - UFOs

1. You may wish to know how the TV programme on UFOs is developing.

2. The BBC team, Mr Lappin of DPR(raf) and I met at RAF Wattisham on 4 January and completed what the BBC team hope and expect will be some very satisfactory filming. Despite low cloud and rain the Wattisham Lightnings and a USAF Phantom from Bentwaters cooperated splendidly and good colour film taken at dusk should show the fire-cones of their jet effluxes in re-heat apparently hovering and then moving sharply away, as often described in UFO sightings. Film was also taken head-on of long straight-in approaches using landing lights, which also give an impression of a bright hovering light, as described in some UFO reports. Both these effects were just what the BBC producer wanted, following a suggestion I made at our earlier meeting.

3. There followed a longish filmed interview of myself, which will presumably be edited down to one of a few minutes. In discussion afterwards the BBC producer and interviewer both gave "unsolicited testimonials" to the way in which the MOD were almost invariably most helpful in any of their production problems, unlike many other Ministries. It may be of interest that the Home Office was singled out by them as the most difficult Ministry with which to cooperate - not so much because of its Ulster responsibilities but mainly attributed to its other rather delicate responsibilities for police, prisons, remand homes and the like.

On UFOs I found both the producer and interviewer apparently fully in sympathy with the MOD point of view; they have probably had their fill of the ufologists, whom they have already interviewed at length.

4. I learned that the 'studio debate' on UFOs, which will complete the programme, is planned to take place in Banbury Town Hall on 25th January. It will be filmed and edited and, barring unforeseen contingencies, the programme will be shown on BBC 2 'Man Alive' at 8.10 pm on 2 February. The producer had not yet been informed that I could take part in the debate, and was glad to learn that approval had been given. His present plans are to have a panel of 4 or 5 answering questions from the floor, which would consist mainly of the UFO enthusiasts of Banbury whose numerous "sightings" really originated BBC interest.

5. The panel will probably consist of (editor of the Flying Saucer Review), (a psychologist), one or two ufologist spokesmen and myself. Of whom I had not previously heard, has already given his 'evidence', which the producer found very sensible. It is on the lines of the need felt by many people for a new mythology and hence of their willingness to believe that natural things or events may have mysterious or extra-terrestrial origins. He should therefore be a friendly witness.
The fact that the debate will be taped and edited raises the only question of policy – para 3 of your minute to DPR of 22 December refers. In the light of the 'Ulster tribunal' affair I believe that insistence on a preview of the edited programme would be taken as another attempt at interference by a Government Department and would be resented and resisted. It might be counter-productive and lead the BBC producer, who now shows every sign of balance, to slant the programme against the MOD. I think therefore that it might be better to rely on the judgement of the producer. Perhaps you would reconsider this question with DPR(RAP).

7. US of S(RAP) asked me to inform him of the date the programme would be shown. I have not yet done so but will let his PS know unless you prefer to mention it yourself.

6 January 1972

A N DAVIS
S4(Air)
On 29/12/71 at 11.45am a Mr. Blundell PR3(RAF) called to ask if you were free to attend an interview on Tuesday 4th January 1971 at RAF Wattisham. BBC Television were going to film AR flying at 2-30pm, but he did not know what time they would want to interview you. Would you please telephone Mr. Blundell on Monday Morning on X 792 in the Main Building, as I looked in your diary and told him I thought you may be free.

Mrs. E. 29/12/71

316.25
12
3795.00

before 7.30 pm 868-4292
after 9 pm

- examined in Med. to see if any def. inf. exists.

We cannot undertake to pursue our research, other than for def. inf. only, to a lot where you have correlation with a certain object in earth, nor to advise you of further pub. info.

You will no doubt wish to know that samples are found for the vast majority of UFO reports...
liaison with local communities

research on health
LOOSE MINUTE

DPR( RAF)

COPY TO:
PS/ US of S ( RAF)
CPR
Head of S4 ( Air)
Mr A N Davis ( S4 (Air))

BBC2 "MAN ALIVE" PROGRAMME - UFOs

1. Thank you for your minute of 17 December about the proposed BBC 2 programme on Unidentified Flying Objects. In addition to the filmed interview, Mr Davis should participate in a debate in front of a live audience. Mr Davis is prepared to take this on balance it would be better to do this and face up the possible difficulties of dealing with a hostile audience of . . . . rather than the alternative risk of leaving the field to the . . . and giving the impression that we are afraid to stand up to questions.

2. 

3. It will be important to establish whether the debate in front of a live audience is to be broadcast "live" or merely recorded for subsequent transmission. In the latter event we ought to insist on seeing and hearing the recording as well as the filmed interview before the programme is broadcast so as to guard against the possibility of unfavourable editing. I should be glad if you would look into this point and keep me in touch with the progress of events.

22 Dec 71

DUS(Air)
For CPPO FROM PR3(RAF) OF BBC-2 MAN

ALIVS PROGRAMME PREPARING PROGRAMME
ON UFOS & HAVE ASKED FOR MOD SPOKESMAN
FOR FILMED INTERVIEW & THIS HAS BEEN
AGREED AS JET TAIL PIPES SEEN THROUGH CLOUD
AT NIGHT OR IN BAD WEATHER CONDITIONS
FREQUENTLY REPORTED AS LIFE'S BBC WANTS TO
FILM AT NIGHT AT WATTISNIAM (OR AT DESK) OF
FILM TO ILLUSTRATE MOD SPOKESMAN'S PIECE
FILMING TO BE GROUNDFLINER ONLY & MUST BE
COMPLETED BY 8 JUNE & ANN THIS AS
APPROVED PLEASE AND ADVISE DATE(S) TO
SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE

DISTRIBUTION (to include originator)

Page 1 of 1

Note: Messages comprising two or more pages must be collated
* These sections must be completed
Copy to: S4(Air)

BBC-2 "MAN ALIVE " PROGRAMME - UFO's

I refer to my minute of even reference dated 13 December.

As arranged on Tuesday 14th December Mr. Davis of S4(Air) and a member of my PR3(RAF) had a meeting with the producer of the programme and discussed details of the BBC's requirements.

In addition to wanting Mr. Davis to appear in a filmed interview, the producer would also like Mr. Davis to appear and participate in a subsequent debate in front of a live audience who would be invited to pose questions.

The producer has been advised that authority has been given for Mr. Davis to appear in a filmed interview. He has also been told that authority for Mr. Davis to take part in the debate is not however likely to be forthcoming. We do not know who will be in the audience and feel that Mr. Davis could well be the target for and other who profess to believe in "little men from outer space".

Unless you have any other thoughts on the matter we propose to tell the BBC that we are only prepared for Mr. Davis to take part in a filmed interview as already agreed.

17.12.71

(P.M. BROTHERS)
AIR COMMANDO
BUC(Air)

Copy to: S4(Air)

DOC-2 "MAN ALIVE" PROGRAMME - UFO'S

1. We have been approached by a producer of the BBC-2 "Man Alive" programme requesting our assistance in a programme which will deal with unidentified flying objects.

2. We understand the programme will contain a number of interviews with members of the public who claim to have sighted UFO's, and the producer has asked if we would agree to nominate a spokesman, also to appear in the programme, who could explain the department's involvement and procedures in dealing with UFO reports. Our spokesman would be required to explain why many of the sightings are over MOD establishments, if such an explanation can be given, to explain our method of dealing with reports, and to discuss inexplicable cases.

3. We have discussed the BBC's request with S4(Air), and it is proposed that Mr Davis of S4, together with Dr Walton of the Defence Scientific Intelligence Staff, and a representative from my PR3(RAF) branch should visit the BBC tomorrow, Tuesday, to discuss the producer's requirements.

4. Subject to this meeting being satisfactory from our point of view the producer would like to film an interview later this week preferably on Wednesday or Thursday. Mr Davis has indicated his willingness to take part in an interview on the lines mentioned above and I would be grateful for your agreement to this proposed course of action.

Dec 71

P M BROTHERS
AIR COMMANDER
DPR(RAF)
brief Details of Enclosures

1. Enclosure 1 has been received from the BBC requesting our assistance in making a programme on UFOs.

2. DPR feels in principle that we should assist and sees no objection to a suitable spokesman appearing in front of a camera as necessary to describe the department's involvement with UFOs and the course of action we follow when reports are received.

3. As will be seen from the letter however the BBC would appear to regard their own film as material which might itself be examined and it would appear to be an original proposition that someone should go along to see it and comment as necessary. Perhaps we should discuss the matter further as soon as possible. The BBC have indicated there is a fair degree of urgency.

7 Dec 71
T Downes
PR3(RAF)

Site of Action

Spoke Mr. Downes, who will arrange to speak to Miss Parnor for Dr. Winton DL SQY and myself to view BBC material and discuss further MOD involvement on 14 Dec.

Dec 71
S A (RAF)
Dear Mr. Downes,

Further to our telephone conversation of Friday afternoon, following on the large number of sightings of UFO's in the Banbury area within the last three months, we are making a fifty minute documentary film for BBC-2 on the history and interest in this sort of phenomena. Having assimilated quite a lot of witnesses, film evidence (though this is of course, extremely difficult to come by) and interviews, we feel we need to add to the programme an authoritative opinion, or possible explanation, for some of the phenomena.

There seems to be such a plethora of evidence, obviously much of it explicable, that we feel it would be a good idea to have someone come in, look at it, and possibly account for some of the material we have.

Perhaps you could call me at the above number on extension 6305 when you have decided who the best person would be to do this.

Yours sincerely,

T. Downes, Esq.,
R.A.F., P.R.O.,
Room 0332,
Ministry of Defence,
Whitehall, S.W.1.
DUS(Air)/E254

US of S (RAF)

BBC2 "MAN ALIVE" PROGRAMME - UFOS

I think you will wish to see the attached minute by Mr. Davis about the television programme on UFOs in which he is taking part. I think you will agree that this is shaping up very well. You will note that the studio debate which will complete the programme is to take place on 25 January and that it is intended to show the programme on BBC2 at 8.10 p.m. on 2 February.

You will note also what Mr. Davis says in his paragraph 6 about the possibility of a preview of the edited programme. I have discussed this question with him and DPR(IA) and we are all agreed that we should not try to insist upon such a preview. In view of the generally helpful attitude of the producer it seems unlikely that our position will be prejudiced by unfavourable editing. We did agree, however, that if after the debate had taken place felt that anything he had said might be misinterpreted in a way unfavourable to us, he might, if he thought fit, approach the producer informally to see whether anything could be done to correct the matter.

If you approve, I will ask Mr. Davis to proceed as indicated in his minute subject to the points mentioned above.

Hugh

18 January 1972

DUS(Air)
1. The contents of a Branch Folder should be restricted to copies of items on a Registered File, and minor internal branch items.

2. Branch Folders are for use only within the originating division directorate, or branch. They are not to be sent to other divisions or directorates. Their movements are NOT recorded by the Registry.
1. UFO reports are received in the MOD from a variety of sources, mostly from members of the public, but also from the police and service units. The reports are examined in the MOD by experienced staff who have access to all information available to the staff. They call on the full scientific resources of the MOD and may call in expert advice as necessary from other bodies such as the Royal Observatory and the Met office.

2. These reports have remained unexplained because insufficient information was given in the report. Although positive identification cannot be made in these cases there was nothing in the reports to suggest that the incidents to which they referred were any different in kind from the incidents mentioned in reports which were identified.

3. No! Certainly not to our knowledge.

4. MOD interest is limited to the possible defence implications to the UK. Of course, we studied the Colorado University into the scientific study of UFOs) with great interest and found that their conclusions accorded very closely with our own experience.

5. I am sorry but I cannot really help here as our detailed records go back only to 1959. But I can say that a number of Met Balloons were released in the Antarctic regions during the IGY. 57 stations were involved, spread round the Antarctic coastline and nearby islands. The balloons were of various shapes and were released daily in blocks of ten days from each of the stations. But in the absence of individual correlations, which I do not possess, I cannot say that the UFOs reported were in fact balloons.

6. I am not sure if you mean UFOs seen from other aircraft or from the ground? If you are referring to sightings from other aircraft then I would mention three types of sighting which are fairly well known to
experienced aircrew but not always to their passengers. These are:-

a. The Corona affect of the shadow of the aircraft on a cloud layer below.
b. Lights from inside the aircraft reflecting on the cabin windows.
c. The **aurora borealis** or northern lights which can give quite dramatic affects in norther latitudes.

7. The film sequence was consistent with an aircraft emitting a condensation trail or dumping fuel.

8. I have done what dwelling I could into RAF and army records including checking the personal file of Lieutenant-colonel Sir Harryace Beschamp who was commanding the 5th Bn of the Norfolk regiment on the day the disappeared. Incidentally the Bn concerned was the first 1/5 Norfolks and not the first 1/4 as mentioned in the question. I would like to read you an extract from the history of the Norfolk regiment by **[redacted]** which I think explains the incident but I have been a to find no trace of any Affidavit that they disappeared into what might have been UFOs.

9. MOD interest is purely limited to defence implications and expenditure of public funds on investigations for scientific purposes which go beyond our defence interest would not be justified.

10. No we have not sponsored any scientific programme and again there would be no justification for expending public money in duplicating studies which had already been carried out elsewhere - for example the Colorado University report to which I referred.

11. All UFO reports received in the MOD are investigated by appropriate experts who approach the problem with open minds and without pre-conceived ideas.
12. I have seen the reports from Mrs X—many of them—emanating in these very carefully drawn Hieroglyphics seen in a beam of light coming from a UFO at, I think, about 3 o’clock one morning. I would just comment on their similarity with astronomical symbols in normal use— for example that looks very much like Neptune and this one like the symbol for Jupiter. Perhaps Mrs X was quite subconsciously allowing her general astronomical interest to suggest images to her inner vision. I think UFO’s like beauty are often in the eye of the beholder.

13. I do not say that we accept it as a probability. We do accept the possibility to quote Condon—We received no evidence to suggest that there has been any extra-terrestrial activity so far.

14. That is a Hypothetical question. The policy would be decided in the light of facts obtaining at the time of such an action, if it did arise. And policy is decided by Ministers not by Civil Servants or Scientists in the Ministry.
Introduction - Not an expert
- Civil servant - liaison between ATC & Sci. Dep., resp. for coord. action on UFO reports
- Also been described as interface between operators of ATC and 'great Br. public'

Origins of UFOs - Montgolfier bros. 1783
- Icarus - Greek word for it - Eng. U. falling
- UFO societies (since 1945?)

Dealing with reports - Civil, to ops. & inter. centres, examined by specialist staff.
Sometimes to Met. Off. & R. Observer up to stage of no defense implied

Blue Book (Colordo) - 1. No UFO report indicates threat
- 2. No indication of threats beyond present science known
- 3. No indication that incidents are extraterrestrial

Own involvement - Limited by Case Memo 9, in 1944
- Vestured on to UFO in 1956
The attached folder contains the papers connected with Mr. Davis' lecture for Radio Oxford.

The plan is No 8, 9 & 10 and the information we obtained on the subject is at Es 8 and 9. I do not know whether the incident was, in fact, mentioned at the recording. Nor do I know whether Mr. Davis suggested the BBC do their own research. We did not pursue it with him.

Jan. 16.
Dear [Name]

Thank you for your letter of 17 March and for the copy of the UFO Register.

With regard to your enquiry about an incident which occurred on 11 January, we receive one report of the incident a few days after it occurred. As you know, the Ministry of Defence investigates UFO reports solely because of their possible defence implications. Our investigations into the report revealed no unauthorised air activity.

However, the description we received was consistent with that of an aircraft flying with the use of its afterburners which were switched off as the observer watched it. I am afraid, however, that we could not justify the expenditure of time and effort which would be required to check with all the military establishments whose activities could have prompted the report.

Mr Crowther has perused the UFO Register and has commented that it tends to confirm that a considerable number of people think they have seen unusual objects in the sky, but it does not take us much closer to knowing what they are.

Yours sincerely

MISS G J JAMIESON
Dear [Name],

Mr. Davis has asked me to reply to your letter of 9 November about the Suvla Bay "incident". As you know, Mr. Davis has now left this branch.

I understand from the Army Department that papers covering the 1914–15 War are now located at the Public Record Office, Chancery Lane, London WC2, with which you should pursue your enquiries.

If, after consulting the Public Record Office, you require any further assistance the Historical Section of the Ministry of Defence Library (Central and Army) would be pleased to give what help they can.

Yours sincerely,

Miss G J Jamieson
9th November, 1972.

Dear Anthony,

It has been a long time since I received your most kind and welcome letter, which was in August in fact, for which I thank you and offer my apologies for the delay in replying. However the delay was to some extent deliberate as I have been awaiting further information relating to the alleged Sulva Bay 'incident'.

The contents of the letter from a self-confessed witness to the occurrence included such vivid and intriguing details and factars that I felt the nature of this account warranted some in-depth research. Hence the relevant file now in hand is growing fast, although progress seems slow in proportion to the paper weight (somewhat reminiscent of R.A.F. service!). I have now reached a point where I must refer to the Ministry of Defence for relevant background information; knowing of your interest I am seeking your advice and possible assistance before proceeding in this direction.

In order to verify the actual facts pertaining to the circumstances prevailing at the time of the alleged incident, it is necessary for me to have access to the War Diaries and/or 'Digest of Service' describing the involvement of the 9th Battalion, Sherwood Foresters at Gallipoli throughout 1915. I am advised by the Regimental Secretary, Lt.Col. G.P. Gofton-Salmond, that these are held by the M.O.D. and that I should apply to the Historical section for permission to study them. Assuming that I would be permitted to do so a problem arises inx that I may be unable to visit M.O.D. depending upon 'business hours'. Is it possible that you can help me at all in this respect? I shall await your advice, which will be very much appreciated.

On a more personal note, I was sorry to learn of your posting from 34F(Air) especially in view of your much appreciated assistance and attitude of co-operation regarding my enquiries during the past year. However, you will no doubt be already settled into your new post which I trust in a pleasant one. Perhaps, if the opportunity arises, we may meet again - I believe it's your round next time!

Kind regards. Yours sincerely,
AWARENESS
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A WIND OF CHANGE

What are UFOs? Where do they come from? Why do they visit us? Are they hostile? These are some of the questions now being asked about UFOs.

The old fundamental question "Do UFOs exist?" is now seldom heard, thereby suggesting that at long last the reality of UFOs is becoming much more widely accepted than hitherto.

Ufological investigations are now more concerned with finding out about what propels these aerial visitants, what entities operate them, what those entities are really like, why are they visiting Earth, and why are they usually secretive about their activities. And so the questions go on.

Magazines of various UFO organisations are beginning to publish more articles of a scientific nature, and newspapers are adopting a more serious approach, the Daily Mail recently serializing the subject of UFOs in considerable detail. Such developments, of course, cannot prevent the continued formulation of unusual or bizarre theories about UFOs, such as the latest one advocating that, when certain and carefully unspecified human beings are making love, a telepathic beam is transmitted, which UFOs use as a homing beam! Such purile nonsense has bedevilled ufology for far too long. The appearance recently of many more scientifically oriented articles in the UFO literature is, however, a most welcome trend and one to be encouraged and developed as widely as possible. It is a refreshing "wind of change."

The Editor.
SOME THOUGHTS ON THE SO-CALLED YADELTHORPE METEORITE.

by J.B. Delair.

On 8th June, 1963, a stone fell with a faint whistling sound outside 7 Cresta Drive, Yaddleton, near Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire (national grid reference SE.885J-751), an event witnessed by the tenants, Mr. P. Wood, and by Mr. D. Wood. A sulphurous smell was noticed by both observers immediately after the stone struck the ground.

Although the local press carried short accounts of this fall, a proper report on the stone did not appear until September, 1971, when R.D. Morton and W.S. Sargeant published the results of a detailed examination of the stone in The Mercian Geologist, vol. 4, No. 1, 1971, pp.37-40 (see "Two Supposed East Midlands Meteorites: I, The Yaddleton (Lincolnshire) Stone"). The findings of these eminent geologists are most interesting, and, so far as ufologists are concerned, deserve very special consideration, and give rise to all kinds of speculation. This paper summarizes their conclusions and suggests possible explanations for this particular cosmic visitor.

Laboratory tests of the Yaddleton stone conducted in the geological departments of Nottingham University, and the subsequent sectioning of the specimen, disclosed that, as well as being free of nickel-iron content (normally common in meteorites), it consisted largely of graphite, geothite, gehlenite, and glass, being also devoid of sulphur. Under a low-power microscope the stone showed numerous irregular rounded bodies and graphite plates set in a finer matrix. Its surface was finely porous and, unusual for a meteorite, extensively cracked. Indeed, so extraordinary was this stone that the geologists named above felt obliged to note that the lack of metallic-bearing minerals in the stone was noteworthy and "difficult to explain" (ibid.).

Dr. H.H. Key, of the British Museum (Natural History), who was also consulted during the course of the investigation of this specimen, concluded that it was a small fragment, originally of graphite-rich cast iron with glassy inclusions of slag, which had undergone a long period of terrestrial weathering, in which the iron had been totally oxidised (ibid.). He added that similar material is not uncommon in glassy blast-furnace slags. Finally, Morton and Sargeant concluded:

"Whilst it is recognized that to assume any meteorite must necessarily possess characters in common with previously accepted meteorites has its inherent dangers as a circular argument, mineralogical evidence is certainly heavily against the Yaddleton stone being a meteorite. The observed circumstances of its arrival, so exactly correct for a meteorite, remain to be explained" (ibid., p.39).

So much for the recorded facts and the results of detailed studies.

In the Yaddleton store, therefore, we have an object which, although falling exactly like a meteorite, seems on mineralogical investigation to be quite unlike any previously recorded meteorite and to be composed of matter originally resembling graphite-rich cast iron. One authority also thought it had undergone weathering, which, to his mind, must have been terrestrial. Confronted with these facts the enquirer may readily admit to bafflement. It is, however, possible to speculate along certain lines which, although perhaps not universally acceptable to orthodox scientific circles, may not be altogether unfamiliar to ufologists. Some of these are briefly developed as follows.

The first fact is that this object fell from the sky. Being essentially of stony composition, the logical inference is that it is a meteorite, such as fell quite regularly upon the Earth, otherwise it has to be interpreted as a stone hurled into the air by some volcanic upheaval many miles distant and which just happened to descend at Yaddleton, or it was dropped by some passing aircraft or by a bird which, for reasons best known to itself, was carrying it while flying over Yaddleton on 8th June, 1963.

In our contention this last possibility is so remote, considering the appreciable size of the stone, as to be untenable, while the jettisoning from an airplane explanation is scarcely less convincing. With regard to the volcanic eruption hypothesis, it is comparatively simple to calculate how far such an eruption would have to be in order for an object the size and weight of the Yaddleton stone to be flung skywards and still fall in northeastern Lincolnshire. In short, the eruption would have to be no further away from Yaddleton than 100 miles. There was no volcanic eruption that close to Yaddleton on the date in question, or even on the preceding day, or week, or month, or year, or century! We are, therefore, obliged to agree with Morton and Sargeant that, so far as the circumstances of its arrival are concerned, the Yaddleton stone behaved exactly like a meteorite.

But we are informed that its compositional characters were
disturbingly non-meteorlike, and that some of the evidence suggested that the stone had been subjected to a long period of weathering. If, as discussed above, the stone was not dropped by a bird or from a passing airplane, and could not have been hurled into the sky by volcanic activity (demonstrably nonexistent in or near Britain on the relevant date), then the Yaddithorpe stone can only have had an extraterrestrial origin. If the apparent weathering discerned by Dr. Hey really did occur, then the process must have taken place on another world, presumably long ago in view of the great amount of time it must have taken the stone to reach Earth from its as yet unknown place or origin.

Opinion has also been cited that originally the specimen was composed of graphite-rich cast iron. If it really was cast iron then it was produced artificially by some form of intelligence! On another world where weathering seemingly took place after the object had been produced and, seemingly, discarded. Its apparent resemblance to furnaces also can only mean that, even if the present object was not deliberately manufactured for its own sake, it was at least a by-product of a process utilized for manufacturing something else. Such activities are the prerogative of intelligent life.

The Yaddithorpe stone, therefore, may well be a most important item of evidence for those contending that we are not alone in the universe, and that some forms of extraterrestrial life are at least as advanced technologically as ourselves. Most ufologists have been arguing along such lines from other evidence for years. Outstanding questions now confronting us are, should the geologists' conclusions be regarded as reliable (and there is no evidence suggesting that they are not), and if so, is the Yaddithorpe stone a genuine artifact indicative of intelligent endeavour on another world? The only really certain point is that it is highly unlikely that any of the geologists concerned fully realized the massive implications of the conclusions they reached.

"THAT WAS THE BROADER - THAT WAS"
by
Richard Roebuck

B.B.C. RADIO OXFORD
10th August, 1972 - "In the Eye of the Beholder" (repeated 14th August)
17th August, 1972 - "The Delusion and Dilemma" (repeated 21st August)

As producer and editor of the above two programmes, I have been asked by the Editor of Awareness to write an article on the broadcasts. The question is what can I say about them now? In any case doesn't the man realize that nine months research for such productions is quite enough without having to consider a post-mortem? But why think in terms of a post-mortem? There must be one or two points of interest which might appeal to the reader. Yes... how take that day, 26th October, last year. There I was firmly embedded in the carpet at B.B.C. Radio Oxford discussing the possibility of a documentary-type programme on UFOs with the Programme Organizer. Just at the very moment I was saying something like "... there's plenty of material to make it interesting," that ATV camera crew were excitedly filming that high flying mystery at Enstone, just fifteen miles north-east of our studios. Only something as unpredictable as UFOs could 'go commercial' at a time like that! and I swear on the Radio Times that it was no publicity stunt.

What else?

No, forget the whole idea. I'm a radio freelance, not a magazine writer. I mean, who is likely to be interested in how it all came about? Do you think that anyone would want to know that my initial interest stemmed from idle curiosity in those things that people keep seeing in the sky? (Alright, alright - and on the ground too). True enough, there appeared to me to be serious implications in some of the UFO reports that have come to light, once I began to go into the subject more deeply. That is what made me think that it was about time that an objective documentary was presented on radio. Fortunately - thanks to the policy of Local Radio Broadcasting, and more specifically the open-mindedness of Owen Bestley, Radio Oxford's Programme Organizer - I was able to do something about that. But which UFO magazine reader wants to know all that?

Of course, I could mention that the first programme was more or less a general summary of the UFO controversy - involving interviews with witnesses to UFO occurrences, the Ministry of Defence, Professor J. Allen Hynek, and Brinsley Le Poer Trench, amongst others. The second, I would go on to say, consisted in the main of an interview with Derek Mansell, John Howse and Fred Popey of the Data Research Division, discussing problems associated with UFO research and appropriate examples of UFO incidents. The original idea was for one half-hour programme, but because of the enormous amount of relevant material collected the second additional programme was sanctioned.

There must be more that an experienced journalist or critic could add to that, but I'm in the position of being neither. So that exhausts that idea!
Perhaps this is a good opportunity, however, for me to comment on the assistance given me during the preparation for the programme, by CONTACT and the Data Research Division at Oxford. Although my research was carried out independently their help and the information they provided was invaluable. Perhaps it is ironic that the programmes were not really designed to satisfy people such as those who are already dedicated to serious objective study of the phenomenon, but more as an informative feature for the non-involved listener.

In fact "In the eye of the beholder" might have been retitled "UFOs for beginners!" As it happens believe, according to my "spies," that the programmes were approved of by UFO researchers, if only because they attempted not to convince anyone of any beliefs concerning UFOs, but offered the listeners a balanced picture and informed view, so that they might draw their own conclusions from the facts and opinions presented.

I hope we succeeded.

Having done my homework fairly thoroughly, I would agree with those who feel that the whole UFO thing has been treated carelessly by the press and television in the past. Generally speaking, it seems to have been good for a few sensational and entertaining items, with little regard for serious speculation.

That is not to say that I - or anyone with common sense - think that UFOs should be sanctified or be the subject of undue reverence; that would be a ghastly mistake. Humour is after all an interpretation of reflected reality. No, it is merely that, like any other mystery of creation, the flying saucer is due its fair share of objective consideration. Hence the Radio Oxford programmes.

Through the courtesy of your magazine, I would like to acknowledge the advice and assistance received not only from CONTACT personnel, but also Mr. Anthony Davis and PAB at the Ministry of Defence; The Novosti Press Agency; BMFRA; Anthony Pace; APBO; Prof. J. Allen Hynek; Dr. Berthold Schwartz; The Hon. Brinsley Le Poer Trench; and BBC producers David Filkin, Peter Goodchild and Chris Bishop, without whom this article would have been a whole lot shorter!

"YOU AND ME"
by

Brinsley Le Poer Trench

Your Editor has invited me to contribute a regular column to 'Awareness.'

In this column I am going to put down my thoughts. You, the reader, may or may not agree with them. I would be happy to have your views. Let us make this part of the magazine a kind of forum for the exchange of ideas. In short, let us put contact into action. It takes more than one person to make contact. Write to me and in succeeding contributions I will try and bring out your ideas. Please do not expect me to answer letters, as I am already swamped with mail, I will deal with your points in my articles. This should be most stimulating.

In the 1950s and early 1960s the general view among the UFOlogists of those years was that the UFOs came from extraterrestrial sources. That is, if not from our own Solar System, then from somewhere else in our Galaxy. This was the E.T. Theory.

Now, the pendulum has swung the other way round and the popular view seems to be that the UFOs come from invisible parallel universes.

Frankly, looking back in retrospect, we really know very little. However, I would like to throw out some thoughts for your consideration.

First of all, though I think that there is a lot to be said for the Parallel Universe Concept, I do not think that the E.T. Theory should be entirely discarded. It seems to me that UFOlogy is getting in to a similar position to women's dress fashions. Mini skirts one year and Maxi the next.

Let us take another look at this somewhat discounted E.T. Theory. The first point that comes to our attention is that leading astronomers, both sides of the Atlantic, including Dr. Harlow Shapley, the doyen of American astronomers; Sir Bernard Lovell, director of the Jodrell Bank Radio Telescope; professor Fred Hoyle (Plumian Professor of Astronomy at Cambridge University); and Dr. Carl Sagan of Cornell University, have all postulated that millions of planets in our Galaxy - the Milky Way - and indeed, in other Galaxies, may well be inhabited.

Furthermore, our own Fred Hoyle, has hinted that there might be a Galactic civilisation and that we should get our name into what he terms the 'Galactic telephone directory.'

Of course, there must be intelligent life on millions of planets in our physical universe. You just could not have a lot of empty mudballs floating around in space, devoid of life. That would be a mockery of Creation! It wouldn't make any sense at all.
Now, we here on Earth have only had our present technol
gy for some two hundred years, and we are just an average third-
rate planet. In the basis of the Law of Averages, there must be
planets in the Galaxy far more developed in every field, possibly
thousands of years or even millions, in advance of us. Just
imagine what they could do!

The great argument that the anti-E.T. Ufologists and scienti-
lists generally, produce against the E.T. Theory are the dist-
ances involved for the UFOs to come here. They quote the number
of Light Years involved. I agree that the distances are astro-
nomical and awesome! One Light Year is approximately six million
miles per year, and when you think that the nearest star system
outside our own solar system, is Proxima Centauri, 26 million
miles away, then you may get my message.

The anti-E.T. critics stated that it would take an awful lot
of years for UFOs to come from even the nearest star system to
us, and many scientists have added that it was impossible for us
to travel faster than the speed of Light, that is, about 186,000
miles per second, and so it would be impossible for us to reach
the stars, and presumably for UFOs to come to us. They said
that the late Albert Einstein had stated that it was a fact that
we couldn't travel faster than the speed of Light and that this
was the final word on the matter!

Well, of course, it now transpires that this is not true.
We are indebted to Ivan T. Sanderson, the well-known biologist,
and a member of our Royal Society, a former member of the British
Naval Intelligence, now resident in the United States and author
of two very interesting UFO books, for telling us that Einstein
meant no such thing.

Sanderson was a personal friend of Einstein, and shortly be-
fore the great man's death, had an interview with him. All
Einstein envisaged was that when an object was travelling at the
speed of Light it would turn into infinite mass.

Now, Professor John A. Wheeler, Professor of physics at
Princeton University, for better or worse, was co-discoverer of
the Hydrogen Bomb. He has done some in depth research into
Einstein's theories and has come up with the idea that we can
definitely reach the stars one fine day. An article about his
work edited by Adrian Berry was published in the 7th May, 1971
issue of the Daily Telegraph Colour Magazine. Although this
article was not discussing UFOs but the possibility of us reach-
ing the stars, and Professor Wheeler thinks it is more than
possible that we will be able to do so, as a result of his con-
clusions, it is my considered opinion that this article should
be standard reading for every ufologist.

It is the most important article that has ever appeared in print
regarding the work of an eminent scientist on space travel.

I have not the space here available to go into all the tech-
nical details in this article. Do try and get hold of a copy if
you can from the Daily Telegraph. Briefly, Professor Wheeler,
as a result of his work considers that it is possible for us to
reach the stars almost instantaneously when we have the know-how.
In short, this trip would not involve all the many years envi-
rage by the anti-E.T. group.

The whole trouble is that as so often happens most people
look at a problem based on their present knowledge, and this
quite frankly, is a ridiculous thing to do with Ufology. We are
probably dealing with people thousands, possibly millions, of
years beyond us in every field.

Now, let us take a look at the Parallel Universe concept.
First of all, I must make it clear that Professor Wheeler states
that in order to reach the stars we have to go into an area where
Time and Space do not exist, rather similar to the Hyper space
that the Science Fiction writers have been talking about in their
stories. Wheeler terms it Superspace. When I read the article
about his work it thrilled me, because in my book 'FORBIDDEN
HERITAGE,' published in 1965 by Neville Spearman, I had written
about something akin. Wheeler states that the stars of the phy-
ysical universe is in a doughnut and that all the stars and
galaxies of the universe are on the curved surface of the dough-
nut. The hole inside represents the mysterious region of Super-
space, in which Time and Space do not exist. All Journeys
through it are therefore instantaneous.

In my book I postulated that the physical universe and man-
kind were originally made by some of the 'Sons of God,' and that
this physical universe in which we have our being was a bastard
one, deriving from four original Cosmic Ones. Professor Wheeler
stated that this physical universe was an addition to something
created before, bear in my own conclusions.

However, what I want to put over in this article is that it
is more than possible that people from other planets in this
universe, that is, from various galaxies, may be capable of
visiting us. Professor Wheeler has shown us in the article
edited by Adrian Berry that it is possible for us to visit the
stars. So, the corollary must also be true, that the UFOs can
visit us! Especially, if they are so much more advanced than us,
which many planets in the universe must obviously be.

It seems that the sooner to the point of origin of the
UFOs is a mixture of both the E.T. Theory and the Parallel
Universe one. Both may play their part in this Cosmic conundrum.
In my next article, I will give a contrary view backed up with
some sterling evidence.
It is always a pleasure to encounter a book discussing controversial material in an objective, dispassionate manner, and such a book is MYSTERIES FROM FORGOTTEN WORLDS by Charles Berlitz. Indeed, the author of this splendid book, is to be congratulated not only for sustaining this desirable approach throughout but also for presenting such a vast array of facts so lucidly and in such eminently readable form.

In addition to discussing awe-some well-known topics as the Great Pyramid of Egypt, lost continents, cyclopean stone-work in the Pacific and Andean South America, and the evidence of advanced prehistoric cartography, Mr. Berlitz introduces us to several less well known, and in some cases only recently discovered, aspects of prehistory, simultaneously showing them to be yet other pieces of a gigantic jigsaw puzzle concerned with the origins of civilization on this planet. Reinforced by a serious of remarkable and truly excellent photographs, ancient ruined cities, prehistoric mummified bodies, immense ancient statues in caves, gold models of mechanical objects (such as an apparent aeroplane dating from pre-Columbian times in Peru) and a great deal of recently accumulated field evidence are discussed as pointers to a remotely ancient time when a powerful worldwide cultural force existed in a world topographically different from that we now inhabit. The enormous tectonic upheavals responsible for these topographical changes are also discussed, not only in their relation to Earth structure but also in connection with their obliteration and scattering of the remnants of this former global culture. In short, Mr. Berlitz assembles all the above and much other diverse material and shows how each item constitutes a precious clue to what, in reality, is a colossal prehistoric riddle. His revolutionary answer to what happened to these early civilized peoples is both compelling and astonishing, and certainly turns on end Man's accepted view of his ancient past.

Ufologists will find this book of particular interest for its references and photographs respecting early flying machines, monuments and effigies of sizes so vast they can only be appreciated from airborne craft, and maps and charts that could only have been created by a people having knowledge of advanced navigation, mathematics, and, as suspected, powered airflight.

Very few books dealing exclusively with UFO sightings in the southern hemisphere have been published to date, thus it is both timely and a refreshing change to review one that does so. Ufologists everywhere should be extremely grateful to Mr. Harvey for bringing together such an amazing array of UFO cases recorded from Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, and New Guinea. Especially important is the fact that nearly one half of these were unpublished until they were featured in Mr. Harvey's eminently readable book. These are frequently of the highest interest and, collectively, show that UFOs are seen as commonly in the countries just mentioned as in other regions of the world. Several of the cases are also utterly absorbing.

Although the title of this book is strictly inaccurate, since no survey is provided for those parts of Africa and South America that lie south of the equator, the book itself will provide long remain the best and most complete source of information for those wishing to study UFOs over Australia. Apparently free from typographical errors, and altogether free of theories and hypotheses, this book is a must for anyone wishing to unravel the UFO puzzle in its widest sense. Although only obtained direct from Hampton Press, Henley, New South Wales, 211, it is well worth the cost of sending 20s. for a copy.

UFO sighting reports for the first half of 1972 from this country were notable for their absence, than as the year progressed it became obvious that many sightings had been made but for some unknown reason people have been very nice to send in report details. This is not good enough if we are to check out reports with the official sources - Ministry of Defence, Weather and Tracking Stations, local airfields and military establishments. We must get the information to them within one month of the date of sighting (at the latest), so please, wherever possible, report to us straight away.
Now, a few remarks on the Banbury 'Flap.' This 'Flap' set the UFO scene alight in the Midlands in 1971, with hundreds of reports being received from people in all walks of life for about 4 months. Nearly every aspect of the UFO phenomena was reported during this period. UFO forms included saucers, dumbbells, crosses, bright lights, spiky balls and many other shapes; also white hairy monsters and other entities were reported. It really seemed that at last we had a large 'flap' on the doorstep of Data Research, but it was not to be, the so-called 'flap' became, and still is, a thorn in our sides. Thus after time sightings turned out to be hoaxes, witnesses could not be traced or were not known at the addresses given, and some of the addresses did not exist. One thing is becoming clear, this was not a big 'flap' but another case of a few genuine and very good sightings made and reported, then, owing to news coverage of various kinds, many people decided to jump onto the band-wagon and it snowballed from there-on. In one word 'UFOMANIA!' - on a large scale.

While all this was going on, the 'lun' tray was steadily filling up and it has since been found that many very good, well-witnessed sightings were occurring in many other parts of this country, and also abroad in places such as Yugoslavia, Sweden and Norway.

The sorting, checking and evaluating of this vast amount of information is still proceeding, and the final analysis is expected to appear in a future issue of the "UFO Register."

J.L. Bosse

RECENT UFO REPORTS

The following are brief accounts of some of the more interesting reports received. It must be pointed out, however, that these have not yet been fully evaluated, so the objects reported are not necessarily proven UFOs.

JUNE 20th 1972. TIME: 9 AM APPROX. PLACE: PORT BEAUFORT, REP. OF SOUTH AFRICA.

A glowing red oval-shaped object, seen by several witnesses, including two policemen, in the "bush" near a reservoir. The object then turned dark green and then whitish yellow. It had a star-like protruberance at the right of the oval, something that seemed to grow in size as the white light it emitted grew in intensity. One witness fired at the object, and hit the star. After being hit, the object no longer changed colour and took off. The police also shot at the object. They said it was round, black and shiny.

JUNE 22nd 1972. TIME: 1 AM APPROX. PLACE: ASHBURTON, REP. OF SOUTH AFRICA.

Two motorists reported a giant dazzling white light on the Mpuhishi Bridge. Two policemen checked and saw a strange light 2 kilometres away, but it disappeared. The motorists drove their car towards the bridge, and flicked their headlights thinking the light was another car. They stopped, however, and put off their headlights, then saw the object was sitting on the bridge, blocking the entire road. It emitted a blinding white light - "like a huge moon light." The object then shot
straight up into the sky and vanished. According to the police, witnesses were very scared.

JULY 27th 1972. TIME: 10.30 PM. PLACE: CAMPOS, BRAZIL. 2000 witnesses at a football match saw eight unusual orange coloured, silent objects in the sky. They were at a great altitude, but it could easily be seen that seven of them were following a kind of "mother" craft. The radio announcers at the match started to describe the objects, and everyone, including the players, watched them.

AUGUST 3rd 1972. TIME: UNNOTED. PLACE: AUCKLAND, N.Z. A bus driver almost braked his bus to a screeching halt on the harbour bridge, when he saw a mysterious white light "explode into a glow like 10 million candles."

The object resembled a white cigar-shaped light and was hovering over the city. As the witness reached the top of the bridge, the light burst into a powerful glow, lighting up all the clouds around it. The bridge toll-collector also saw the object.

AUGUST 10th 1972. TIME: 3.45 AM APPROX. PLACE: HOUNSLOE, MIDDLESEX. Witnesses: several Police Officers. The object was a diffuse bright white light, otherwise similar to a very large star. It was visible for over 3 hours and was stationary. The witnesses said the object was large and its height considerable. (NB: This could have been a star, but remember, witnesses were Police Officers, and presumably could differentiate between stars and objects.

AUGUST 15th 1972. TIME: UNNOTED. PLACE: LIVERPOOL, LANCASHIRE. Several witnesses saw a number of objects rise vertically, grow in size and give off a brilliant fluorescent light. They were like red flickering lights. Sometimes three or four objects appeared together, on other occasions only one. The lights have been seen for one week by quite a few witnesses.

AUGUST 18th 1972. TIME: 2.25 PM. PLACE: NOTTINGHAM, NOTTS. Witness walking down the road, when a glowing object in the sky, caught his eye. It looked like polished aluminium, and was ball-shaped, with one part chopped off; it was flying silently, then the chopped off part at the rear. At first, it moved horizontally and was extremely low, much lower than aircraft. It then started to go straight up when it seemed to be diamond-shaped. Witness unfortunately carried on walking and couldn't locate object again.
## Catalog

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Estimated Decl.</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4703</td>
<td>70-255P</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Nimbus-D Debris</td>
<td>23 July 72</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4090</td>
<td>72-62A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 499 Payload</td>
<td>01 Aug. 72</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6098</td>
<td>72-46B</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Prognoz-2 Rock</td>
<td>01 Aug. 72</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5583</td>
<td>71-74G</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 436 Debris</td>
<td>02 Aug. 72</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5375</td>
<td>69-32HC</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 324 Debris</td>
<td>05 Aug. 72</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5793</td>
<td>70-19CM</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 376 Payload</td>
<td>06 Aug. 72</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4713</td>
<td>70-97A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 417 Debris</td>
<td>07 Aug. 72</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1301</td>
<td>65-20X</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Prognoz-2 Platform</td>
<td>08 Aug. 72</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6070</td>
<td>72-402</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 472 Payload</td>
<td>12 Aug. 72</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5804</td>
<td>72-04A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>OCO-2 Payload</td>
<td>13 Aug. 72</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2893</td>
<td>67-73A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 498 Rocket</td>
<td>14 Aug. 72</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4740</td>
<td>70-25CP</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 513 Debris</td>
<td>15 Aug. 72</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6075</td>
<td>72-47H</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Prognoz-7 Payload</td>
<td>17 Aug. 72</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6076</td>
<td>72-508</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 485 Payload</td>
<td>18 Aug. 72</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5903</td>
<td>72-26A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>OVI-18 Payload</td>
<td>19 Aug. 72</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5912</td>
<td>71-106X</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 481 Payload</td>
<td>20 Aug. 72</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5902</td>
<td>72-30A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 399 Debris</td>
<td>21 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5906</td>
<td>72-26A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 462 Debris</td>
<td>22 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4843</td>
<td>70-113H</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Prognoz-7 Debris</td>
<td>23 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5344</td>
<td>71-15AZ</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 487 Payload</td>
<td>24 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6006</td>
<td>72-33A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Solrad-10 Debris</td>
<td>25 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5319</td>
<td>71-58C</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Interkosmos-7 Debris</td>
<td>26 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6051</td>
<td>72-67C</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 513 Payload</td>
<td>27 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6135</td>
<td>72-60A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 481 Payload</td>
<td>28 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5906</td>
<td>72-20A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 512 Payload</td>
<td>29 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6130</td>
<td>72-59A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>OVI-16 Payload</td>
<td>30 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5923</td>
<td>72-34A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 485 Payload</td>
<td>31 Aug. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6081</td>
<td>72-47H</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Interkosmos-7 Debris</td>
<td>01 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6006</td>
<td>72-33A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 487 Payload</td>
<td>02 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6075</td>
<td>72-47A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Interkosmos-7 Payload</td>
<td>03 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6137</td>
<td>72-50C</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 513 Debris</td>
<td>04 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4714</td>
<td>70-27B</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 387 Rocket</td>
<td>05 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5802</td>
<td>71-106X</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 462 Debris</td>
<td>06 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5319</td>
<td>71-59C</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Solrad-10 Debris</td>
<td>07 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6097</td>
<td>72-50H</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 486 Rocket</td>
<td>08 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6075</td>
<td>72-47B</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Interkosmos-7 Rocket</td>
<td>09 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3468</td>
<td>62-85WP</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>TITAN 3C/4 Debris</td>
<td>10 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5480</td>
<td>71-79A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 440 Payload</td>
<td>11 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4834</td>
<td>70-113C</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 306 Debris</td>
<td>12 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6096</td>
<td>72-50A</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 498 Payload</td>
<td>13 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5712</td>
<td>69-97AP</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 252 Debris</td>
<td>14 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5816</td>
<td>72-13U</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Cosmos 477 Debris</td>
<td>15 Sept. 72</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Galaxy Press**

*Quest.* Established in 1969. Published entirely by offset. Deals with saucers, the paranormal and other controversial subjects. Up-to-date news items. Fully illustrated. Some of the subjects covered include the Bermuda Triangle, witchcraft, etc.

"I find Quest invaluable in connection with my work on UFO books" - Michael Harvey, author of "Ufos over the Southern Hemisphere", "Strange Happenings", etc. Sample copy $5, $3.00 per year (6 issues).


**UFOLOGY AND THE UFO** by John Frye, $2.00.

**UFOs: THE UNKNOWN FACTOR** by Erich Agen Jr. $2.00.

Send orders to: Galaxy Press, 469, Krug Street, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. Or Miss Susan Stebbing, 57, Selside Ave., Ernest Say, Kent, England.

---

**Perception:** a policy statement from the editor.

**Perception** newsletter, now entering its fourth year, remains an open forum for new ideas, views and discussion on the UFO phenomenon in all its aspects.

I believe supporting one theory to the exclusion of others is unwise in our field of interest. The extra-terrestrial Hypothesis is fine — providing one possesses undeniable evidence of its validity. As we do not possess such evidence, PERCEPTION reflects a variety of thought-provoking opinions on the origin and purposes of UFOs.

Send for a free copy of PERCEPTION. If you like what you see, a $5.00, or cheque brings you three further bi-monthly issues.

Graham Cowell, Editor, PERCEPTION, 14, Kingswood Close, Crofton Place, Orpington, BR6 6PA, Kent.
23rd March, 1972

RO/UFO/1/EJW

I wish to thank you most sincerely for coming to Radio Oxford for the UFO programme interview and giving such detailed attention to points raised.

My only regret is that in my haste to ensure that you were able to catch the return train I had to concentrate on the recording and technicalities, perhaps at the expense of some hospitality and informality; in fact I should have welcomed the opportunity for some less formal conversation and hope that may be possible some time in the future.

One or two points did arise during the interview which I would have liked to expand upon or contest, if time had permitted, but should it be necessary to pursue further any particular aspect of our discussion I will contact you as arranged.

I understand that you would like to listen to a recording of the programmes and I will see if this can be arranged before the broadcast. In any case I will advise you of transmission times when production is completed.

Incidentally I was pleased to note your interest in Contact (U.K.) and hope that the dialogue between both this organisation and M.O.D. will be continued.
I trust you experienced a satisfactory journey to London — following the dash to Oxford station.

Yours most sincerely,

[Signature]

Mr. A. Davis,
Ministry of Defence,
Main Building,
Whitehall,
London S.W.1.
REPORTS RELATED TO BARIUM CLOUD EXPERIMENT

7th September 1971

1. Varyingly described as

"greenish and whitish object, round and oval"
"one bright green light"
"patch of diffused white light"
"one large green light"
"one moon sized round white object"

2. Some 40 reports received from various parts of the country (approx. 20 were received at RAF Leuchars).

3. These observations were linked with the release high in the atmosphere of a barium thermite cloud from a rocket fired from a range in the Hebrides. This was a scientific experiment for the purpose of making certain atmospheric observations.

4. One person enquired why the object was reported to be moving at different speeds. He was told:

"The accurate estimate of the speed of a light seen against the background of the night sky is dependent, inter alia, on the distance the light is from the observer. In this case it would have been an unknown quantity to many of the observers. One would therefore not be surprised if varying estimates of speed were made."

Reizen
BFORKA
Exeter 1961

Cunditon

1) Need for speed & thorough report (preferable)
2) Need for start earlier.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS - REVIEW OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

The review mentioned in M2 has been completed. It has been concluded that there should be no change in the procedures for dealing with UFO reports, that UFO reports should be retained indefinitely and that access to reports should be given to outside bodies only in exceptional circumstances.

2. As the review was prompted by a change in USAF policy on investigating UFOs, the US position is summarised first. Also mentioned is the little that is known of the USSR attitude.

United States

3. The United States Air Force had been studying reports of unidentified flying objects since 1947 (Project Blue Book). The objectives of Project Blue Book were to determine whether UFOs posed a threat to the security of the United States and whether UFOs exhibited any unique scientific information or advanced technology which could contribute to scientific or technical research. It had a permanent staff of three. From 1947 to 1965 inclusive the USAF received over 10,000 unidentified flying object reports and were unable to explain some of these. In April, 1966 the US department of Defense awarded to the University of Colorado a contract for a full scientific study of reports of unidentified flying objects.

4. The main findings of this scientific study, which were made public early in 1969, and were endorsed by a Panel of the National Academy of Sciences are:

/a.
that about 90% of all UFO reports prove to be quite plausibly related to ordinary phenomena;

b. that little, if anything, had come from the study of UFOs in the past 21 years that added to scientific knowledge;

c. that further extensive study of UFO sightings is not justified in the expectation that science will be advanced thereby;

d. no evidence came to light in the study that UFO sightings may represent a defence hazard;

ea. the Department of Defense should continue to handle UFO reports in its normal surveillance operations without the need for special units such as Project Blue Book.

5. On 17th December, 1969 the Department of Defense announced the termination of Project Blue Book.

6. It is not clear how USAF and DOD will deal with reports they will undoubtedly receive in the future. The US Embassy has suggested that as a general rule reports would be dealt with in a very low key at the US base which received the report and any replies to the public would be given by that base. Exceptionally, e.g. if there was Congressional interest, the Department of Defense would answer. The Assistant Air Attaché has offered to clarify the position with the Department of Defense and a reply is expected in due course. However, the answer to this question is not considered to be a crucial factor in the MOD review.

USSR

7. In 1967 Russian newspapers and TV reported that a Commission under a Major General had been set up to investigate UFOs. The Scientific Attaché at the British Embassy in Moscow was subsequently told that there was insufficient material flowing in to the Commission to sustain it and it was disbanded after meeting twice. The Scientific Attaché felt that the initial announcement was due to an oversight by the censor and that the Commission would continue to function...
NOTES ON SUPPLEMENTARIES

Further investigation?
Unexplained reports contained nothing to suggest that the incidents were different in kind from those which had been identified. Manpower required to make further investigation (e.g. by interrogation of observers) is beyond present resources of the MOD and expenditure of public funds would not be justified in pursuing such will-o-the-wisps.

Defence threat?
No evidence found as yet to suggest UFOs represent any defence threat to the United Kingdom.

Unexplained UFO reports in 1971?
Analysis of the reports received in MOD in 1971 has not yet been completed.

Release of reports to outside agencies
Correspondence between MOD and members of public treated as confidential. Could not be released without observer's permission or editing to preserve anonymity. Also scrutiny would be necessary to ensure that no classified information was inadvertently disclosed. UFO records closed to public scrutiny until available in accordance with Public Record Acts at end of 30 years.
Release to scientific organisations

A request by a major scientific organisation of high standing with strong reasons for obtaining access to reports would be considered on its merits.

Destruction of reports pre-1962?

Not the practice of the Ministry of Defence to destroy important papers. Had any reports received before 1962 contained evidence which had any implications for the defence of the United Kingdom they would have been retained.

International effort to seek explanation of UFOs?

Our experience in the field of UFO investigation would not justify the UN in taking the initiative in such a project. Any proposal put forward by an international organisation such as the UN would be considered on its merits.
REVIEW
OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
BY A
PANEL OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Copyright, National Academy of Sciences, 1969. This book, or any parts thereof, may not be reproduced in any form without written permission from the publisher except that review in whole, or in part, is permitted for any United States Government.
Review of the University of Colorado Report on Unidentified Flying Objects by a Panel of the National Academy of Sciences

The Panel was appointed in the latter part of October and early November 1968. The charge to the Panel was "to provide an independent assessment of the scope, methodology, and findings of the (University of Colorado) study as reflected in the (University's) Report." While the Panel largely restricted its review to this charge, it was thought both appropriate and necessary that the Panel become familiar with various scientific points of view as presented in other publications and reports by technically trained persons.

It was not the task of the Panel to conduct its own study of UFOs or to invite advocates, scientifically trained or not, of various points of view to hearings. The task was to study the University's Report and to assess: First, its scope; namely, did the Report, in the opinion of the Panel, cover those topics that a scientific study of UFO phenomena should have embraced? Second, its methodology; namely, did the Report, in the opinion of the Panel, reveal an acceptable scientific methodology and approach to the subject? Third, its findings; namely, were the conclusions and interpretations warranted by the evidence and analyses as presented in the Report and were they reasonable?

The Panel began its review immediately after the Report became available on November 15, 1958, by an initial reading of the Report by each member of the Panel during a two-week period. The Panel convened on December 7 for a discussion of members' initial assessments, for consideration of the Panel's charge (scope, methodology, and findings in the Report), and for declination of further steps in its review. The latter included the study of other documents presenting views and findings of technically trained persons (e.g., the documents cited above), further examination of the Report's summary and findings, and further directed study of specialized chapters of the Report by appropriate members of the Panel. Extensive discussion, both by correspondence and by telephone, occurred during this period. The Panel met again on January 6, 1959, to conclude its deliberations and to prepare its findings, which are presented below.

I. SCOPE

The study by the University of Colorado commenced in October 1956 and continued for about two years. Case studies of 59 reports of UFOs are presented in detail, with 68 plates; of these, ten reports predated the project, but were so well documented that they were included. A chapter is devoted to UFOs in history, one to UFO study programs in foreign countries, and one to UFOs reported in the 20 years preceding the study. Ten chapters are devoted to perceptual problems, processes of perception and reporting, psychological aspects of UFO reports, optics, radar, sonic boom, atmospheric electricity and plasma interpretations, balloons, instrumentation for UFO searches, and statistical analyses. (Twenty-four appendices add detailed technical background to the study. Volume 4 concludes with an index of 27 pages.)

In our opinion the scope of the study was adequate to its purpose: a scientific study of UFO phenomena.

II. METHODOLOGY

As a rule, field trips were made to investigate UFO reports only if they were less than a year old. The Report states that nearly all UFO sightings are of short duration, seldom lasting an hour and usually for a few minutes. Thus most investigations consisted of interviews with persons who made reports. Three teams, usually consisting of two persons each (a physical scientist and a psychologist), were employed in field investigations where telephonic communication with UFO-sighting individuals gave hope of gaining added information. The aim was to get a team to the site
as quickly as possible after a reported sighting. (It was found
that nearly all cases could be classified in such categories as
pranks, hoaxes, naive interpretations, and various types of mis-
interpretations. A few events, which did not fit these categories,
are left unexplained.)

Materials and conditions amenable to laboratory approaches
were investigated — e.g., alleged UFO parts by chemical analysis,
avtomobile ignition f.,ure by simulation studies, and UFO photography
by photogrammetric analyses. (Of 35 photographic cases investigated,
ine are said to give evidence of probable fabrication, seven are
classified as natural or man-made phenomena, twelve provided ins-
sufficient data for analysis, and seven were considered to be
possible fabrications; none proved to be "real objects with high
strangeness.")

Technically trained personnel were utilized by the University.
The University group included a sub-group on field investigations
of UFO reports; their narration and interpretations of cases are
reasonable and adequate. Leading groups were engaged under contract
for specialized work — e.g., Stanford Research Institute on radar
anomalies and a subsidiary of the Raytheon Corporation for photo-
grammetric analyses. Divergent views of those few scientists who
have looked into UFOs were taken into account. The history of the
subject was also surveyed, including the experiences in some other
nations. Finally, extensive use was made of many specialists in
various public and private laboratories.

The Report makes clear that with the best means at our dis-
posal positive correlation of all UFO reports with identifiable,
known phenomena is not possible. No study, past, current or future,
can provide the basis for stating categorically that a familiar
phenomenon will necessarily be linkable to every sighting. The
Report is free of dogmatism on this matter. It is also clear,
as one goes through the descriptions of UFO sightings, whether in
the Report or in other literature, that while some incidents have
no positive identification with familiar phenomena, they also have
no positive identification with extraterrestrial visitors or artifacts.

We think the methodology and approach were well chosen, in
accordance with accepted standards of scientific investigation.

III. FINDINGS

The study concludes (a) that about 90 percent of all UFO
reports prove to be quite plausibly related to ordinary phenomena,
(b) that little if anything has come from the study of UFOs in the
past 21 years that has added to scientific knowledge, and (c) that
further extensive study of UFO sightings is not justified in the
expectation that science will be advanced thereby. At the same time it is emphasized in the Report that (c) is an opinion based on evidence now available.

The Report's findings and evaluations -- essentially eight in number, presented in its first section -- are concerned with official secrecy on UFOs, UFOs as a possible defense hazard, the future governmental handling of UFO-sighting reports, and five of them relate to the question of what if any further investigations of UFOs appear warranted in the light of the study. We paraphrase and summarize these findings and evaluations below, appending our comments.

1. On secrecy. Is the subject "shrouded in official secrecy"? The study found no basis for this contention.

We accept this finding of the study.

2. On defense. (a) Is there evidence that UFO sightings may represent a defense hazard? No such evidence came to light in the study. This, however, was not an objective of the study and was properly construed as a Department of Defense matter.

(b) The Report states: "The history of the past 21 years has repeatedly led Air Force officers to the conclusion that none of the things seen, or thought to have been seen, which pass by the name of UFO reports, constituted any hazard or threat to national security."

We concur with the position described in (a). As to (b), we found no evidence in the Report or other literature to contradict the quoted statement.

3. On future UFO sightings. "The question remains as to anything, the federal government should do about the UFO receives from the general public?" The Report found no basis for activity related to such sighting reports "in the expectation that they are going to contribute to the advance of science," but the Department of Defense should handle these in its normal surveillance operations without need for such special units as Project Blue Book.

We concur in this recommendation.

4-8. On further investigations: (4) Should the federal government "set up a major new agency, as some have suggested, for the scientific study of UFOs"? The study found no basis for recommendation of this kind. (5) Would further extensive study of UFO sightings contribute to science? "Our general conclusion is that nothing has come from the study of UFOs in the past 21 years that has added to scientific knowledge." The Report then notes that specific research topics may warrant consideration: (b) "There are important areas of atmospheric optics, including radio wave propagation, and of atmospheric electricity in which present knowledge is quite incomplete. These topics come to our
attention in connection with the interpretation of some UFO reports, but they are also of fundamental scientific interest, and they are relevant to practical problems related to the improvement of safety of military and civilian flight. Research efforts are being carried out in these areas by the Department of Defense, the Environmental Science Services Administration, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and by universities and nonprofit research organizations such as the National Center for Atmospheric Research, whose work is sponsored by the National Science Foundation."

The Report also observes (7) that UFO reports and beliefs are also of interest to "the social scientist and the communications specialist." In these areas particularly -- i.e., (6) and (7) -- the study suggests (8) that "scientists with adequate training and credentials who do come up with a clearly defined, specific proposal" should be supported, implying that normal competitive procedures and assessments of proposals should be followed here as is customary.

We concur with these evaluations and recommendations.

IV. PANEL CONCLUSION

The range of topics in the Report is extensive and its various chapters, dealing with many aspects of the subject, should prove of value to scholars in many fields. Its analyses and findings are pertinent and useful in any future assessment of activity in this field. We concur in the recommendation suggesting that no high priority in UFO investigations is warranted by data of the past two decades.

We are unanimous in the opinion that this has been a very creditable effort to apply objectively the relevant techniques of science to the solution of the UFO problem. The Report recognizes that there remain UFO sightings that are not easily explained. The Report does suggest, however, so many reasonable and possible directions in which an explanation may eventually be found, that there seems to be no reason to attribute them to an extraterrestrial source without evidence that is much more convincing. The Report also shows how difficult it is to apply scientific methods to the occasional transient sightings with any chance of success. While further study of particular aspects of the topic (e.g., atmospheric phenomena) may be useful, a study of UFOs in general is not a promising way to expand scientific understanding of the phenomena. On the basis of present knowledge the least likely explanation of UFOs is the hypothesis of extraterrestrial visitations by intelligent beings.

-- Gerald M. Clemence, chairman; H. R. Crane, David M. Dennison, Wallace O. Fenn, H. Keuff Hartline, E. R. Hilgard, Mark Kac, Francis W. Nadel, William W. Rubey, C. D. Shane, Oswald G. Villard, Jr.
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The Honorable Alexander H. Flax
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Dr. Flax:

Following your request of October 29, 1968, the Academy appointed a panel of its members to review the report of the University of Colorado study group on Unidentified Flying Objects.

As you know, a final draft of this report was made available to the panel on November 15, 1968. Under the chairmanship of Dr. Gerald Clemence the panel has devoted substantial time and effort to a careful review of the scope, methodology and findings of the Colorado study group and has prepared and unanimously approved the attached report, which I am pleased to transmit on behalf of the panel.

The Academy accepted this task because of its belief in the importance of making available to the government and the public a careful assessment of the scientific significance of UFO phenomena which have been variously interpreted both in this country and abroad.

Substantial questions have been raised as to the adequacy of our research and investigation programs to explain or to determine the nature of these sometimes puzzling reports of observed phenomena. It is my hope that the Colorado report, together with our panel review, will be helpful to you and other responsible officials in determining the nature and scope of any continuing research effort in this area.
Finally, may I add that the report of the reviewing panel was prepared and is being made available for the sole purpose of assisting the government in reaching a decision on its future course of action. Its use in whole or part for any other purpose would be incompatible with the purpose of the review and the conditions under which it was conducted.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Frederick [Name]
President

Attachment—
Loose Minute

AMH(ARF)/351

S4f (Air)

BBC - RADIO OXFORD PROGRAMME

1. I can find nothing on the AMH(ARF) index to refer to the incident of the disappearance of men of the Norfolk Regiment in August 1915. This is hardly surprising since the matter is essentially one for the Army and not likely to be cross-referred to UFOs or any other aerial activity.

2. However, has gone to considerable trouble to consult Army records including the personal file of Lt Col Sir Horace George Proctor Beauchamp, Bart, CB who was commanding the 5th Battalion The Norfolk Regiment on the fateful day of their disappearance.

3. Attached is an extract from the History of the Norfolk Regiment, 1685 - 1918, Vol II by F. Lorraine Petre, Jarrold and Son. You will note that the place was SUVLA not as spelled in the BBC letter and the battalion concerned was the 1/5 Norfolk and not the 1/4 as stated in the BBC questionnaire.

4. CS8(AD) at Hayes think that a court of enquiry was probably convened on the loss of so many officers and men in one action but suggest that the BBC should do their own research on this subject. The papers would be under Class WO32 in the Public Record Office, Chancery Lane.

E. B. HASLAM

Head of AMH(ARF).

3 Mar 72
and the 10th division on the left, and dig in for the night. Picks and shovels were issued before moving off.

Colonel Sir H. Beauchamp, commanding the 1/5th Norfolk, had been placed in local command of the brigade in the trenches occupied on the 11th and the early part of the 12th. The 1/4th Norfolk, who had been left on the beach to unload stores after the landing on the 10th, were presently moved up into the support trenches of the brigade, the front line of which, counting from right to left, consisted of the 5th Norfolk, 8th Hants, and 1/5th Suffolk Regiments. On the left of the 54th division was the 10th, the orders of the former being to link the latter up with the 53rd division, whose right flank rested on the Salt Lake and Azmak River. For this purpose the troops available were insufficient, with a front of only three battalions, and the same number in second line.

The advance on August 12th did not commence till 4.45 p.m., the naval bombardment covering it having started at 4 p.m. The order of the three leading battalions was as given above, the 4th Norfolk following in support behind the 5th Suffolk on the left. Directly the advance began the 1/5th Norfolk received an order to change direction half right, which they did. This order did not reach the 1/8th Hants, and consequently a gap was formed between the battalions, which continually increased as the advance proceeded.

As the brigade advanced it at once encountered serious resistance, and came under heavy machine-gun fire enfilading it from the left, and shrapnel on the right. The machine-gun fire was the more effective in stopping the British advance, and the 5th Norfolk battalion on the right began to go forward quicker than the left. Touch had been partially lost in the close country, and companies and battalions were much mixed up. What happened with the 5th Norfolk battalion is thus described in Sir Ian Hamilton’s despatch of December 11, 1915, describing what he calls “a very mysterious thing.”

“The 1/5th Norfolk were on the right of the line and found themselves for a moment less strongly opposed than the rest of the brigade. Against the yielding forces of the enemy Colonel Sir H.
Beauchamp, a bold, self-confident officer, eagerly pressed forward, followed by the best part of the battalion. The fighting grew hotter, and the ground became more wooded and broken. At this stage many men were wounded, or grew exhausted with thirst. These found their way back to camp during the night. But the Colonel, with sixteen officers and 250 men, still kept pushing on, driving the enemy before them. . . . Nothing more was ever seen or heard of any of them. They charged into the forest and were lost to sight or sound. Not one of them ever came back.¹

It was not till four years later that any trace was discovered of the fate of this body. Writing on September 23, 1919, the officer commanding the Graves Registration Unit in Gallipoli says:

"We have found the 5th Norfolks—there were 180 in all; 122 Norfolk and a few Hants and Suffolks with 2/4th Cheshire. We could only identify two—Privates Barnaby and Cotter. They were scattered over an area of about one square mile, at a distance of at least 500 yards behind the Turkish front line. Many of them had evidently been killed in a farm, as a local Turk, who owns the place, told us that when he came back he found the farm covered with the decomposing bodies of British soldiers which he threw into a small ravine. The whole thing quite bears out the original theory that they did not go very far on, but got mopped up one by one, all except the ones who got into the farm."

The total casualties of the 5th Norfolk battalion are stated in their War Diary to have been twenty-two officers and about 350 men. The officers missing were—Colonel Sir Horace Proctor Beauchamp, C.B.; Captain and Adjutant A. E. Ward; Captains E. R. Cubitt, F. R. Beck (the King’s estate agent commanding the Sandringham company), Pattrick, Mason, A. C. Coxon, Woodward; Lieutenants E. A. Beck, Gay, V. M. Cubitt, T. Oliphant; 2nd Lieutenants Burroughs, Proctor,

¹ Sir Horace Beauchamp, Bart., C.B., had served in the Sudan, Sualim, and South African Campaigns, retired in 1904, and returned to serve in the war in 1914.
Beamp, Adams, Fawkes.¹ Major Purdy and 2nd Lieutenants M. Oliphant and A.R. Pelly were wounded but not missing.

The brigade had made some advance in face of very strong opposition, but was far from complete success. During the night the position gained was held in an irregular line, with three and a half battalions and two companies of the 1/4th Norfolk on a spur.

¹Captain Coxon and 2nd Lieutenant Fawkes were both wounded and taken prisoners by the Turks. They were in captivity in Asia Minor till after the Armistice. The rest of the missing were all apparently killed.
LOOSE MINUTE

Ref: D155/40/9/1

SIF (Air)
Attn: Miss G J Jamieson

UFOs – BBC RADIO PROGRAMME
Ref: SIF(Air)/422 dated 14 February 1972

1. You asked us for any information we might have relevant to Question 5 of Annex to the above reference. I regret that we cannot help here except to say that a number of meteorological balloons were released in Antarctic regions during the IGY. 57 stations were involved, spread around the Antarctic coastline and adjacent islands. Balloons were of various shapes, and released daily in blocks of ten days, from each of the stations. However, in the absence of individual correlations it cannot be said that the balloons were in fact the "UFOs" which were reported.

2. Mr Ling has suggested that Mr Davies might find an article called "UFO" of interest. This was written by a Leslie Pettier and published in a book called "The Coming of the Space Age". Mr Ling has a copy. A further point brought to my notice and which may be of use is in "Contact" 1971, page 32. The UFO statistics for 1970 are broken down according to occupation of observers. Of 570 "witnesses", 447 were school children, 51 were housewives and 18 were policemen. There were 49 other occupations, none of them providing more than 8 witnesses. I am sure that this breakdown tells its own story, but I am not sure how best to get it across in a BBC programme.

29 Feb 72

J WALTON
D 155b
Rm 4/24 Ext 5230
Meteorope Building
MINUTE

S4f(Air)/421

W55(b) (Dr Walton)

UFOs - BBC Radio Oxford Programme

1. The Department has been approached in connection with a programme being prepared by BBC Radio Oxford which will "provide an objective view of aerial phenomena and the research undertaken into the subject", for which the participation of a MOD representative in a recorded interview has been requested. DUS(Air) has agreed that Mr Davis S4(Air) should take part.

2. The BBC has forwarded the attached list of questions on which the interview would be based. Will you please advise us whether you have any information in connection with the subject of Question 5 which could be used in the broadcast. Any assistance you can give with regard to any of the other questions would also be appreciated. AHB has been asked if they can throw any light on the subject of Question 8.

3. The BBC have also forwarded the enclosed Contact (UK) publications. Can you say whether these contain any items of which Mr Davis should be particularly aware.

4. Mr Davis will be out of the office from 14 February until 6 March. A provisional BBC studio booking has been, however, made for 9 March and I should be grateful, therefore, if any information you can let us have could be forwarded before 6 March.

14 February 1972

S4f(Air)
Main Building
LOOSE MINUTE

S4f(Air)/421

Head of AHD

UFOs - BBC RADIO OXFORD PROGRAMME

1. The Department has been approached in connection with a programme being prepared by BBC Radio Oxford, about unidentified flying objects, for which the participation of a MOD representative in a recorded interview has been requested. DUS(Air) has agreed that Mr Davis, S4(Air), should take part.

2. The BBC has forwarded the attached list of questions on which the interview would be based. Can you please advise us whether your branch holds any records which might assist us with Question 8.

3. A provisional BBC studio booking has been made for 9 March and I should therefore be grateful if any information which you may be able to let us have could be forwarded before 6 March.

14 February 1972

MISS G J JAMIESON
S4(Air)
Rm 8235 Ext 7035
Main Building
Spoke DUS (Air) who agreed that I should take part. 12-9-72 21:30

Reference attached. I have spoken to Mr. Lohan, PK3, who told me that BBC Radio Oxford telephoned him in connection with their proposed programme about UFOs seeking the Dept's co-operation. The BBC were told to put their request in writing & the attached letter is the result. According to Mr. Lohan, nothing has been agreed with BBC about possible participation.

PK3 have not approached DUS (Air) for his approval. They thought that the request was too similar to that made by BBC 2 "Man Alive" that DUS agreement would not...
In necessary, the radio programme being local anyway it would either not get wide publicity. M.L. did not realize that the man alive people had got into the idea through the publicity created at Bunting. I indicated to P.K. 3 that J.V.S. might feel that the assistance to the BBC had gone far enough & M.L. later suggested you might like to clear the application with J.V.S. if you feel the Department should participate in the radio programme - the recording would be at the Radio Oxford studios.

I will defer any action on providing answers to the BBC questions until you decide whether we should cooperate with programme...
MEMORANDUM

To S.A. (AIR) From PR3 (RTF)
Ref. D/BR305/12 Date 26/1/72 Tel. Main 8149 Ext. 6209

Subject: UFO's

Please see the attached copy of a letter and a list of questions we have received from Radio Oxford. May we have your view and/or guidance please?

[Signatures]

Complete this form in manuscript unless there are special reasons for typing.

J.F.L. 56-2365
Dear Mr. Down,

Further to my recent telephone conversation with Keith Ishan, I write concerning the programme I am preparing for BBC Radio Oxford, which will provide an objective view of aerial phenomena and the relevant involvement of the subject.

The inclusion of the UFO witness and involvement with UFO reports is considered to be essential in order to maintain a factual and balanced programme. In respect of this I understand that you would be able to arrange for a recorded interview on the subject to be given by a senior spokesman. Therefore, as suggested by Mr. Ishan, I am enclosing a list of questions for prior consideration by the Ministry. Any additional information or comment which you consider relevant or of interest would of course be most welcome.

With reference to question no. 12, the 'Mrs X' referred to is for the purpose of the programme we are respecting the wishes of the lady concerned that her name should not be broadcast.

Can you please advise me if it is possible for the spokesman to visit BBC Radio Oxford studios for the recording of the interview and how long he would be prepared to answer the questions? The programme is expected to go into final production next month.

Thank you most sincerely for your kind attention and cooperation.

Yours sincerely,
1. How and by whom are reports of UFO sightings received, processed and analysed?

2. With reference to reports analysed during the past 12 years, how would you account for the 139 cases which the I.O.D. say remain unexplained?

3. Is there any material evidence in the possession of any British or foreign organisation or government which could be construed as proof that our planet has been visited by extra-terrestrial beings or craft?

4. At what level is liaison between Britain and other countries maintained in respect of study and investigation of UFO sightings reports and associated phenomena?

5. What conclusion has been drawn from the reports made by the Argentinian Navy and other witnesses that flying saucers were seen in the Antarctic during the International Geophysical Year of 1957?

6. Can you comment on the numerous reports of UFOs flying in close proximity to military and civil aircraft and earth launched space satellites?

7. What exactly was it that the US Marine crew filmed flying high over Boston in Massachusetts on 30 October 1977?

8. Men of the 1/4 Norfolk Regiment were listed as missing, killed or captured during the First world War. It is not true that 22 witnesses filled an affidavit testifying that the regiment had escaped on horseback and that he believed they might have been a UFO in July, perhaps even May in August 1913. Can this fully investigated and verified?

9. Do you consider that the UFO and research committee (including the British and American Intelligence) are of any importance? Would not our national and official procedures not be enhanced if such organisations were in an attempt to establish the truth behind aerial phenomenon reports?

10. Apart from the study of reports received from the public, has the British Government ever sponsored any scientific research or other forms of investigation of the UFO evidence? If not, is there any proposal to do so?

11. Just how seriously does the Ministry of Defence treat the UFO sighting reports which are received?

12. I have recently interviewed a Mr. X who purports to have seen a flying saucer emit certain symbols onto a cloud; an incident which he reported to you directly. In consequence, I replied that, after studying the report, I had been unable to arrive at any conclusions. Are you able to expand on this? Do you in fact believe Mr. X's report?

13. Does the Ministry of Defence accept the probability that craft and beings which do not originate from our planet, or from our present time, do exist?

14. / over...
14. If the M.O.D. received undeniable evidence that alien beings or craft did exist and have been seen, would it not be true to say that the information would be kept secret for as long as possible, either for reasons of security or because you consider that such information could cause anxiety among members of the public?
NOTES
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Date:

U.F.O. Sightings by Air Pilots Pt. 2

Jan.-Dec. '66.
14th Dec. 66, 1st Officer of Croydon BEE Viscount en route London-Abderdeen, also seen by Trinity coast guard.

30th Dec. '66. Sighting by Captain Comdt Flight, South crew and Britannia Captain, who was passenger in aircraft seated in aft cabin. Flight BKKRM - N00511A

Jan.-Oct. '67

24th Mar. '67. Captain [redacted], Belfast Skyvan travelling at 150 kts. at 12,000 ft on one side of airway on parallel course. - Preston.

18th Sept. '67. Captain [redacted], BEE Manchester- Aldergroves service east of Portaferry - Silver rocket-like vehicle.

9th July '67. Balloon reports all day - one thirty miles east of Dover. London Airways Supervision - 3 Balloons over Belgium. (Aircraft report) No details of airway reported.


25th July '67. Panam Aircraft in Transit, sighted a satellite. Air Kings Aircraft also reported seeing this.

30th Sept. '67. Captain and four crew of DC6 Aircraft of Air ferry 50 miles south of Pyrenees.

18th Sept. '67. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines. Captain [redacted], pilot of KLM Flight 647 Amsterdam - New York. A white transparent object like big balloon
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and Debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial Objects</th>
<th>Meteoro\l\o\g\i\c and Natural Phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (Insufficient Information)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>276</strong></td>
<td><strong>102</strong></td>
<td><strong>96</strong></td>
<td><strong>75</strong></td>
<td><strong>340</strong></td>
<td><strong>93</strong></td>
<td><strong>106</strong></td>
<td><strong>1088</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes, the reflection of lights on clouds, flares, fireworks, kites, lights on tall structures and photographic aberrations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>1974</th>
<th>1975</th>
<th>1976</th>
<th>1977</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>177</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Satellites and Debris</td>
<td>Balloons</td>
<td>Celestial Objects</td>
<td>Meteorological and Natural Phenomena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes, the reflection of lights on cloud, flares, fireworks, kites, lights on tall structures, photographic aberrations and bird flocks.
Dear [Name]

You telephoned me a little while ago about UFO statistics.

2. I enclose an analysis covering the period 1959 to 31st May 1968.

Yours faithfully,

(L. W. AXHURST)
Dear [Name]

You telephoned me the other day and I promised to let you have some UFG statistics. These I enclose.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
## UFO Statistics - 1st January 1959 to 31st December 1972

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and Debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial Objects</th>
<th>Meteorological and Natural Phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (Insufficient Information) % of total</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>2077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes, the reflection of lights on cloud, flares, fireworks, kites, lights on tall structures, photographic aberrations and bird flocks.
## UFO Statistics - 1st January 1959 to 31st December 1972

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and Debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial Objects</th>
<th>Meteorological and Natural Phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (Insufficient Information) % of total</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>357</strong></td>
<td><strong>158</strong></td>
<td><strong>204</strong></td>
<td><strong>174</strong></td>
<td><strong>826</strong></td>
<td><strong>147</strong></td>
<td><strong>211</strong></td>
<td><strong>2077</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes, the reflection of lights on cloud, flares, fireworks, kites, lights on tall structures, photographic aberrations and bird flocks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and Debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial Objects</th>
<th>Meteorological and Natural Phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (Insufficient Information) % of total</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>2077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes, the reflection of lights on cloud, flares, fireworks, kites, lights on tall structures, photographic aberrations and bird flocks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and Debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial Objects</th>
<th>Meteorological and Natural Phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (Insufficient Information)</th>
<th>% of total</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>2077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Miscellaneous reports include, for example, horses, the reflection of lights on cloud, flares, fireworks, kites, lights on tall structures, photographic aberrations and bird flocks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SAT</th>
<th>B.</th>
<th>C.O.</th>
<th>MET</th>
<th>A/C</th>
<th>Misc</th>
<th>UNEX</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APR</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>357</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>211</td>
<td></td>
<td>2077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>378</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>223</td>
<td></td>
<td>2310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UFO STATS - 1 JAN - 31 DEC 1973
### UFO Statistics - 1st January 1959 to 31st December 1972

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and Debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial Objects</th>
<th>Meteorological and Natural Phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (Insufficient Information) % of Total</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>2077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes, the reflection of lights on cloud, flares, fireworks, kites, lights on tall structures, photographic aberrations and bird flocks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>Solid</th>
<th>Balloon</th>
<th>Eggsh.</th>
<th>Mete.</th>
<th>Miss.</th>
<th>Unexplained</th>
<th>Log</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUL</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, incl. 71/72</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot. incl. 72/42</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>2077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of use of such containers. I am continuing to study this matter but am not yet in a position to make a further statement.

TECHNOLOGY

Satellites

Sir R. Russell asked the Minister of Technology how many satellites or other objects of earthly origin are now permanently in orbit round the earth and the moon, respectively; and if he will publish a list of them in the Official Report, stating which are still operational and which are discarded hardware.

Mr. Benn: On 24th July, 1,750 objects were in orbit round the earth. Of these 371 were satellites. On the same date six lunar probes were in orbit round the moon.

Of the 371 satellites, the numbers put into orbit by, or on behalf of, the various countries or organisations are as follows:

- U.S.A. .......................................................... 291
- U.S.S.R. .......................................................... 67
- France ........................................................... 2
- United Kingdom ................................................. 2
- Canada ............................................................ 3
- E.S.R.O. .......................................................... 3

Of the six lunar probes, three were launched by the United States and three by U.S.S.R.

It is not possible to give all the details sought without a disproportionate effort.

Aircraft Noise

Mr. Onslow asked the Minister of Technology what has been the annual total of expenditure from public funds, during each of the past four years on measures designed to reduce aircraft noise; and what estimate he has formed of the corresponding expenditure by the aircraft manufacturing industry in the United Kingdom.

Mr. J. P. W. Malcolm: In the year ending 31st March, 1966, expenditure was £283,000; in 1966-67 £395,000; in 1967-68 £484,000; and in 1968-69 £670,000. The industry spent about £1,100,000 over the same period.

Procurement

Mr. Marples asked the Minister of Technology what principal changes have been made in the procurement practices and policies of his Department at the instigation of the Standing Group on Public Purchasing and Industrial Efficiency.

Mr. Benn: The work of the group has been to co-ordinate and press forward the effort of the Department in implementing the policy described in the White Paper on Public Purchasing and Industrial Efficiency (Cmd. 3291). Measures taken by Mintech include action in the following areas: encouragement of contractors to use modern management techniques such as value engineering; use of performance specifications to encourage innovation and economy in developing new equipment; standardisation and variety reduction of existing types of equipment; introduction of quality assurance schemes and technical advisory services to industry; and assistance to exporters in the procurement of defence equipment.

Mr. Marples asked the Minister of Technology what plans he has for bringing non-civil servants with commercial experience of procurement on to the administrative staff on procurement function in his Department.

Mr. Benn: The subject of recruiting experienced people from outside the Service recommended by the Fulton Committee (Rec. 60) will be considered by all Government Departments when the main issues raised by that committee have been resolved. The Fulton Committee Management Consultancy Group investigated the Contracts Division in my Department and indicated that the quality of staff and the techniques they employ compare favourably with industry. This confirms our own extensive experience of procurement by commercial organisations. Although advantage will be taken of any general change in recruitment policies I have no evidence of a special problem which requires exceptional treatment.

Mr. Marples asked the Minister of Technology whether he will make available to suppliers and to the public in general the manuals of procurement instructions and regulations on procurement in view of the White Paper on Information and the Public Interest; and whether he will arrange for copies to be placed in the Library.
Frequency Distribution of Meteorite-Earth Collisions
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We analyze the observed data on meteorite-earth collisions, on time scales of hours, days, and years, with particular reference to the problem of the influence of social factors on the observations. We conclude that the morning-afternoon anisotropy previously observed for chondrites must be reconsidered as a function of chondrite class and that it does not exist for bronzites and is of less magnitude and is more uncertain for hypersthenes than had been thought. The summer-winter anisotropy previously observed is due entirely to social factors. The inclination to the plane of the ecliptic of meteoroid orbits is higher than is generally supposed.

INTRODUCTION

The determination of meteoritic orbits is an important line of evidence in considerations of meteorite origin. The frequency distribution of meteorite-earth impacts is one parameter that can be experimentally observed and that is available for use in orbital calculations. Such observations are, however, subject to large and ill-defined experimental errors introduced by uncontrollable social effects, which are, moreover, difficult to assess. An attempt at a quantitative evaluation of these complex social factors has been avoided by previous workers, but such an evaluation is necessary if conclusions about meteoritic orbits, founded on these data, are to be assigned reasonable limits of accuracy and some degree of validity.

In this paper we present some new data and thoughts on the frequency distribution of meteorite-earth collisions on time scales of hours, days, and years, with particular emphasis on the problem of social influences on the observations. First, we investigate the well-known morning-afternoon anisotropy of observed meteorite falls, in which we find evidence of significant social bias. Second, we review the data on meteorite falls as a function of days of the year, showing that the previously observed summer-winter anisotropy is due entirely to social factors and that the meteorite orbits are not coplanar with the ecliptic to a good approximation. Third, we review and bring up to date (1850-1965) the data on meteorite falls per year and find no evidence of changes in yearly influx rates.

TIME OF DAY

Observations of meteoritic falls between local noon and midnight indicate a meteorite moving in the same direction as the earth and overtaking it. Meteorites observed falling between midnight and noon are either overtaken by the earth or are moving in a retrograde orbit. The recorded hours of fall show a pronounced morning-afternoon anisotropy: Twice as many chondrites have been seen falling during the afternoon hours 1200-1500 than during the comparable morning hours 0600-1200, although the achondrite time spectrum is evenly balanced around the noon hour. These observations have been used to determine a dominant direction of meteorite arrivals, thus providing important but perhaps fallacious information on meteoritic orbits. Thus, Wood [1961] has shown that these observations are compatible with an asteroidal origin, but not a lunar origin, for the chondrites. Wetherill [1963] has taken the calculations further by Monte Carlo techniques and has shown that the observations are not compatible with either lunar or Apollo-asteroidal origins but require a presently unobserved source of objects of low inclination, with perihelia very near 1 AU and aphelia in the vicinity of Jupiter. The question we treat in this paper is whether this observed anisotropy actually corresponds to a real physical situation relating to relative meteorite-earth orbits, or whether social effects are the significant factors in these
observations. There must be at least a strong a priori suspicion that the latter is the case, since, as we show in the next section, social factors are entirely responsible for the previously noted [Heide, 1957; Mason, 1962; Brown, 1960] summer-winter anisotropy. The risk in accepting and working with astronomical data obtained from the general population has previously been well illustrated [Menzel and Boyd, 1963; Veli-kovsky, 1950].

We break the chondrite spectrum into bronzites, hypersthene, and others, since any positive information that we can glean from this study will be applicable to the study of meteoroid orbits and previous information (such as cosmic-ray ages) indicates the possibility of different origins and orbits for the different chondrite classes. For bronzites and hypersthene the number of observations is statistically significant. Next, we note that an obvious biasing social factor recognized by previous workers is the scarcity of available observers in the night and early morning hours; we correct for this bias by following the convention of limiting the discussion to the two daylight intervals, 0900–1200 versus 1200–1500. The data quoted by Wetherill [1968] show a ratio of afternoon to total falls of 0.66 for the chondrites as a whole. For the remainder of this paper the afternoon-to-total ratio will be indicated by A/T. Using the most recent compilation of meteorite data [Hey, 1966], we count (A/T) = 0.62 for the bronzites and (A/T) = 0.66 for the hypersthene, with the other meteorite classes being dismissed for the present as having a statistically insignificant number of falls. The data are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1.

We now attempt to disentangle the social and astronomical factors. First, we note that in the original reports most time data are rounded off to the hour or half-hour, with occasional quarter-hour values. Very few reports claim to be more accurate. Further, it is obvious that in any data gathered from the general population there will be a certain error in time reporting. Thus a meteorite falling in the interval \( X \pm \delta \) (where \( \delta \) is probably of the order of 15 minutes) is listed in the records as \( X \) and is therefore

![Fig. 1. Observed falls versus time of day for bronzites and hypersthene chondrites.](image)
COUNTED IN OUR COMPILATION IN THE INTERVAL \((X) - (X + 1)\). THIS HAS THE (PURELY SOCIAL) EFFECT OF TRANSFERRING MORNING FALLS THAT OCCUR IN THE INTERVAL 1200-8 TO THE AFTERNOON INTERVAL 1200-1300, ADDING TO THE MORNING TOTAL THE FALLS IN THE INTERVAL 0600-8, AND SUBTRACTING FROM THE AFTERNOON TOTAL THE FALLS IN THE INTERVAL 1800-8.

WE ESTIMATE THE MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF THIS EFFECT BY REWORKING THE DATA INTO 0615-0715 INTERVALS, ETC. THIS SYSTEM REVERSES THE SOCIAL EFFECT (I.E., FALLS LISTED IN THE INTERVAL 1200-1215 ARE COUNTED AS MORNING FALLS), BUT DOES NOT AFFECT THE ASTRONOMICAL FACTORS.

AS A RESULT THE \(A/T\) RATIO FOR THE BRONZITES IS 0.55 AND FOR THE HYPERSTHESSES 0.61. IT IS CLEAR THAT THIS VERY TRIVIAL SOCIAL FACTOR LEADS TO LARGE CHANGES IN THE \(A/T\) ANISOTROPY, STRENGTHENING THE CONVICTION THAT SOCIAL EFFECTS ARE IMPORTANT FACTORS IN THESE DATA. IT IS NOT CLEAR, HOWEVER, HOW BEST TO CORRECT FOR THIS EFFECT. WE MAKE A CONSERVATIVE CORRECTION BY TAKING AN AVERAGE OF THE VALUES BEFORE AND AFTER THE "S" RECALCULATION, GIVING \((A/T)_{s} = 0.58\) AND \((A/T)_{s} = 0.63\). THESE VALUES ARE SUMMARIZED IN TABLE 1.

THE IMPORTANT SOCIAL FACTOR UNDER QUESTION IS, HOWEVER, WHETHER OR NOT PEOPLE ARE MORE LIKELY TO SEE AFTERNOON FALLS THAN MORNING FALLS. IT IS DIFFICULT TO GIVE EVEN A QUALITATIVE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION ON ANTHROPOLOGICAL OR CULTURAL GROUNDS.

INSTEAD, WE ATTACK THIS PROBLEM BY CONSIDERING THAT SUCH A SOCIAL EFFECT WILL BE MINIMIZED BY METEORITE FALLS THAT ARE ACCOMPANIED BY EXCESSIVE VISUAL AND AUDIBLE PHENOMENA, WHEREAS IT WILL BE MAXIMIZED BY THE FALLS THAT Plop QUIETLY AND UNOBTRUSIVELY TO THE GROUND. ACCORDINGLY, WE HAVE RETABLED THE DATA, LISTING IN TABLE 1 AS 'NOISE' THE FALLS FOR WHICH STATEMENTS WERE INCLUDED IN THE RECORDS INDICATING THAT SUCH PHENOMENA AS BOLIDES AND DETONATIONS WERE PRESENT AND AS 'NO NOISE' THE FALLS FOR WHICH NO SUCH STATEMENT IS RECORDED. SUCH A PROCEDURE SHOULD REFLECT SOMEWHAT QUANTITATIVELY THE DEGREE OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE. THE DATA, ALSO SHOWN IN FIGURE 2, SHOW A DEFINITE TENDENCY IN BOTH CLASSES FOR THE NOISY FALL DISTRIBUTION TO BE SHIFTED TOWARD ISOTROPY. CONVERSELY, IT IS THE QUIET FALLS THAT ARE MOST ANISOTROPIC. WE CONCLUDE THAT THERE IS A CONSIDERABLE SOCIAL FACTOR OPERATING, WHICH RESULTS IN A GREATER PROBABILITY FOR OBSERVATION OF A GIVEN FALL IF IT OCCURS IN THE AFTERNOON HOURS. NEXT, WE RETABLE THE DATA AS ABOVE TO ESTIMATE THE EFFECT. THE RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN LINE 5 IN TABLE 1. AVERAGING OUT THE EFFECT, WE ARRIVE AT A FINAL BEST ESTIMATE OF \((A/T)_{s} = 0.50\) AND \((A/T)_{s} = 0.62\) FOR NOISY FALLS. THESE LATTER VALUES, WE BELIEVE, ARE A BEST APPROXIMATION TO THE TRUE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF METEORITE-EARTH COLLISIONS ON THIS TIME SCALE.

WE CONCLUDE FROM THESE INVESTIGATIONS THAT SOCIAL FACTORS ARE BOTH COMPLEX AND SIGNIFICANT TO THESE STUDIES BUT THAT THEY ARE DIFFICULT TO
Fig. 2. Observed falls versus time of day, broken into ‘noise’ and ‘no noise’ categories for bronzites and hypersthene.

assess and almost impossible to evaluate quantitatively with the data available. Certainly, they markedly affect the observations, in a direction tending to overestimate any afternoon/total anisotropy. How satisfactorily our final best approximation corrects for these effects is an open question; but the direction of the necessary correction and an approximation of its magnitude is clear. The frequency distribution curve for the hypersthene maintains an anisotropy of 0.62 after these corrections; we believe that this probably indicates a true anisotropy somewhere in the range 0.55–0.66 (the lower end of this range being statistically insignificant from isotropy). The bronzite group exhibits an isotropic distribution in our best approximation; we believe that an assumption of anisotropy for this group is not supported by our interpretation.

We offer next an independent line of investigation to bolster these conclusions. An experimental attack of the problem would be to conduct random displays of striking atmospheric disturbances over wide areas and to poll the public as to when these disturbances were observed. The true A/T would be controlled, and any deviation from the true value would be attributed to social factors. Such an experimental approach is clearly beyond the scope of this investigation, but an approximation to it has already been attempted. We refer to the reports of UFO sightings collected over the past few decades. The UFO phenomenon has not been resolved at this time, but it is clear that many of the reports refer to actual atmospheric phenomena of one type or another. First, we divide the data [Hall, 1954; Olsen, 1966] into two classes: hoaxes and lunacy, and true atmospheric phenomena of all kinds. In the first category we place all sightings that include accounts of people or things entering or leaving saucers, conversations with the occupants, and the voices of gods; this category is dismissed from further consideration. In the second category we include all sightings due to such possibilities as reflection and refraction of light, aircraft, meteors, meteorites, smoke, clouds, planets, and BEMS. Regardless of what is the actual cause of these sightings, they represent unusual atmospheric phenomena that have drawn the attention of the general public and have been reported to the press or to local scientific institutions. In this sense they approximate meteorite sightings. In their time-of-day spectrum there are two main differences from meteorite sightings: there should be more UFO sightings at night, these being lights from helicopters or bright planets such as Venus, and there should be more UFO sightings at dawn and dusk, these being reflections from the low sun on the underside of clouds, bird’s wings, etc. The difference in night sightings does not concern us, since we are comparing only daylight sightings. The dawn-dusk sightings will be discussed in detail below. Next, we remove from this category all sightings reported by pilots and air crews, since no meteorite has ever been recovered because of such a report and since sightings at altitude should not reflect the social factors
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applicable to ground sightings. Radar reports are removed for the same reasons. The number of the sightings in this category should be analogous to meteorite sightings and should in effect constitute a good approximation to the experimental approach we first discussed. There is no physical reason obvious to us why these sightings should not be isotropic within the time interval under discussion; any social factor affecting the isotropy of sightings should be the same for these UFO sightings as for meteorite observations. The data are shown in Table 1 and Figure 3: An $A/T$ anisotropy of 0.68 is observed.

There is a physically nonisotropic increase in UFO sightings at dusk, owing to the reflections mentioned above; this effect does not correspond to anything similar in meteorite observations. It should be balanced, however, by an increased number of dawn sightings, owing to the same effect, but a dawn increase is not observed. This is clear evidence of a social effect: Many more people are available for dusk sightings of aerial phenomena than for dawn sightings, and this effect will apply to meteorite sightings as well as to UFOs. Further, if we correct the UFO $A/T$ values for this sunset increase the corrected value is changed only to 0.63. Either of these values is so close to the $A/T$ ratios observed for the chondrites that they seem to us to be substantial (if exotic) evidence that the meteorite anisotropy observed is due in large part to social factors.

These conclusions have, in our eyes, a debilitating effect on the strength of meteorite orbital calculations that assume as a starting point the observed $A/T$ anisotropy as the true frequency distribution of meteorite-earth impacts for all chondrites. It would be interesting to see the effect on such calculations of $A/T$
values varying from 0.55 to 0.66 for the hyperbolicities and of an isotropic distribution for the chondrites.

Finally, we wish to reiterate the point made by Heide [1957] and Urey [1968] concerning a purely astronomical factor that also tends to increase the observed \( A/T \) anisotropy over the true value. Meteorites that fall in the afternoon are predominantly in direct orbits and overtake the earth; thus, they have a geocentric velocity equal to the difference between the earth's and the meteorite's heliocentric velocities. The meteorites that fall in the morning either are in direct orbits and are overtaken by the earth, or are in retrograde orbits. Thus, some meteorites falling in the morning hours have a geocentric velocity equal to the sum of these two components; the average geocentric velocity of the morning meteorites will tend to be greater than that of the afternoon meteorites, and they will have a greater tendency to burn up before reaching the surface of the earth. Therefore, the \( A/T \) values may be even lower than the estimate we finally accepted above. Of course, if we limit, a priori, our interest in possible meteoroid orbits to the ones that are direct, this last consideration does not apply. It is clear, however, that one should not apply any reasoning based on time-of-day observations to argue against retrograde orbits.

The other meteorite classes do not in any one case give a statistically significant number of falls, but the numbers are interesting. The achondrite and iron meteorites show no anisotropy, \( A/T \) being 18/36 and 8/15, respectively. The effect of the social factors noted above indicates that for these groups the true \( A/T \) might well be less than 0.5. The carbonaceous chondrites have an \( A/T = 9/14 = 0.64 \); the pigeonite chondrites have an \( A/T = 6/8 = 0.75 \); the enstatite chondrites have an \( A/T = 6/7 = 0.86 \); the stony-iron meteorites have an \( A/T = 4/4 = 1.0 \). The number of these falls are so small that we have not attempted to apply any social correction; nevertheless, there does seem to be at least a suspicion that the enstatites and stony-iron exhibit a definite anisotropy.

**Day of Year**

We plot in Figure 4 meteorite falls per day of the year. Indicated on this figure are times of maxima of the known meteor showers. There is no correlation. In particular, there is no meaningful correlation with the Taurids, despite Opik's [1966] statement to the contrary, nor with the Geminids nor Comet Wilson-Harrington 1949 III [Opik, 1966]. We see no evidence for the existence of nonrandom events on this time scale, despite the earlier conclusions of Brown and Goddard [1964], which are not clear to us.

Next, we investigate the summer-winter anisotropy. In the three months May, June, July 170 falls have been observed, whereas in the months November, December, January only 108 falls have been observed, a summer-winter anisotropy of 178/108 = 1.6. This result is statistically significant and has been taken as evidence that either (1) the earth annually meets a meteorite swarm at a point in its orbit corresponding to the summer months, or (2) the summer is more favorable than the winter for observing and recovering meteorites [Heide, 1957; Brown, 1960; Mason, 1962; Krinov, 1960]. We investigate the social factors involved here by breaking the data into two cases: falls observed between the equator and 35°N, and falls falling at latitudes greater than 35°N. There are insufficient falls recorded in the southern hemisphere to extend our tabulation to both halves of the sphere.

We find, for latitudes 0°–35°N, 48 falls during these summer months versus 42 falls in the winter months, constituting a negligible anisotropy of 1.1. For latitudes greater than 35°N, on the other hand, we find 122 summer falls versus only 65 winter falls, a very definite anisotropy of 1.9. That is, the observed summer-winter anisotropy is due almost entirely to falls in the higher latitudes where winter is an 'indoor' season. Near the equator, where there is not such a large difference in the comfort to humans during the summer-winter seasons, the anisotropy tends to disappear. The fact that the anisotropy does not entirely disappear in the moderate latitudes is not disturbing, since in regions extending as far as 35°N there do begin to be seasonal differences.

J. Wood (private communication, 1968) has pointed out that there exists an astronomical factor that might tend to influence these data in much the same manner as our postulated
Fig. 4. Observed falls, all classes, versus day of year.
social effect. The axis of the earth is tilted to the plane of the ecliptic and processes in such a manner that the northern hemisphere is tipped at a more favorable angle to the ecliptic in summer than in winter (for the important daylight hours). If meteorites have orbits that lie predominantly in the ecliptic (low inclinations), there will be a greater frequency of meteorite-earth collisions in the daylight hours in the northern hemisphere in the summer than in the winter, for the same reason that the northern days are warmer in the summer than in the winter. Since most observed falls occur in the daylight hours (Figure 1), this effect will increase the number of summer falls at the expense of the winter falls. Wood has further pointed out that, if the meteorites are in direct orbits (overtaking the earth), the date of maximum daylight falls will be displaced springward from midsummer's day. If the meteorites are not in direct orbits of low inclination, this effect will be negligible.

To disentangle the effects of this factor from the effects of the social factors, we note that this ‘ecliptic’ factor will produce a summer-winter anisotropy greater than unity for daylight falls; for night falls (1800-0600 hours) the effect will be exactly reversed: An area on the earth’s surface that, at a given date presents the greatest solid angle to the ecliptic during the daytime, presents the least solid angle at night. We have therefore broken the summer-winter data into day (0600-1800) versus night (1800-0600) intervals. The data are shown in Table 2.

We see that the observed effect is in fact the reverse of that calculated on the basis of the ecliptic factor: For daylight falls in the northern latitudes the summer-winter anisotropy is 1.6, whereas for night falls in the northern latitudes the summer-winter anisotropy is 2.7. I.e., we have noted before that the reason for the high total summer-winter anisotropy is due to falls in the northern latitudes; we now note that this northern summer-winter anisotropy is due mainly to night falls rather than to day falls. The ecliptic factor would produce a daylight northern summer-winter ratio of about 4 and a night ratio of about 1/4 if the meteorite orbits were exactly in the plane of the ecliptic. This is not in accord with the observations. The social effect cannot be calculated so directly, but we would expect a night northern summer-winter anisotropy greater than a day since northern winter nights are so much more forbidding than the days and since in the summer part of the ‘night’ hours (1800-0600) are actually illuminated by daylight; this is in accord with the observations.

We conclude from these data that the observed summer-winter anisotropy previously noted is caused entirely by social factors. In particular, we find no evidence among these data for a swarm of meteorites crossing the earth’s orbit at any particular point. Further, we point out that the ecliptic factor is not operative: Although it could account for the increased total anisotropy in northern latitudes, it absolutely fails to account for the fact that the night anisotropy in these latitudes is greatly increased over the day anisotropy (predicting in fact the opposite effect). An added bit of information on meteorite orbits comes out of this conclusion: If the meteorites were in orbits of low inclination, this ecliptic factor would have to show the postulated effect. Since it does not, we conclude that the meteorite orbits are in fact not of low inclination. This conclusion is in disagreement with assumptions generally made. It would be of interest to calculate quantitatively a lower limit to the angle of inclination to the ecliptic from these data, but care must then be taken to evaluate quantitatively the social factors in the data.

**YEARLY FREQUENCY**

Previous investigators [Kreinov, 1960; Mason, 1962; Heide, 1957; Paneth, 1956] have noted a more-or-less continuous increase in yearly fall frequency from 1800 to 1940 and have sug-

---

**TABLE 2. The Summer (May, June, July)/Winter (November, December, January) Anisotropy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed (Total)</th>
<th>0°-35° N (Total)</th>
<th>&gt; 35° N (Total)</th>
<th>(&gt; 35° N) 0600-1800</th>
<th>(&gt; 35° N) 1800-0600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>170/105 = 1.6</td>
<td>45/43 = 1.1</td>
<td>122/65 = 1.9</td>
<td>78/48 = 1.6</td>
<td>49/17 = 2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
suggested that this increase is due either to astronomical effects or to social factors, such as growing and spreading populations, improving communications systems, and increasing scientific interests. Paneth (1966) in fact concluded that the evidence actually indicated a decreasing frequency of meteorite falls during this interval, the observed increase being due entirely to these social factors. He came to this conclusion by normalizing the data to reported observances of ball lightning.

It has now been possible to continue the curve to include all falls through 1965 [Hey, 1965]. It is clear from Figure 5 that the observed fall frequency has undergone a definite decrease during the years 1940–1965. This decrease is difficult to interpret at first sight. In many countries the same social factors that tended to increase the number of earlier sightings have continued to increase and at an even accelerated rate during these years, but in other countries there has been a widespread change in population habits immediately following the war years. Not only has the fraction of people living in rural areas decreased, but also in many parts of the world the total population density has decreased in large rural tracts. The manner of agriculture has also changed: A man sitting on a horrendously noisy tractor is not so liable to observe a stone falling from the sky as is a man quietly hoeing a row, for whom the silence of the day is broken by the meteorite’s arrival. To complicate things still further, F. Whipple (private communication, 1968) has pointed out the rapid increase in man-made sky noises during these years; where once any loud noise from the sky was a curiosity-inspiring event, now large populations have learned to either take these noises for granted or to run for their lives from them.

To unravel the social factors from these observations, we normalize the data in each 5-year interval to the number of finds reported in that same interval; in Figure 6 we present the number of falls per find reported for each interval. The reasoning behind this procedure is

---

Fig. 6. Observed falls (total in all classes) versus year (crosshatching: reports attributed to Nininger’s effect).
that the number of finds reported during any given time is not a function of astronomical factors operative during that time (since the finds in question fell on the area many years previous to their discovery) but is a function of the social factors affecting the discovery and reporting of falls, e.g., social awareness, population density, scientific interest, and ease of communication. Of course, there are some factors that are not common to the discovery of both falls and finds, such as the rate of human-induced overturn of the surface layers of the earth by plowing and planting. We feel, however, that such a normalization does cancel out the most important social factors, with one notable exception, the exception being the 'Nininger' effect. During the years 1923-1948, H. H. Nininger conducted, throughout the midwestern section of the country, an intensive program of education and gospel concerning the importance and value of meteorites. The effect of his effort can be dramatically seen by considering the number of finds per year; there is a sudden and distinct rise starting about the mid-twenties and fading out only in the mid-forties, as people reported finds that they would normally have relegated to the mantel over the fireplace or to a dump. The increase in falls observed because of this effect is again strong, but not quite so strong as the effect on finds, since increased awareness of meteorites and enthusiasm for their recovery can be applied in the case of finds to the accumulated debris of thousands and hundreds of thousands of years, whereas for falls the population is limited to the ones that actually fall in the area during that particular time interval. We have therefore corrected Figure 6 for the Nininger effect by subtracting both falls and finds reported in this area of the country in this time interval. Of course, this again overcorrects for the effect, since some such occurrences would have been reported in the absence of Nininger, but, if we look at the great increase in reports brought about because of his work, we can only conclude that the overcorrection is negligible. At any rate, both the corrected and the uncorrected data are shown in Figure 6.

The pattern that emerges by simply counting the numbers of observed falls (Figure 5) is a pattern of an increasing number of fall observations till about 1935, and then a tailing off. The pattern that emerges from our fall/find analysis (Figure 6) is rather a pattern of simple random variations owing to the statis-
Within the large limits of error of our analysis we see no evidence for a change beyond the statistical in yearly meteorite influx.
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CONCLUSIONS

The chondrite morning-afternoon anisotropy previously assumed must be reconsidered. We believe that no such anisotropy exists for the brecciates. The hypersthenes may show some such effect, but it is smaller and much more uncertain than had been thought. Orbital calculations based on this effect seem to us to be of doubtful validity. Other meteoritic classes have statistically uninteresting numbers of falls available, although the enstatite chondrites and stony-irons, with few data available, seem to be clearest cases for the anisotropy.

The summer-winter anisotropy previously observed is an effect due to pure social causes. The meteorite orbits do not lie close to the plane of the ecliptic.

There is no apparent correlation between meteorite falls and known maxima of meteoric showers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and Debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial Objects</th>
<th>Meteorological and Natural Phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (Insufficient Information)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>362</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes and the reflection of lights on clouds.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and Debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial Objects</th>
<th>Meteorological and Natural Phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (Insufficient Information)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>960</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>966</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 1968 | 39                    | 5        | 13               | 40                                   | 6        | 6             | 6                                      | 109   |

Note: Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes and the reflection of lights on clouds.
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APS to S of S through DUS(Air)

Copies to:- PS to US of S (RAF)  
AUS(0)(Air)  
DSTI

I enclose a draft Answer, Supplementaries and background notes for this question. This question affects the interests of the Board of Trade and the Home Office as well as Ministry of Defence and the answer, supplementaries and background notes have been cleared with them. Also attached are folders containing the earlier questions addressed by Sir John Langford-Holt to the Prime Minister and to US of S(RAF).

Head of S4(Air)  
4 June 1968

Enc. Folders
Sir John Langford-Holt (Conservative - Shrewsbury)

*No 115 Sir John Langford-Holt - To ask the Prime Minister, whether he is aware that under the present arrangements some reports of unidentified flying objects are made to the Ministry of Defence and police reports are made to the Board of Trade; and whether he will arrange that all such reports are made to one department.

ANSWER:

Prime Minister:

As my Hon. Friend the Minister of State Board of Trade told you on 29th November 1967, reports of unidentified flying objects are not called for by his Department. Any received by the Board of Trade from the police or anyone else are passed on to the Ministry of Defence.
POSSIBLE SUPPLEMENTS

Q.1. What instructions have been given to the police about reporting unidentified flying objects?
A. No specific instructions have been issued, but over the years it has become established practice for police forces all over the country to pass reports of interest to the Ministry of Defence.

Q.2. Is the Prime Minister aware that the Assistant Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis told a member of the public that UFO reports were sent by the police to the Board of Trade?
A. There seems to have been some misunderstanding. If police observe an aeroplane in flight bearing neither military nor the proper civil marks the matter is reported to the Board of Trade. This is, of course, not a report of an unidentified flying object in the accepted sense.

Q.3. Is the Prime Minister aware that some reports of unidentified flying objects are not passed on to the Ministry of Defence by the police?
A. The police have extensive knowledge of local conditions, and it is left to their good sense to decide whether any particular report should be passed on to the Ministry of Defence.

Q.4. If some reports do not reach Ministry of Defence does this not leave a gap in our national security?
A. No Sir. The Royal Air Force keeps a constant watch on the skies over the United Kingdom and I am confident that we can rely on them to secure our air defence.
Q.5. Was the report made by Mr to
the police on passed
on to the Ministry of Defence?
A. I will ask my Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for Defence to make some enquiries and write to you.

Q.6. Will the police forward reports to private organisations or individuals studying UFO's?
A. That is a matter for the Chief Officer of each force to decide but it is not usual for the police to disclose for non official purposes information they receive in the course of their duty.
Sir John Langford-Holt

1. Sir John Langford-Holt has shown an interest in unidentified flying objects for at least two years and has asked a number of questions on the subject. The relevant Hansard extracts are at Appendices 1 to 5. This question is directly related to the question answered by the Minister of State Board of Trade on 29th November, (Appendix 2).

2. As was true of the question answered by the Prime Minister on 19th December, (Appendix 1), it is possible that Sir John Langford-Holt was prompted to ask this question by [REDACTED] has been in correspondence with the Board of Trade, Home Office, Ministry of Defence and the Commissioner of Police on the question of reports of UFOs received by the police. He has also been in correspondence with the Prime Minister's office, Sir John Langford-Holt, M.P., Sir Eric Bullus, M.P., the United Nations Organisation, the Canadian and other Governments and organisations about various aspects of UFO reports.

3. Last October the Assistant Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis, in response to letter from Mr Hennessey, told him that reports of unidentified flying objects were passed to the Board of Trade. This was a misunderstanding. The Assistant Commissioner had in mind an instruction concerning 'aircraft' which is now of course normally taken to mean an aeroplane. If an aircraft is observed by the police bearing neither the proper military nor civil marks the matter is reported to the Board of Trade. This is not a UFO report in the accepted sense.

Reporting Procedures
Reporting Procedures

4. RAF Stations have standing instructions to pass reports received from any source, eg police or public, or originated by them to Ministry of Defence.

5. No specific instructions have been issued to the police, but it has become established practice for police forces to pass reports of interest to RAF Stations or to Ministry of Defence. The police have unrivalled knowledge of local conditions, happenings and personalities and it is sensible for them to decide whether a report should be passed on to Ministry of Defence for investigation.

6. The Board of Trade are not interested in UFO reports, but some of their establishments, particularly the Air Traffic Control Centres, receive reports from time to time. Board of Trade establishments have instructions to pass such reports on to the Ministry of Defence.

General

7. At Appendix 6 is a general brief on unidentified flying objects which includes some statistics.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

Q14. Sir J. Langford-Holt asked the Prime Minister whether he is satisfied that all sightings of unidentified flying objects which are reported from service sources are explainable; what inquiries he has authorised into these objects outside the defence aspect; and whether he will now appoint one Minister to look into all aspects of reports.

The Prime Minister: The Answers are: “Yes, except when the information given is insufficient”; “None”; and “No”.
Unidentified Flying Objects

Sir J. Langford-Holt asked the President of the Board of Trade by what authority he requires reports of unidentified flying objects from the police; and what action he takes on them.

Mr. J. P. W. Mallalieu: No such reports are called for.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

Q7. Sir J. Langford-Holt asked the Prime Minister whether, in view of the fact that the Secretary of State for Defence is responsible only for the air defence implications of the reports of unidentified flying objects, he will allocate to a Department the duty of assessing the wider implications of these reports.

The Prime Minister: No, Sir.

Sir J. Langford-Holt: Is the Prime Minister aware that enormous numbers of these reports are coming in to the Government from people, not all of whom are cranks? Would it not be appropriate, without myself knowing very much about the origins or significance of these items, that somebody in the Government at least should take a serious interest in them?

The Prime Minister: These matters are taken seriously when the reports which are received are sufficiently detailed to enable a check to be made. In very many cases there are natural phenomena, or less natural phenomena such as balloons, aircraft, and so on. Where it has not been possible to get a satisfactory explanation, it is usually because the information has been too inadequate or imprecise for investigation.

Mr. Hogg: Is it not well known that these unidentified flying objects are the chickens coming home to roost in the ruins of the right hon. Gentleman's reputation?

The Prime Minister: I seem to remember thinking that question rather funny when it was put by the right hon. Member for Flint, West (Mr. Birch) six years ago.

Mr. Shinwell: In view of the fact that the Opposition are always looking for 'maggot's nests', could not my right hon. Friend undertake this task of looking for unidentified objects?
Unidentified Flying Objects (Reports)

73. Sir J. Langford-Holt asked the Secretary of State for Defence what arrangements are made for the reporting and receipt of reports of sightings of unidentified flying objects; and how many of these reports have been received in the last 10 years from civilian and Service sources.

Mr. Merlyn Rees: Reports of unidentified flying objects are received by my Department from both Service and civilian sources and are investigated. Between 1959 and 1965 351 reports were received. I regret that earlier figures are not available.
Sir J. Langford-Holt asked the Secretary of State for Defence what estimate he has made as to the value, courses and origins of reports of sightings of unidentified flying objects as well as of the objects themselves.

Mr. Merlyn Rees: Reports are examined at their face value in the light of their possible air defence implications, and we do not carry our study beyond this point. No defence implications have been found.
Sources of Information

1. By and large reports of unidentified flying objects originate from someone who has seen an unfamiliar object or phenomenon or a familiar object in an unfamiliar situation. The vast majority of the reports received are imprecise; many are of limited accuracy; and many of the objects were seen only for seconds. These reports reflect the known unreliability of untrained observers. Nevertheless, by careful study and by conducting field investigations to obtain more information, it is possible to pinpoint the explanations for about 90% of all reports. The rest remain unexplained because they are too imprecise or inadequate to permit further investigation. RAF stations have standing instructions to pass reports received or originated by them to the Ministry of Defence but they do not have any instructions to carry out local investigations. There is nothing to distinguish these reports from others which are made direct to the Ministry of Defence.

Investigation of Reports

2. The Air Force Department of the Ministry of Defence accepts all reports of unidentified flying objects which are passed to them and studies these reports solely because of their possible air defence interest. None of the reports received to date provide evidence of clandestine terrestrial activity or of activity under extra-terrestrial control. Neither do they reveal anything whose investigation seems likely to result in a significant advance in scientific knowledge.
Civil and Military Radar Network, Defence Intelligence sources, and other scientific and technical sources, eg the Meteorological Office, the Royal Observatory, the Radio and Space Research Station etc., confirm the accuracy of this conclusion.

Statistical Analysis

3. An analysis of reports received each year from 1959 to date is at Annex A. This confirms that:

   a. There was a marked increase in the number of reports in the latter part of 1967. In October some 90 reports were received. The present rate is about 20 per month.

   b. The number of reports is very small compared with those received by the USAF. (Over 10,000 from 1947 to 1965).

   c. The normal explanations continue to apply.
Disclosure of Information

4. The Ministry of Defence tells those who have reported UFOs the result of their investigation and the explanation of the sighting. The Ministry of Defence also reveals these explanations to other interested parties, e.g. the Press, in response to specific requests. Neither the report nor the explanation are classified. Case records are not made available for public scrutiny as this could be considered to be a breach of confidentiality as between the Ministry of Defence and members of the public who make reports. Some members of the public particularly ask that their reports should receive no publicity. Some case records also include material from classified sources, e.g. operational radar films and BMEWS data.

Reasons for Increased Number of Reports in 1967

5. Three factors have contributed to the increase in the number of reports in 1967. First the extended periods of fine weather in the Summer and early Autumn months provided ideal conditions for intensive and extensive flying, gliding and ballooning activities and they also caused a great many people to spend more time out of doors and permitted those people to see much more of the aerial activity than usual. Secondly, the planet Venus, which is extremely bright, was to be seen over the UK for an extended period from the beginning of October. Thirdly, very wide publicity has been given in the press and on television to reports of unidentified flying objects and this has encouraged the public to search the sky in the hope of seeing their own unidentified flying
received in recent months come from the London area and have proved aircraft or aircraft lights. There has been nothing in the reports received in 1967 to indicate that they are in any way different from the reports received in earlier years. Apart from frequent sightings of the planet Venus — especially by people in North Devon and Sussex — there have been no mass sightings.

**Reports from Service Sources**

6. Sir John Langford-Holt has referred in the past specifically to objects reported from Service sources. Few sightings originate from Service sources and separate statistics are not kept for this category of report. In 1967 only eight originated from Service personnel or civilians employed by the Armed Forces. All were explained.

/Retention of Reports/
Retention of Reports

7. Because reports received have proved to have such mundane explanations, it has been the practice to retain them for a period of five years only before destruction.

Further Studies

8. The Ministry of Defence has found no evidence to suggest that reports of unidentified flying objects have other than the most mundane explanations. This view is based on a full study of reports and careful comparison with data available from defence sources and other scientific and technical advice. In the circumstances, the Ministry of Defence does not consider that separate studies by other Government Departments or by a University or other independent organization would produce results to justify the expenditure of time, effort and money involved. Neither the contract awarded to the University of Colorado (See Annex B) by the USAF nor the information we have on the attitude of the USSR (Annex C) give grounds for altering this opinion. Present knowledge of the progress of the Colorado study indicates that it is unlikely to reveal any significant new facts about unidentified flying objects of scientific or defence importance and is unlikely to resolve the public relations problems associated with UFO reports.

Parliamentary Interest

9. A list of MPs who have put down Parliamentary Questions or made Parliamentary enquiries most recently is provided at Annex D.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>SATELITES AND DEBRIS</th>
<th>BALLOONS</th>
<th>CELESTIAL OBJECTS</th>
<th>METEOROLOGICAL AND NATURAL PHENOMENA</th>
<th>AIRCRAFT</th>
<th>MISCELLANEOUS</th>
<th>UNEXPLAINED (INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION)</th>
<th>UNDER INVESTIGATION</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes and the reflection of lights on clouds.
ANNEX B

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE STUDIES

1. The United States Air Force has been studying reports of unidentified flying objects since 1947 (Project Blue Book). It has a small permanent staff for this purpose. From 1947 to 1965 inclusive the USAF received over 10,000 unidentified flying object reports and were unable to explain some 600 of these despite the availability of a full description of the object observed. At a hearing before the House of Representatives Committee on the Armed Services in April 1966 they agreed that these "unidentified" reports deserved further attention and subsequently the US Department of Defense awarded to the University of Colorado a contract for a full scientific study of reports of unidentified flying objects.

2. The contract was awarded to the University of Colorado because they were one of the few Universities in America which had not publicly taken up a position for or against the existence of unidentified flying objects which could not be explained on the basis of existing scientific knowledge.

3. There is no doubt that the USAF hoped that the University's study would confirm the findings of Project Blue Book and that they also hoped that it would vindicate them in the face of growing public belief that the USAF were concealing the truth. However, due to scepticism publicly expressed by the Leader of the University of Colorado Study Team (Dr. Condon) the University's study is already being denigrated in America as an elaborate plot to give an air of impartiality to the biased attitude of the USAF towards these reports. There are voluntary organisations in America, eg, the National Investigation Committee for Aerial Phenomena, devoted to the investigation of UFO reports. These organisations firmly believe that there are facts concealed by the USAF which should be made public.

4. A member of the University of Colorado Study Team, Dr. Low, visited the MOD in August 1967. He enquired about our interest in unidentified flying objects and we explained that, like the USAF, our interest arose from the possible air defence implications. We also told him that we had found mundane explanations for the vast majority of the reports we had received. He did not ask for any other information or for details of individual cases.

/5.
5. The conclusions and recommendations of the University's study are potentially of great interest to us in that they may help both the USAF and ourselves to decide what depth of consideration should be given to future reports. The USAF has promised us a copy of the report and Dr. Low has undertaken to keep us informed of the progress of the study in the meanwhile.
1. Daily papers on 13th November 1967 reported an announcement made on Russian television that a Soviet Air Force Commission had been established to investigate reports of unidentified flying objects.

2. Earlier this year the Scientific Attache in Moscow made some discreet enquiries and was told that because insufficient information had been received to sustain it the Commission had been disbanded. However, the Scientific Attache thought it likely that the Commission was continuing its work under cover. But, we have received no other information to support the Scientific Attache's assessment.
PARLIAMENTARY INTEREST IN UFOs

1. The following MPs have put down Parliamentary Questions or initiated Parliamentary enquiries about unidentified flying objects in recent years.


   a. P.Q. 22nd June 1966. See Appendix II to this Annex.
   d. P.E. 7th September 1967. He asked US of S(RAF) to make Ministry of Defence information about UFO reports available to the University of Colorado. US of S(RAF) replied that we were in contact with the University but had been given no reason to believe that they wanted such information.
   e. P.Q. Supplementary 5th November 1966. See Appendix VIII.
   f. P.E. 24th April, 1968. He asked US of S(RAF) about the details referred to in the answer to P.Q. from Mr. Peter Mills (see para. 7) and about the American conclusions mentioned in the answer to Mr. Patrick Wall on 22nd November 1967. He was referred to the more recent figures given to Mr. Edward Taylor (para. 4b) and told that in referring to the conclusions reached by the Americans US of S(RAF) had in mind the general views of the USAF and not the Colorado Study which had yet to make an official announcement about conclusions.


5. Sir Eric Ballus.
   a. P.E. July 1967. The MP passed on requests from a Mr. [incomplete] (correspondent with the Ministry of Defence, the Prime Minister and others) that:
      (1) US of S(RAF) sign a declaration that no alien objects had flown through UK airspace. (A similar request was addressed to the Prime Minister).
      (2) The Ministry of Defence, or another Government Department should initiate as a matter of high priority (directly or through the United Nations) a full scientific study of UFO reports.

Both requests were refused: the first on the grounds that Ministerial opinion had already been publicly stated on many occasions; the second on the grounds that available information did not justify a high priority for such a study.
b. P.Q. 25th October 1967. Probably arising from the answer to the P.E. See Appendix VI to this Annex.

c. P.E. May 1968. The MP passed on a letter from Mr Hennessey challenging an explanation given to an observer by MOD. No new information was provided and the MP was told that MOD had no cause to amend the explanation given.

6. Dr. Reginald Bennett. P.Q. 7th November 1967. See Appendix VII.

7. Mr. Peter Mills. P.Qs. 8th November. See Appendix VIII.

8. Mr. Patrick Wall.
   a. P.Q. 8th November. See Appendix IX.
   b. P.Q. 22nd November. See Appendix X.

9. Mr. Richard Kelley MP, passed on a request from a constituent asking for general information about UFOs.
Mr. Brooke asked the Secretary of State for Defence how many reports of unidentified flying objects were received by his Department throughout Great Britain during 1964 and 1965; and of these how many have since not been satisfactorily explained.

Mr. Merlyn Rees: The following are the figures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Number of Reports</th>
<th>Number not satisfactorily Explained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the cases that have not been satisfactorily explained the information given has generally been too imprecise or inadequate to support any further investigation.
Unidentified Flying Objects (Reports)

73. Sir J. Langford-Holt asked the Secretary of State for Defence what arrangements are made for the reporting and receipt of reports of sightings of unidentified flying objects; and how many of these reports have been received in the last 10 years from civilian and Service sources.

Mr. Merlyn Rees: Reports of unidentified flying objects are received by my Department from both Service and civilian sources and are investigated. Between 1959 and 1965 351 reports were received. I regret that earlier figures are not available.
Sir J. Langford-Holt asked the Secretary of State for Defence what estimate he has made as to the value, courses and origins of reports of sightings of unidentified flying objects as well as of the objects themselves.

Mr. Merlyn Rees: Reports are examined at their face value in the light of their possible air defence implications, and we do not carry our study beyond this point. No defence implications have been found.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

Q7. Sir J. Langford-Holt asked the Prime Minister whether, in view of the fact that the Secretary of State for Defence is responsible only for the air defence implications of the reports of unidentified flying objects, he will allocate to a Department the duty of assessing the wider implications of these reports.

The Prime Minister: No, Sir.

Sir J. Langford-Holt: Is the Prime Minister aware that enormous numbers of these reports are coming in to the Government from people, not all of whom are cranks? Would it not be appropriate, without myself knowing very much about the origins or significance of these items, that somebody in the Government at least should take a serious interest in them?

The Prime Minister: These matters are taken seriously when the reports which are received are sufficiently detailed to enable a check to be made. In many cases there are natural phenomena, or less natural phenomena, such as balloons, aircraft, and so on. Where it has not been possible to get a satisfactory explanation, it is usually because the information has been too inadequate or imprecise for investigation.

Mr. Hogg: Is it not well known that these unidentified flying objects are the chickens coming home to roost in the ruins of the right hon. Gentleman's reputation?

The Prime Minister: I seem to remember thinking that question rather funny when it was put by the right hon. Member for Flint, West (Mr. Birch) six years ago.

Mr. Shinwell: In view of the fact that the Opposition are always looking for mares' nests, could not my right hon. Friend undertake this task of looking for unidentified objects?
Unidentified Flying Objects

Mr. Edward M. Taylor asked the Secretary of State for Defence what information he has regarding reports of unidentified flying objects in recent months; and if he will make a statement.

Mr. Merlyn Rees: Such reports are investigated, but nothing of defence interest has been found.
Unidentified Flying Objects

60. Sir E. Bullus asked the Secretary of State for Defence how many reports he has received in the last six months of the sightings of unidentified flying objects; what were the results of his investigations; and if he will make a statement.

Mr. Merlyn Rees: 153 reports have been received in the Ministry of Defence in the last six months. Some of these are still being investigated, but commonplace explanations have been found for the rest.
Unidentified Flying Objects

49. Dr. Bennett asked the Secretary of State for Defence what organisation Her Majesty's Government has for the analysis and valuation of reports of flying objects not identified as aircraft.

Mr. Merlyn Rees: The Ministry of Defence examines these reports in the light of their possible air defence implications; and it obtains advice, as necessary, from Governmental and other scientific and technical organisations. The adequacy of our arrangements can be judged from the fact that between 1st January, 1959, and 30th September, 1967, 625 reports were examined and 555 were found to have mundane explanations. The remaining 70 reports contained insufficient data for evaluation but there was nothing to suggest that they related to incidents materially different in kind from those which were explained.
15 and 16. Mr. Peter Mills asked the Secretary of State for Defence (Mr. Marilyn Rees): We received a number of reports of objects seen in the sky over North Devon in October. After investigation, some proved to be aircraft and some were lights. Of the lights, the majority were the planet Venus; but the source of a few lights has not been positively identified. I can say, however, that none of these unidentified lights was an alien object.

There are standing instructions for R.A.F. stations to report unusual objects seen in the sky, and standing arrangements for investigating these reports and similar reports from other sources. I do not consider additional action necessary.

Mr. Mills: Will the hon. Gentleman bear in mind that this matter is of considerable interest to the South-West, particularly the Okehampton area, but also of some concern? How does this statement square with the statements of two police officers and of engineers at Heasoura? For that low flying objects were moving over an hour in the area?

Mr. Rees: In answer to a Question yesterday and another today, I have published details of all the investigations which have been made over recent years, and none of these would give any reason to believe that there are unidentified objects in the sense which has been implied. Further, we have complete radar coverage to a very great height over all these islands and have access to that over Europe, and none of this leads us to believe in any sense that this is anything else than something which we know nothing about.

Mr. Alan Lee Williams: Can my hon. Friend assure us that he has received scientific advice?

Mr. Rees: I can give that assurance. This is not just an air defence matter. We have access to scientists of high repute—some have been consulted on all these matters—and also to psychologists.

Sir J. Langford-Trott: The hon. Gentleman said that we have complete radar coverage. In those circumstances, can he explain how a letter was sent by his Department when a report was sent about one of these objects to the effect that it was “might or might not” have been an aircraft but his Department was unable to say?

Mr. Rees: The problem is that, if one is notified of this right away, it is possible to give a more definitive reply, but when one gets a letter weeks later asking what it might have been on such and such an occasion, it is difficult to be definitive on it. But nothing leads us to believe that this is men from Mars or anything of that kind.

Mr. Shinwell: Would it not be desirable for the Government to encourage this idea that there are unidentified flying objects and that there is a danger of invasion from another planet? Would this not create the necessary diversion so that people in this country, and the electorate in particular, would not worry about their economic problems?

Mr. Rees: Judging from the public's response to some newspaper reports, I can only hope that they will take my right hon. Friend's remark seriously.
Unidentified Flying Objects

Mr. Wall asked the Secretary of State for Defence if he will make a statement on unidentified flying objects sighted over Great Britain during the past two years.

Mr. Nield Rees: From 1st January, 1966 to 30th September, 1967, 274 reports were received. 242 reports were found to have mundane explanations. The remaining 32 reports remain unexplained because the information provided was so inadequate that no conclusive investigation was possible. The detailed analysis of these reports against the background of reports since the beginning of 1959 is set out below.

UFO Statistics—1st January, 1959 to 30th September, 1967

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial objects</th>
<th>Meteorological and natural phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (insufficient information)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1967 (TQ 30.9.67): 30 33 7 13 58 1 32 179

Total: 184 63 41 71 134 42 70 623

Note: Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes and the reflection of lights on clouds.
Unidentified Flying Objects

Mr. Well asked the Secretary of State for Defence what exchange of information or other co-operation is taking place between his Department and the official United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics investigations into the problem of unidentified flying objects.

Mr. Morley Rees: We are in touch with the Americans on this subject but not with the Russians. I understand the conclusions which the Americans have reached coincide with ours.
by 1970, and this is being considered in the light of current economic circumstances.

Tinned fruits have been bought from Great Britain or from Commonwealth countries whenever possible.

HOUSE OF COMMONS
REFRESHEMENT DEPARTMENT
(PURCHASES)

98. Sir Knox Cunningham asked the Lord President of the Council if he will state the quantities and specify the various types of food and drink bought, during the past three months for use by the Catering Department of the House of Commons, from the United Kingdom, the Commonwealth and Europe, respectively.

Mr. Maxwell: I have been asked to reply.

During the past three months and, indeed, before this period, all fresh provisions have originated completely from the United Kingdom and Commonwealth countries.

Wines have been bought through our shippers from France, and on specific requirements only from other countries.

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Unidentified Flying Objects

Mr. Edward M. Taylor asked the Secretary of State for Defence how many reports of unidentified flying objects were received in 1967; how many of these reports were subsequently shown to have a natural explanation; and if he will make a statement.

Mr. Merlyn Rees: The total number of reports received in 1967 reflects a wave of public interest in U.F.Os, reaching a peak towards the end of the year. The analysis of the reports published below shows that, as in previous years, the vast majority were found to have mundane explanations; the remainder of the reports contained insufficient information for conclusive investigation but nothing to suggest that they related to incidents materially different in kind from those that were explained.

UFO STATISTICS—1ST JANUARY, 1959 TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1967

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Satellites and debris</th>
<th>Balloons</th>
<th>Celestial objects</th>
<th>Meteorological and natural phenomena</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Unexplained (insufficient information)</th>
<th>Under investigation</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Miscellaneous reports include, for example, hoaxes and the reflection of lights on clouds.

Troops (Sailing from Liverpool)

Mr. Booth asked the Secretary of State for Defence what was the destination of the troops who sailed from Liverpool on 6th January.

Mr. Boyden: I know of no troops who sailed from Liverpool on duty on 6th January, but if my hon. Friend would let us have more details I will make further inquiries.

H.M.Y. 'Britannia'

Mr. Emrys Hughes asked the Secretary of State for Defence what was the total cost of H.M.Y. 'Britannia', including refits, maintenance and other costs, from the decision to build it to 16th January, 1968; what is the present weekly cost of maintenance; how many officers and men are now employed; what is the average number of weeks per
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satellites</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestial Objects</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteor &amp; Natural Phenomena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexplained</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Investigation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 18
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satellites</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestial Objects</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met. &amp; Natural Phen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexplained</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Investigation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SATELITES AND PLANETS</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Balloons</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COSMICAL EVENTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOGICAL TURMOIL-ZENA</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RAFT</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCÉLLANÉOUS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SÉPLAINÉD</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITES</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITE DEBRIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLOONS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELESTIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED (Insufficient Information)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITES</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITE DEBRIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLOONS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELESTIAL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOROLOGICAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHENOMENA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Insufficient Information)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITES</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITE DEBRIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLOONS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELESTIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED (Insufficient Information)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITES</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITE DEBRIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLOONS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELESTIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED (Insufficient Information)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITE DEBRIS</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLOONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELESTIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED (Insufficient Information)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITE DEBRIS</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLOONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELESTIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOROLOGICAL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHENOMENA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Insufficient Information)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITES</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITE DEBRIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLOONS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELESTIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED (Insufficient Information)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITES</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITE DEBRIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLOONS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELESTIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOROLOGICAL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHENOMENA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Insufficient Information)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>